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Sweet Home Alabama
—

Gottfried takes
alma mater job

-

O'Rourke
released as
head coach
Page 10A
WORLD

Clinton stunned
by survivors
KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) —
Stunned by the tragic stories of
genocide survivors, President
Clinton said today the world did
not act quickly enough when
the horrors of the 1994 massacre in Rwanda emerged.
"Never again must we be shy
in the face of the evidence,"
Clinton vowed.
Clinton recounted the 90
days of bloodletting that began
in April 1994 as families were
murdered in their homes, people hunted down like animals,
young and old, women and
children, slaughtered in the
sanctuary of churches and
hospitals.
"All over the world there
were people like me sitting in
offices who did not fully appreciate the depth and the speed
with which you were being engulfed by this unimaginable terror," Clinton told the audience
of several hundred assembled
at the airport here, including
many survivors of the
genocide.
The Clinton administration
has said the international community failed to stop the Hutu
extremists from killing up to 1
million minority-group Tutsis
and Hutu moderates.
Clinton noted the fine line
between peace and war elsewhere in the world: between
Muslims and Serbs in Bosnia,
between Arabs and Jews in the
Mideast, between Catholics
and Protestants in Northern
Ireland.
Even as he spoke, ethnic violence flared anew in Yugoslavia. Serbian police fired on Albanians in Kosovo with machine guns and mortar fire, as
Western ministers meeting in
Bonn struggled to find a way to
quell the fighting.
"We are reminded of the capacity of people everywhere ...
to slip into pure evil. We cannot
abolish that capacity but we
must never accept it," Clinton
said.
WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy.
Low around 55. South wind 10
to 20 mph.
Thursday... Mostly
sunny...Windy and warm.
High 75 to 80.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Mark Gottfried was scheduled
to be named head basketball
coach at the University of Alabama Wednesday afternoon.
Alabama scheduled a 2 p.m.
press conference on campus to
name Gottfried as the successor
to David Hobbs, who was fired
last month.
A 1987 graduate of Alabama,
Gottfried reportedly agreed to a
five-year contract for $2 million
— at $400,000 a year.
But Gottfried said leaving
Murray after a tremendously successful three-year stint was very
difficult.
"There's not been a doubt in
my mind about the particular job,
but whether I really wanted to
leave this year," Gottfried said.
"I'm very appreciative of the job
I've had. I honestly believed that
I've had a terrific job."
But the lure of his alma mater
and the high-profile of the South-

eastern Conference was too much
to turn down.
"I'm excited at Alabama about
Alabama's commitment to basketball," Gottfried said. "I
wanted to make sure that it was
going to be a good marriage and
that both of us felt the same."
Gottfried met Monday in Tuscaloosa, Ala. with Alabama officials, including Alabama athletic
director. Bob Bockrath. It was the
third meeting this month, and
contrary to published reports,
Goufried said he has enjoyed the
"I have enjoyed meeting with
him," Gottfried said. "He's just
an unbelievable sense of vision
for Alabama athletics, specifically in the areas of facilities,
marketing and promotions. He's
got me pretty excited."
Gottfried played at Alabama
for coach Wimp Sanderson in the
mid-'80s and helped lead the
Tide to three straight appearances
in the NCAA round of 16 from

Mark Gottfried was scheduled to be named head basketball coach at Alabama Wednesday.
1985-87. He still holds the school
record for career 3-point shooting
percentage at .485.

Boys go
on firing
rampage

II See Page 2

and made two NCAA TournaII See Page 2

Rose named
to MSU post
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

By PEGGY HARRIS
Associated Press Writer
JONESBORO, Ark. (AP) — A
13-year-old boy warned friends
"he had a lot of killing to do"
after he was jilted by a girl. A
day later, he and his 11-year-old
cousin allegedly lured classmates
out of school with a false fire
alarm, then mowed them down
with gunfire.
Four girls and an English
teacher who shielded a student
from the attack were killed in the
ambush Tuesday. Eleven others
— 10 students and a teacher —
were wounded. Six people remained hospitalized today, one in
critical condition.
Hearings for the boys were
scheduled for today, while authorities searched for answers to
how the boys got their weapons
and why they attacked.
"There's no explanation in my
opinion why an 11-year-old or
13-year-old would do something
like this," Craighead County
Sheriff Dale Haas said. "It
breaks my heart."
This morning, one big wreath,
two bouquets and a candle was
on the sidewalk in front of Westside Middle School. Classes were
canceled.
Police did not offer a motive,
but classmates said the 13-yearold had recently broken up with
his girlfriend. A day earlier, he
had said he "had a lot of killing
to do," schoolmate Jamie
Clevenger told The Jonesboro
Sun.
Another student said she saw
the 11 -year-old by the fire alarm,
then saw him running out of the
school once it was triggered.
Authorities said as many as 27
shots were fired. Youngsters
scrambled as some of their classmates fell bleeding and cried as
they waited for emergency
workers.
The dead students were identified as Natalie Brooks, Paige Ann
Herring and Stephanie Johnson,
all 12, and Brittany R. Varner,
who was 11. Teacher Shannon
Wright, 32, died Tuesday night
after surgery for wounds to her
chest and abdomen, the county

His Murray State teams were
68-24 in three years, won three
Ohio Valley Conference titles

DR. JACK ROSE

Former Calloway County
superintendent Dr. Jack Rose has
been tapped to become the new
dean of the College of Education
at Murray State University.
Rose, who retired after 23
years as school superintendent at
Calloway County last year and
has served as the head of a school
system in Tennessee, said higher
education reform in Kentucky
makes the dean's position a "golden opportunity."
"I believe that the enthusiasim
in the college, the quality of the
faculty and the cooperation of the
rest of the deans, the potential is
tremendous," Rose said. "It's always been highly respected. Murray State has always had a great
relationship with public schools
and I want to take that and build
on it."

The university has been seeking a replacement for Dr. Janice
Weaver, who retired last year.
Rose said he had been encouraged to seek the position by other
educators in the region and was
nominated by the Western Kentucky Educational Co-operative, a
group of superintendents.
Murray State provost Dr.
James Booth said the recommendation from regional educators
boosted Rose.
"The real asset that we are encouraged by is the respect that regional superintendents have for
him," Booth said. "Our relations
with the public school systems
will be greatly enhanced with Dr.
Rose in this position."
Rose has also served as president of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (SACS),
II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A GOOD FIGHT: Calloway County Fire-Rescue workers, with the help of two passersby, battle a field fire Tuesday that burned about two acres
on Pleasant Hill Drive.
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II Boys...
act]) sk hat our opo are" in bringing more seriou• charges.
Students describc,I Mitchell as
a troubled boN sk th, had recently
begun bragging ah,,ut involsement with a gang and "as upset
over a breakup with .1 girlfriend,
who was among the wounded.
Students said he mai,' numerous
threats Mondav
"He told us that toniorrov. you
will find out it you be or die,"
seventh-grader Melinda Henson,
who described herselt as a good

FROM PAGE 1
Loioner said. Students said she
stepped in front of another student as the shots rang out.
Authorities didn't release the
boys' names, but the Sun identified them as Mitchell Johnson,
13, and his cousin Andrew Golden, 11. Under state law, children
under age 14 are charged only in
Juvenile Court and can be held
only until they turn 18. But Prosecutor Brent Davis said his office is "trying to ascertain ex-

wounded.
"He said he AaN detinitel) going to shoot Candace because she
had broken up with him," sixthgrader Kara Tate, 11, told the
Sun.
Kim Candace Porter, whom
several students described as the
boy's former girlfriend, was
listed in stable condition at St.
Bernards Regional Medical
Center.
The school has 250 students in
sixth and seventh grades. Jonesboro is a university town of
52,000 about 130 miles northeast
of Little Rock.
The two boys, wearing camouflage shirts, pants and hats,
were caught near the school with
handguns and rifles. Investigators
said the boys were running in the
direction of a white van found
about a half-mile away from the
school with more guns and ammunition in it. The van was impounded by police.
Classmate Erica Swindle, 12,
said the younger boy owned a
gun and went deer hunting often.
"He'll sit there and say, 'Man,

triend of the boy, told the Sun.
He told me yesterday that all
the people who broke up with
him, you know, he's going to
come to school tomorrow and
shoot them," said 12-year-old
Charles Vanoven, another
seventh-grader. "I thought he
was Just kidding around."
Vanoven said the 13-year-old
also had pulled a knife on another
student Monday. Other students
said the 'boy was specifically
targeting one of the girls

A Blast From The Past
"Old Timers" Basketball
' Tigers vs Lakers
Murray High School
Friday, March 27
6:30 p.m.

III Job...

Chili Supper 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Chili, Crackers, Hot Dog, 20 oz. Pepsi Product, Dessert

$5.00

Under 12

$3.00

DON'T MISS THE EXCITEMENT!
Come Out And See Your Old Favorites!

CRAFTSMAN

Arkansas has no law prohibiting minors from possessing shotguns or rifles, although people
younger than 21 are barred from
having handguns. Other laws prohibit possessing guns on public
property or for criminal intent.
President Clinton, on a visit to
Kampala, Uganda, said in a statement that he was "profoundly
sad and ... disturbed" by the
shootings.
Gov. Mike Huckabee said he
was angry, as a parent, that such
a tragedy could happen at a
public school.
"It makes me angry not so
much at individual children that
have done it as much as angry at

FROM PAGE 1
the university's accrediting
agency, and a member of the
state Council on Higher Education, the forerunner of the current
Council on Postsecondary
Education.
"Dr. Rose's training and experience were exactly what we were
looking for," Booth said. "Dr.
Rose was a member of the Council on Higher Education and is
very familiar with key individuals
at the state level and understands
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a world in which such a thing can
happen," he said.
The Arkansas shooting was at
least the third fatal shooting in a
school in the past five months.
As in the Jonesboro case, all the
dead were girls. On Dec. 1, a boy
opened fire on a student prayer
circle at a high school in West
Paducah, Ky., killing three students and wounding five. Two
months earlier, two students died
at a shooting in Pearl, Miss.
Two students also were
wounded in Arkansas in December when a student sniper opened
fire in the southwestern Arkansas
town of Stamps.
Clinton said ne will ask Attorney General Janet Reno to find
"whatever experts there are in
our country" to analyze the
shootings to see whether any elements of the shootings are
similar.
"I do think we've reached the
point where we have to analyze
these incidents to see whether or
not we can learn anything (and)
what we can do to prevent further
ones," he said.

•Rose...

FROM PAGE 1
ment appearances. The Racers
were a school-record 29-4 this
season, knocking off Arkansas
and Iowa State and cracked in the
Associated Press Top 25 for the
first time since 1971 this past
season.
"I hope that I will continue to
be an asset to Murray State for
years to come," Gottfried said. "I
hope that I've been good to Murray State, because Murray State
has been great to me."

Admission: Adults...$3.00 Students,. $2.00

Adults

he's making me so mad I should
just take my gun and start blasting him in the butt for it,— Erica
said. "You know he don't act
like he's mad, but you really
don't know about him. He's 11."
Her mother, Lisa Bearden, said
it's simply part of the Southern
culture to hunt, but added that
youths aren't learning respect for
the weapons.
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"The store you know is now close to home"

how the public education process
works in Kentucky."
A 1%1 graduate of Murray
High School, Rose earned bachelor's and master's degrees from
Murray State and his doctorate
from Indiana University. Prior to
becoming superintendent at Calloway County in 1976, he taught
five years in the school admininstration and secondary education department at MSU.
He was also instrumental in establishing the university's Faculty Senate and was its first
president.
"Some of those concerns are
still the same and some have
changed over the years," Rose
said. "I'm looking forward to sitting down with the department
chairs and each and every faculty
member. The first thing I want to
do is to get acquainted with
everyone."
Rose left Murray last year to
become director of schools for
the Maury County Schools, with
12,000 students.
His tenure has been marked
with controversy, as Rose fired a
principal who was facing sexual
harrassment charges. The princial
subsequently committed suicide
and allegedly killed his wife. Residents circulated a petition trying to oust Rose.
But the Maury County School
Board awarded Rose a contract
extension earlier this month by an
unanimous vote.
"We had some difficult decisions to make when I got here,"
Rose said. "That (the shooting)
was a very traumatic experience
for everyone involved and that's
not an experience that I hope no
one else, or any other school district, should have to experience."
After 22 years as a chief operating officer of a school district,
Rose faces the challenge of becoming part of a team.
"I've interviewed with the provost and the president," Rose
said. "I felt that the deans were
interested in a collaborative effort. I've known Dr. Booth for a
lot of years. If Murray State had
not had a strong leader like Dr.
Kern Alexander — I would not
even had considered it. I'm looking forward to working for those
people. That's not something that
bothers me a bit."

TVA focuses
on tax funds
ARAB, Ala. (AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority won't
consider new funding sources for
its non-power programs despite
congressional critics who want to
block federal support, Chairman
Craven Crowell said.
Crowell said Tuesday the
"total focus" of the federal utility right now is obtaining tax dollars to run the programs, which
include navigation programs and
weed control.
"There is no other option right
now," Crowell said at Arab High
School, where the TVA board
met.
Crowell said the TVA has not
talked to state officials about
ways to turn over the programs to
local governments should the operations be cut out of the federal
budget.
Crowell last year suggested
that Congress no longer fund the
non-power programs, but local
governments opposed the move
for fear it would drive up their
COM.
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Golf clubs alcohol bill delayed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill that could let a handful of
private golf clubs in dry territory serve alcoholic beverages has hit
another snag.
The proposal stalled Tuesday in the House Licensing and Occupations Committee after a pair of ministers raised objections — one
calling the bill elitist and the other warning it could lead to widespread liquor sales.
The bill had cleared the Senate recently, but only three members
of the House committee voted Tuesday to advance it, while five
opposed it. Eight committee members decided to pus. A similar
measure fell short of winning final legislative approval two years
ago.
Clubs in dry precincts would be allowed under the bill to call a
local-option referendum with a petition signed by 25 percent of the
precinct's residents who voted in the last general election. Liquor
sales at the golf club would be allowed if a majority approved the
ballot issue.

Committee saves agents bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill to register and regulate sports
agents, defeated by a Senate committee just last week, is now revived and headed for passage.
The Senate Licensing and Occupations Committee last Thursday
defeated the bill. During a meeting of the committee Monday evening, the bill was approved unanimously.
The bill, which was supported by the eight public universities,
would require sports agents to register with a state board and report
all their contacts with student-athletes.
In addition, a school would have to be notified within 72 hours
of any athlete signing a contract with an agent. If a school was
penalized because an athlete with eligibility remaining signed with
an agent, the athlete and the agent could be forced to compensate
the school.

House passes title loans bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A House committee has left intact a
proposal to limit the interest charged by title loan companies to 36
percent annually, pushing aside industry warnings it would force
them to shut down.
The complaints from companies that make loans based on holding vehicle titles brought little sympathy from the Licensing and
Occupations Committee.
Rep. Ron Crimm, R-Louisville, said he thought the industry was
"making a killing" on the exorbitant interest rates now charged
customers.
The House committee Tuesday made no changes to the stricter
version of the bill that passed the Senate. The bill now heads to the
full House.

New recycling measure OK'd
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Schools with ready access to recycling centers would have to recycle their white paper and cardboard
under a bill passed by the House on Tuesday.
The primary objection to the legislation was withdrawn and now
appears set for passage. The House voted 83-11 for passage.
Schools objected to the original version because it would not
have made any allowances for those without easy access to a center
where paper was collected or recycled. An exception is now available to schools located in a county where there is no recycling center or without such a center within a reasonable distance.
The Senate must approve the bill once again in its revised form.

Houses differ on check cashing
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Legislation to regulate the burgeoning check-cashing business is up in the air after the House on Tuesday refused to go along with a Senate version of a bill.
The Senate proposal would limit check-cashing operations to $10
fee per service and limit to two the number ot rollovers of a single
transaction. The House had originally approved a $15 fee and three
rollovers.
The bill now goes to the Senate, which must decide if it will
withdraw its provision and defer to the House.

Charities to keep 40 percent
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Charities who operate gambling activities would have to keep 40 percent of the net proceeds under a
bill that won final legislative passage on Tuesday and now awaits
Gov. Paul Patton's consideration.
The bill would give charities barely falling below the 40 percent
standard a chance to keep operating bingo. Charities keeping between 35 percent and 39 percent of bingo profits would be put on
probation, but could still offer bingo by providing a financial plan
to state regulators.

Senate OKs execution option
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill to switch Kentucky's method
of execution to lethal injection won final passage Tuesday in the
state Senate.
The vote was 34-2 with one abstention. The bill now goes to
Gov. Paul Patton and would become law when he signed it.
Thirty-four people now sentenced to die in the electric chair at
the Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville could opt for lethal
injection instead. Death sentences under the new law would be by
lethal injection only.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A license to carry a concealed
deadly weapon could be revoked for failure to pay child support
under a bill that won final passage in the Kentucky Senate on Tuesday. The vote was 25-10.
The sanction would apply to people who owed at least one year's
worth of child support or who failed to comply with a subpoena or
warrant in a paternity or child-support proceeding.

AROUND THE NATION

Gates extortionist convicted
SEATTLE (AP) — A man who said he sent death threats to
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates only to get material for a novel was
convicted Tuesday of trying to extort $5 million from the world's
a
richest man.
A U.S. District Court jury deliberated barely four hours before
convicting Adam Pletcher, 22, of four counts of sending threatening mail with intent to commit extortion.
He faces a maximum penalty of 20 years in prison and a SI million fine.

3A

Mother accused of smothering children
DALY CITY, Calif.(AP) — In
the quiet of the night as her parents and brother slept, Megan
Hogg taped her daughter's
mouth, nose and hands with duct
tape and then held her tight until
she stopped breathing, police
said. Then she went back for her
second daughter, and finally, the
third.
When Ms. Hogg's parents went
at dawn to rouse their three
granddaughters from slumber,
they were already dead, their
pajama-clad bodies lying next to
their unconscious mother.
The young mother left two
notes, one detailing how she
would carry out the killings and a
second saying she had completed
the deed, police said. Then Ms.
Hogg, 25, mixed herself a drink
of cocoa laced with prescription

drugs
hut she never finished
it
Ms. Hogg, who lived with her
parents, laced arraignment today
on three ;.ounts of murder.
•'In 29 L,ears, I've seen a lot of
evil," police Lt. Steven Lowe
said Tuesday. "Nothing like
this."
"The children were smothered.
She duct-taped their hands, their
nose and mouth. Then she held
them and suffocated them," said
Lowe.
•
Autopsies confirmed that the
girls - - 7-year-old Antoinette
Marden, 3-year-old Angelique
Roberts and 2-year-old Alexandra
Hogg — were suffocated.
Ms. Hogg overdosed on several
prescription drugs in what Lowe
called "a suicide gesture. I don't
think she intended to kill
herself."

Students allegedly shot
classmates, teachers

Questioned after doctors
pumped her stomach, Ms. Hogg
said she couldn't remember
which child she killed first, Lowe
said.
"This wasn't a passive act —
we're talking about actually suffocating somebody," Lowe said.
"I don't think there can be an explanation for killing three kids,
much less your own."
Family members said they last
saw Ms. Hogg around midnight
and heard nothing in the night.
"It takes about five minutes to
suffocate someone," said Lowe.
"Multiply that by three."
Friends and relatives said Ms.
Hogg was an adoring and gentle
single mother who gave no hint
she was depressed or unhappy.
"She was very devoted to the
kids," said Daisy Hogg, her aunt.
"She tried her best for them."
At the family's cream -colored
house in a quiet middle-class
neighborhood of Daly City south
of San Francisco, decals of Easter
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"There's blood on the ground. .
By JENNY PRICE
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Authorities arrested a 13-yearold boy and his 11-year-old cousin who police said were caught
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The older boy, angry at a former girlfriend, had warned classmates he would come back and
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The shooters had an easy view
of their targets from a farmer's
field behind the school. The gymnasium wall was pocked with
bullet marks.
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Union for TVA files lawsuit
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — A union representing some Tennessee Valley Authority employees has sued the federal utility and two
other unions, claiming they violated a labor agreement.
The lawsuit was filed Monday in U.S. District Court by the Office & Professional Employees International Union and its association, the Salary Policy Employee Panel. The lawsuit said the agreement called for one association to handle negotiations for five TVA
employee unions.
The agency is trying to end overtime for the white-collar and
service employees in the five unions because TVA said it wanted to
get ready for deregulation of the electricity industry, Orr said.
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Qualified To Work For You In Planning
For A Better County In The Future.
I have lived and worked in the 3rd District for 28 years. I have lived in the city but have lived in the county
for the last 16 years.
I also have been a member of the most trusted profession — Pharmacy for o‘cr ;() ‘L'ar,
My qualifications to serve you as a guardian of our resources as Magistrate are:
*Working in business - large & small
*Owning and managing a successful business
'Meeting and making payrolls
'Managing and motivating employees
*Served on Murray Planning Commission for 17 years under three mayors
*Served seven years as the county representative on the Murray Planning Commission under tv,0
Judge Executives
'Proven ability to work with people for a better community
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Telemarketer plan hurt
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'Where there tS no vision, the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS
U.S. has'flawed' people
Dear Editor:
Everybody has a passion and it seems everyone has a gripe. Turn on
the television or open the paper and see millions ofdollars being spent on
this cause and billions of dollars being spent on that cause. The stock
rnarekt is at an all time high. Millions and even billions of dollars being
made and lost every day but the less fortunate still abound. Unlike water,
money does not seem to reach the bottom and the places where it might
do some good.
I wonder what would happen if everybody was given a million dollars
and told to spend it like they wish, no strings attached. Some would gain,
some would lose but everyone could say they had it once.
People, in all their flawed ways, are what this country is made of. All
the laws, all the sex scandals and all the billions do not stop the passions
of people. The world abounds with examples of these passions. There is
crime, murders and billions of people. Almost more than the world can
feed. They only ones that gain are lawmakers and lawyers that argue
around these laws. In other words the government itself. I don't disagree
that the cities, counties, states and the country need governing but the
real wealth is at the bottom. The millions that produce the food, fiber,
transportation,and the labor necessary to run the country day to day. We
seem not able to raise the minimum wage a dollar or two but can afford
thousands of lawyers, doctors, Coos and bureaucrats at hundreds even
thousands of times the minimum wage. I wonder if the real greed in this
world is not hid under a fig leaf and called a dollar.
Joe Edd Boyd
1704 Olive Street
Murray, KY 42071

Writer questions salary
Dear Editor
At the risk of being run out of town as a heretic, I must take exception
to Larry McGehee's column of March 21. I normally enjoy McGehee's
columns, but Saturday's was a disappointment.
At the outset, I will state that I have watched a minimum amount of
college basketball during the tournaments. I do not boycott the game and
agree that there are games that are very fine competitive events.
But let's call a spade a spade. For most colleges, basketball and
intercollegiate sports in general, when viewed against the generally
accepted reasons for the existence of the schools, border on the obscene.
In the very same issue of your paper you report that Murray State's
coach Mark Goufried is under consideration for a job at Arizona State
which will be worth more than $500,000.1 am told that this is far below
what top coaches "earn." Why in the world would one person responsible
for a couple of handfuls of carefully picked students be paid this much
money?
Our colleges and universities should be educating our future leaders.
Only through a de-emphasis of college athletics can the full resources of
a school be utilized toward that goal.
George Chapman
603 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

Viewers have rights
Dear Editor
The majority of the people who live in Calloway County are religious
people who do not rent X-rated movies. They do not rent them for a
number of reasons.
These reasons range from lack of interest and social pressure to
religious beliefs. The fact that they are allowed to make their own
decisions is what is fundamentally good for America. No one should be
forced to watch anything they do not want to watch. This is "Freedom!"
All would agree that this "unalienable" right to human freedom must be
protected.
Why is it so difficult for these same people — the same people who
want to protect their own freedom — to see that freedom can only exist if
it is the same for everyone. Freedom of speech brings me to the real topic
I wish to discuss — the right of adults to buy and rent pornography. The
issue is not about the morality of pornography but about the right to view
it.
The larger issue is about the loss of freedom to the citizens of
Calloway County. Freedom is never lost in one big move. The threat of
an invading army would be easy to recognize.
It is the small overlooked issues that allow freedom to trickle away.
Hitler did not put the Jews in death camps all at once. First, he took away
their rights to own property, then he moved them to ghettos, and then he
moved them to the death camps. Most of the world did not see this as a
threat to them personally, so they let him get away with killing millions.
We must start seeing that when anyone loses freedom, it affects
everyone.
My point is even though some people do things I do not agree with, as
long as they mind their own business and not hurt anyone, they have the
right to live their lives the way they want_ This includes buying and
reading pornography if they wish. We sometimes feel compelled to
dictate morality for others, but by doing this we are robbing them, and
ultimately ourselves, of a precious right — their right to freedom!
Donny Buchanan
1667 lrvan Cobb Road
Murray, KY 42071

Military reunion slated
Dear Editor:
The 138th, 1981h, & 452nd Field Artillery BN. Association will hold
it's annual reunion July 31-Aug. 2, 1998.
For further information,contact James L. Bates,6512 Upper Hunters
Trace Road, Louisville, KY 40216-1436, or call (502) 448-4501.
James L. Bates (Sec.)
138th, 198th, & 452nd F A BN. Association

I don't often find myself agreeing
with state Sen. Tim Philpot, RFayette, who has made a legislative
career out of trying to impose his
own particular religious dogma on
me and everyone else in Kentucky.
But when it comes to the subject
of telephone solicitors, I'm lockstep
in agreement with Philpot and his
desire to give Kentuckians a few
measly hours of respite from the
telemarketers.
We all know them. Anyone with
a telephone in Kentucky has spent
time in conversation with them,
usually when dinner is on the table
getting cold, UK is about to win
another basketball game, the movie
of the week is reaching a bonechilling climax, or the cards have
been dealt and the grand slam is a
lay down.
They peddle everything from replacement windows to credit cards
with low interest rates. I once
subscribed for a while to a TimeLife series of compact discs of'60s
rock'n roll. Now Time-Life calls me
more often than my mother, with
great deals on music from the '70s
and '80s (ugh), and all those educational books about trains and Indian
tribes.
It's a rare day that I don't get home
to a blinking red light on my
answering machine and three, four
and more blanks where the compu-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
ter cut off the phone when a human
voice didn't answer. The calls come
at 10 in the morning, the early
afternoon and sometimes only minutes apart.
I've gotten calls as late as 11 p.m.,
when absolutely no one is in the
mood to consider joining a health
spa.
Obviously, Sen. Philpot has had
the same experiences, so he introduced a bill that would have restricted unsolicited telemarketing
phone calls from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
more than sufficient time to bombard any innocent person to the full
array of irresistible bargains available if your credit card is handy.
Only a few exceptions would
have been possible — calls from
real estate brokers, schools, charities and anyone with a previous
business relationship with the person called.
That sounds sensible enough,and
the restriction would have given

Kentuckians telemarket-free evenings. In fact, Philpot pushed the
legislation as a pro-family bill, to
free families of interruptions in their
time together.
Even the pro-family argument
wasn't enough to save Philpot's bill
from the kind of tortured demolition
that has come to characterize this
legislative session.
Philpot's fellow Republican, Sen.
Julie Rose of Louisville, systematically dismantled Philpot's restrictions with a floor amendment, rendering the final bill about as
effective as the logging and hog
factory regulations that have
emerged from the General Assembly.
As amended, telemarketers are
free to bother all of us until 9 p.m.
every night,seven days a week,365
days a year, and the exemptions are
broadened to just about any "legitimate" business that wants to call me
during dinner and sell me a cemetery plot.

"There are a lot of things in this
world I hate, but I don't think I need
to be legislating them right out of
business," Rose said.
Somehow I cannot imagine any
telemarketing business going out of
business if it couldn't call my home
just as "Comment on Kentucky" is
getting interesting on Friday nights.
Besides,the legislature sets all kinds
of business restrictions — no alcohol sold on Sunday, for instance —
that someone could argue places an
unwelcome burden on commerce.
Rose's amendment does allow
anyone to sign a "no-call list"
indicating they want a life free of 8
p.m. telephone offers of rare gold
coins and cheap building lots in the
Everglades.
But that's like those lists you're
allowed to join that supposedly free
you from junk mail. Has anyone
ever seen one of those lists, let alone
been put on one?
Philpot's original bill does no
harm to legitimate telemarketers,
and it does great good to tens of
thousands of Kentuckians who ask
nothing more than to be left alone in
their homes. Surely, in this day and
age, that's not asking too much,
even when you actually need replacement windows.
Perhaps the House will agree and
restore the 6 p.m. cut-off time. Just
in time for the NCAA Final Four.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 11 — The Sydney (Australia) Morning Herald, on Indonesia's problems:
Given the circumstances in which Indonesia finds itself — a currency crisis, the worst recession in decades, a severe drought straining
food supplies, unrest breaking out across the country — the continuity
in leadership Suharto's "election" ensures may not be such a bad
thing. But the operative word here is "leadership." Indonesia's problems will not be solved by a policy of denial — particularly in respect
of the economic reforms demanded by the IMF as a condition of its
financial rescue package. The IMF's core demands are non-negotiable
and what is required in the leader of Indonesia is the political will to
implement them.
In past days, Suharto and some of his ministers have signaled a
worrying shift in their commitment to this challenge. ...
(Recent cabinet choices) ... have done nothing to reassure the markets; the appointment of more big-spending technologists — as distinct
from economic technocrats — would confirm a dangerous drift at the
top. The question is whether Indonesia will face up to responsible
economic reform and thus remain open to the outside world or
whether it will seek to turn its back on its friends — and on common
sense — and seek some kind of economic autarky as the legacy of
Suharto's rule.

March 9 — Frankfurter Rundschau, Frankfurt, Germany, on
Turkish prime minister:
What moved the Turkish prime minister to make his latest attack on
Germany? And what did he really mean? Maybe Mesut Yilmaz really
believes what he said, namely, that the Germans want to carve out
"Lebensraum" (living space) through EU expansion. That would
show an alarming measure of political ignorance and malicious
distortion.
Or perhaps Yilmaz is banging on the tympani simply to portray
himself to his countrymen as an unabashed champion of national interests. In that case his jabs would truly be inexcusable. To campaign
on the villainy of Germany betrays political weakness and shows nothing of that spirit of partnership that one should expect from an EU
aspirant. Perhaps the Turkish premier is speculating on the clandestine
approval of other Europeans, who find a united Germany too large and
too dominant.
Or perhaps he simply blurted that hateful word "Lebensraum"
without intending to draw any connection to the Nazi era. This is the
version offered by his advisers. It doesn't sound very believable, especially coming from a politician who is familiar with Germany, and
even once studied here.
None of the possible interpretations are satisfactory. Yilmaz should
explain himself. The statement that it was a "misunderstanding" isn't
enough.

Clinton seeks secrecy?
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton was playing for
laughs when he told a lawyer
joke but stopped short of the
punch line, saying it was privileged and so couldn't be told.
That was at dinner, a night out.
Now it is back to the dead serious dispute over his effort to use
executive privilege to limit or
avoid the questioning of two
White House aides in the grand
jury investigation of sex and
cover-up allegations.
The White House moved gradually and apprehensively to the
point of using the claim of executive privilege in the Monica Lewinsky case, wary of the political
risk in taking a route last traveled
by Richard Nixon.
Clinton's defenders would
have preferred to limit the questioning of aides Bruce Lindsey
and Sidney Blumenthal by negotiating with the special prosecutor
instead of invoking executive privilege. That didn't work, so Kenneth Starr and Clinton lawyers
argued the executive privilege
issue Friday, before a federal
judge.
Executive privilege is a doctrine defined by practice dating
from George Washington, by its
use and by court rulings ever
since, but still murky because it
never has been spelled out by
law. The premise is that presidents should be able to get unvarnished advice from their aides
without having to turn it over to
Congress or the courts. which
would inhibit future advisers.
The testimony at issue now
presumably involves strategy discussions the president had with

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
his advisers. Presumably, because
it is all secret.
"I can't say without knowing
what the questions are whether
executive privilege is or isn't legitimate," said Rep. Barney
Frank, D-Mass.
That will be settled .i.N• court,
possibly in the Supreme Court,
which ruled unanimously against
Nixon's executive privilege claim
in Watergate, 24 years ago.
That will take time. Indeed,
Clinton critics contended that was
the point, that the White House is
bent on delay and this fits the
slowdown strategy.
The political argument won't
wait. It was on television all
weekend.
Sen. Susan Collins, R-Maine,
said executive privilege is meant
to protect private discussions about public policy, "but that's not
what we're talking about here."
"The only president who's
tried to invoke executive pri-

vilege in this manner was President Nixon," she said on CBS.
"I think it's damaging," her
colleague, Sen. Olympia Snowe,
said. "And it's sending another
wrong message that he's not willing to be forthcoming with the
American people."
"I think they've made a mistake," Sen. Trent Lott, the Republican leader, said on NBC. "It
looks like they're hiding
something,
"And it is the first time where
there has been some direct correlation between actions they're
taking to keep from having to say
things and what happened in
Watergate."
"Both Ronald Reagan and
George Bush waived executive
privilege with respect to IranContra, which was far more a
question of national security than
the president's conduct," said
Rep. Dick Armcy, the House majority leader, on Fox TV.

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger et MIMS weiCOISCS letflatt to the editor. All letters must,
be signed and should include the writer's address and telephone number for verification purposes. Letters must be under $00 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequem
writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or faxed to (502)
753-1'927.

"Executive privilege is reserved for national security
issues, not for personal conduct,"
Rep. Tom DeLay, R-Texas,
added on CNN.
Even Lewinsky's father, Dr.
Bernard Lewinsky, had his say on
the subject, complaining that the
executive privilege dispute would
only slow the process. "As far as
the delay, it bothers me a lot because my daughter continues to
be in limbo," he said.
The Nixon precedent is not
only a political problem; while
that 1974 case is not necessarily
controlling now, the reasoning
that went into it is hardly encouraging for Clinton's claim.
Nixon was trying to prevent
the release of 64 White House
tape recordings demanded by the
Watergate special prosecutor, one
of which basically clinched the
impeachment case that led him to
resign.
Ruling against Nixon, the Supreme Court held that "absent a
claim of need to protect military,
diplomatic or sensitive national
security secrets," the confidentiality of presidential communications would not be significantly
diminished by producing evidence needed in a criminal
proceeding.
This White House lost an earlier attempt to shield Whitewater
notes on grounds of attorneyclient privilege, denied by the
court because they were the work
of government lawyers.
"A lawyer and a client walk
into a bar," Clinton said in his
jokingly truncated joke at the
white-tie Gridiron Dinner Saturday night. "The lawyer turns to
his client and says —
"No, wait. It's privileged."..v.0
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Coel named in law 'Who's Who'
organizations.
She has been the guest speaker
for many university and civic
functions and was seminar
speaker for the Wisconsin and

Lu Law Fraternity, Pi Kappa Delta Honor Forensic Fraternity and
NAACP. She's a member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. and
other Greek and philanthropic
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CRYSTAL RAE COEL
Crystal Rae Coel, was recently
chosen to appear in the next edition of "Who's Who in American
Law".
She is being cited for her accomplishments in speech, debate
and mediation. Coel is the director of speech and debate in the
speech and theatre department at
Murray State University.
She teaches public speaking,
debate and small group communication while directing and coaching the national champion speech
and debate team.
She has taught in London, England and is preparing to teach
her speech course this winter in
Australia.
Before coming to Kentucky in
1995, she was an award-winning
lecturer at the University of Wisconsin at Platteville where she
taught communication law, business, speech and broadcasting.
She was also was the executive
producer of student-produced
cable television productions, adviser of the student senate, and
assistant director of speech and
debate.
Coel has also taught at Northeast Louisiana University, the
Community College of Philadelphia and served as a summer law
clerk for the Honorable Louis G.
Hill of Philadelphia Court of
Common Pleas.
A Havertown, Penn., native,
she received her bachelor's degree from Hampton University in
1985, her master's degree from
Northeast Louisiana University in
1987, and her law degree in 1990
from Southern University Law
Center. She's a Pennsylvania attorney and a Kentucky Certified
mediator.
Coel is an active member of
the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Bar Associations and she's
the Kentucky state representative
for the American Bar Association's Mediation Committee.
She is a faculty member for the
Louisville based Mediation Professionals, Inc.
In addition, she has written and
presented papers on sexual harassment and the imprisonment of
free speech at the National Communication Association Conventions in San Antonio, Texas and
Chicago, Ill.
She was the chair of a panel on
diversity in the workplace at the
1996 convention in San Diego,
Calif. She is a free-lance speech
writer, speech coach and communications text book consultant for
St. Martin's Press in New York.
Coel is active in Phi Alpha De-

Local court
jury duty list
announced
The following people have been
selected for jury duty in Calloway
County District Court and should
report to the Miller Annex at 9 a.m.,
April 2:
Emily Apperson, Janice Baker, Ronald Baldwin, George Bandara, Billie
Buz()II, Donald Bennett, Judith Bojarski, Patricia Bradley, Stephen Bradley, Unda Broach, Meleia Burton, Judith Carroll, Anne Connolly, David
Crider and Larry Crutcher.
Steven Cunningham, Alma Davidson, Christopher Davis, Jacqueline
Devries, Ruby Dickerson, Thelma Dixon,Steven Douglas, Girvis Dowdy Jr.,
Eric Easley, Ann Elizondo, Mary
Feher, William Ford, Raylane Galgei,
Norma Gilbert and Edwin Graves Jr.
Martha Green, Luna Greer, Leora
Groves, De-Chih Guo, Amy Hall,
Tamrni Helm, Carla Henerson, Thomas Hornbuckle, Chad Hughes, Timothy kniland, Michael Johnson, Phillip Jones, Debra Kimbro, John Kruger
and Michael Lands.
Christopher Lane, Larry Lawrence,
Sherman Lee, David Letterman, Stephen Uchtenegger, Eric McIntosh,
Wildy McKeel, Gloria McLaughlin, Patride Millburn, Kenneth Orton, John
Page, Jennifer Parrish, Carol Payne,
Dora Pittman and Mary P'Pool.
Jason Reed, Barbara Roberts,
George Roberts, Mary Robinson, Amy
Roos, Drew Russell, Jennifer Rutledge, Tina Ryan, Edna Sammons,
Steven
Schneiderman,
Kenneth
Schroeder, John Scott, Barbara Semen, Wesley Shelby, Jr. and Vanessa
Skaggs.

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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KeniuLik Communkation Associations Madison Wisconsin Advertising Federation and the
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We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantttios

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S.D.A. Bone-In

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

Extra Lean Boston Butt

Bacon

Pork Roast

Beef
Round Steak Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
1 39
Extra Lean

Extra Leon

Lb.

Minute
Steak

Boneless 51.59 Lb.

$219

Pork
Steak
19
t)

87

Sirloin Tip
Steak
$ 'I 99
I Lb

U.S.D.A. Boneless

Extra Lean

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast

Ground Round

Morton

Chili
Stick

3-4 Lb. Pkg

1

$ 29

Fresh Pond Raised

Fresh

Catfish Fillets Ground Turkey
q99 Crock
BBQ
1 99
Lb
Lb
Sauce
Iv Lb. Spread

1 89

Salt
26 OZ

0
89! 99
Field 1 Lb

3/$1

Kraft

Country

18 oz

1 Lb

89°

99°

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Caf. Free Pepsi,
Diet Mt. Dew, Mt. Dew

Kentucky Farms

1% Milk
Gal. $ 'I 99

0
79

Northern

Bath Tissue

89

4 Roll 99°

2.,

Kellogg's

Tropical Seasons Best

Grade A Large

Corn Pops
2/$400

Orange Juice
/$300

Eggs
Doz. 79'

15 oz.

64 oz. to.

Green Giant

Green Giant French Style or Cut

Rainbow

Bleach

1 gal.

59'

Green Beans

2/1 Asparagus
$ 29
2/$3 Mushrooms
$ 29
2/$1 Biscuits
79'
2/$4 Crackers
2/s1 Microwave Popcorn 3 pk 89'
W/100•Clilee

14.5 oz.
Heinz 28 oz. Squeez

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cal. Free Pepsi,
12 pk. $299
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

Ketchup

Brawny Single Roll

Green Giant Cream Slyie or Whole Kerne

Paper Towels
Prairie Farms

Skim Milk

1/2 gal.

79'
0
99

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cat Free Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew
6 pk. 20 oz. $239

Golden Corn

Grands

13.5-15 oz.
Green Giant Medium

Sweet Peas

eli

Green Giant

4.5 oz.

14.7 oz.
Kellogg's Rice Krispies or

Cocoa Krispies

989

15 oz.

8 ct.

Hyde Park Saltine

1 Lb

Hyde Park Reg. or Butter

Owen's Best
Mesquite or
Honey Smoked

Field
American

Owen's Best
Deli

Golden
Ripe

Pencil Green

Florida Juice
4 Lb. Bag

Turkey Breast

Cheese

Roast Beef

Bananas

Onions

Oranges

$499

$289

Lb.

Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best

Cole Slaw
$ 1 19

88Q Chicken

1

$ 99
Lb

$i1.29
Lb.
Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna
99

9

Lb

3199
3 994

$1 69

Lbs.

Baby Peeled
1 Lb. Bag

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Carrots
$ 1 29

Onions

99'

Florida

Strawberries
lip?
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• WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25,

Sexton-Dunn wedding
scheduled on April 18

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Kimberly Ann Sexton and Roger Cary Dunn of Ashland City,
Tenn., announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Sexton is the daughter of Ms. Carolyn Cunningham of Nashville, Tenn., and the daughter and stepdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Sexton of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Venda Sexton
Ward and the late Charles Sexton, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Butterworth Sr., all of Murray.
Mr. Dunn is the son of Holmes Dunn and the late Mar) Sue Dunn
of Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs Herbert Dunn
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Cary Rose.
The bride-elect received her B.B.A. in Marketing from the University of Kentucky, Lexington. She is manager of Gavin Promotion at
MCA Records, Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is general manager of Finders Keepers Furniture
Company, Nashville.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 18, 1998, at 6:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Woman's club to meet Thursday
Murray Woman's Club will have its spring general meeting on
Thursday, March 26, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Featured on the
program will be contest winners of Arts and Crafts, Poetry and Short
Story. Mary Ann Russell, second vice president, said this will include both club members and students. Hostesses will be members
of the Creative Arts and Zeta Departments. Linda Scott, president,
urges all members to attend.

Marine league will meet
The C.B. Cates detachment of the Marine Corps League will meet
Saturday, March 28, from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the St. Leo Parish
Center, North 12th and Payne Streets, Murray. The detachment
meets the last Saturday of every month for fellowship and lunch
(cost $S) and all veterans, especially Marines, are invited.

•

Sterba lecture is tonight

% Tangles is pleased to
• a' announce that
1 • Shawna Nance
.
• has joined our staff.
• Shatona spect.lizes in perms.
colors and trend cutting.
.

•

•

Tangles
Hair & Nails

•

A

759-2369
1608 N. 121 Bypass • Murray .

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business —

•

IL a b p

z

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Viecklings •Prorna •Banqueta •Birthdays •Anniversanes

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services
For Prom!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

The Higher Praise group composed of Wayne Wilson, Scott Houston,
Lisa Wilson and Tabitha Paschall will sing at the gospel singing benefit
April 3 at Grace Baptist Church.

Benefit gospel singing
to be held on April 3
A gospel singing for the benefit of the National Federation of
the Blind of Murray will be Friday, April 3.
Hosting the event at 7 p.m.
will be Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth St., Murray,
with the Rev. Jerry Lee as pastor.
Featured will be the Higher
Praise group composed of Wayne
Wilson, Lisa Wilson, Tabitha
Paschall and Scott Houston.
Additional single vocalists will
be Gunner Nance, Logan
Schweptman, and Danielle
Schweptman.
Other features of the evening

4-0Milired-qraltiifeo"
'
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.
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REOPENING!
•

•
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Friday, March 13th

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders
Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Mk"

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Pontoon and Jetski Rentals Available
Located

Owner: Sue Williams • Judy & Louie Williams, Managers
ox. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

will be congregational
participation.
Admission is free to the
benefit.
A love offering will be taken
during the benefit with all proceeds from the offering to go to
benefit the local chapter of the
National Federation of the Blind
of Murray.
The public is urged to attend
this special program on April 3.

Kenzie Shae
Henson born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Henson of 3771 Kirksey Rd., Murray,
are the parents of .a daughter,
Kenzie Shae Henson, born on
Friday, March 13, 1998, at 9:58
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
and measured 19Y2 inches. The
mother is the former Lenna Duke.
Two sisters are twins, Kera and
Kayla Henson.
Grandparents are Richard and
Sarah Duke of New Providence,
and R.G. and Hilda Henson of
Almo.

Bridat
Re,gistnj
Pier 1 Imports

Brett Justice

Spring Sale!!!

join our
bridal registry.

Groups of Dresses, Pants, Shorts,
Blazers, Brighton® Purses & All Jewelry

IMPOlitS
Chestnut St., Murray

753-1851
.#,.,,t01P

Chen Theatres
1008 Chestnut St • Murray
For Program Info Call 753-3314
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

(Excluding Engravable Pieces)

AMISTAD up

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

baring Maws Frimonson, Melons Hopkins
klaflhers McConaughiss

March 26 thru March 28

40K•guty
305 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-7441

Book signing on Thursday
Henry Buchanan of Murray will be on the second floor concorse
in front of the University Book Store in the CUffiS Center, Murray
State, on Thursday, March 26, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. He will be
available to sign copies of his book, "And The Goat Cried."

Public forum will be Friday
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will hold a public forum on
Friday, March 27, at 5 p.m. in the local WKAS office at 607 Poplar
St., Murray. The forum wil be to discuss the needs of the lowincome of Calloway County for the upcoming year. This project is
funded, in part, under a contract with the Cabinet for Human Resources with funds from the Community Service Block Grant Act of
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The public is
invited and for information call 753-0908.

Supper and games Friday
Murray High School Band Boosters will sponsor a chili supper
and alumni basketball games between Murray High School and Calloway County High School on Friday, March 27, at Murray High
School. The chili supper will be served from 5:30 to 7 p.m. with the
cost being $5 for adults and $3 for children under 12. The basketball
games will begin at 6:30 p.m. with admission being #3 for adults
and $2 for students. The public is urged to support the band boosters
in this special fundraiser.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of will
meet Friday, March 27, at 11:30 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road. The speaker will be John Williams of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and prospective members to
attend.

Compassionate group to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, March 26, at 7:30
p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), still births or miscarriages. For more information contact
Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Special auction Thursday

%r'•

20%30% OFF

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, March 26, at 5 p.m. in the Guidance office.
Eleanor Mills, principal, invites the public to attend.

Calloway County Middle School "Hoops for Heart Shootout" will
be Friday, March 27, for the benefit of the American Heart Association. Students will be taking donations now through March 25 with
the goal for CCMS being $3,000. Sue Lax and Jan Tucker, coordinators, encourage everyone to contribute to this worthy cause.

Jennifer Rayburn
bride-elect of

Getting Ready For

MES council on Thursday

Heart Shootout at CCMS

is pleased to have
436-5496

Dr. James P. Sterba will give the fifth presentation in the 1997-98
Humanistic Studies College Forum Series tonight (Wednesday) at 7
p.m. in Wrather Museum. The title of his talk will be "How to Reconcile Alternative Conceptions of Justice." He will dicuss war-like
and non-warlike ways of reconciling opposing conceptions of justice. After developing two opposing view of the justice, he will
argue for a non-warlike way of reconciling them.

ONE SHOW DAILY: 7:30 P.M.

Members of the Murray State University Rodeo Club will sponsor
the second annual "Cowboys for Cash" auction on Thursday, March
27, at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. A free
chili supper will be served beginning at 7 p.m. As participants in
Cowboys for Cash, cowboys and cowgirls agree to donate two hours
of labor to the person who makes the highest bid for their service. A
minimum bid of $8 is required for each student. The public is invited to attend both the chili supper and auction.

Please Join Us For A

RECEPTION
To Celebrate Jimmy and Pansy Ford's
Twenty-Nine Gratifying Years At
Wallis Drug, Inc.

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
March 24-26, 1998 ONLY

Sunday, March 29, 1998
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Lynn Clarke Griffiths
Apheresis Donor Center Project
at Murray-cc:oh:may County Hospital

Wallis Drug, Inc.

muke an
donation should colituot

412 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky

Anyone who would like to

Murray Lions Club
Jim Taylor. President 762 1103
Murray Woman's Club
Linda Scott. President 753 7944

We look forward to seeing you then.
Douglas and Teresa Ford Chope
Marla R. Ford
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CCMS PTO taking nomination:

Beane boy is
born March 8

Calloway County Middle
School PTO will be accepting
nominations for two parent representatives for the Site-based
Decision Making Council for the
1998-99 school year.
Nominations will be accepted
until 3 p.m. on Thursday, April 9.
Nomination forms are available
through the School Newsletter or
at the CCMS office.
Also the CCMS PTO is accepting nominations for officers for

Joseph Mark Beane Sr. and
Patricia Lee of 569 Beane Rd.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Joseph Mark Beane Jr., born on
Sunday, March 8, 1998, at 5:12
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed one pound
11 ounces and measured 13%
ounces. Two sisters are Abrigail
Lee and Raegen Beane. Three
brothers are Austin Thomas,
Aaron Beane and Austin Beane.
Grandparents are Carol and
Leamon Lee, and Pam and Mark
Beane, all of Murray.
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Eastwood
lists honor
roll students
Eastwood Christian Academy
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks as follows:
Kyle Conley and Philip Smith,
12th grade;
Aaron Graves, all As, 10th
grade;
Lindsay Ainley and Sara Buchanan, ninth grade;
Andy Cutini, eighth grade;
Tracy Washam and Justin
West, seventh grade;
Trey Mason, all As, and Jolyn
Ritzie, fifth grade;
James Hastings, Tara Perdue,
Lathan Ritzie and Elizabeth Wilson, fourth grade;
Jessica Reed, third grade;
Dakota Glover, Cyndy Reed,
Jo Beth Scott, Rachael Self, all
As, Zachary Stewart, and Jordan
Thompson, all As, first grade.

Harris girl is
born March 8
Scott and Tracey Harris of
Terra Haute, Ind., are the parents
of a daughter, Lauren Nicole Harris, born on Sunday, March 8,
1998, at the Regional Hospital,
Terra Haute.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces and measured
21V2 inches. The mother is the
former Tracey Eldredge. A sister
is Elizabeth, 3.
Grandparents are David and
Judy Eldredge of Murray, Claude
and Carolyn Hinman of Symsonia, and Garry and Sherry Harris
of Paducah.

the 1998-99 school year. Norm
nation forms may be found in the
School Newsletter or at the
school office.
Voting for both the parent rep
resentatives and PTO ottfter,

KITCHEN & Ii1111 DESIGNS
Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
•Custom made for existing cabine,
•Everything within reach
+me in-home estimates

Fundraiser to
be on Sunday
Christy Parrish
and Ben Watkins

Parrish-Watkins vows
will be said April 25
Christy Parrish and Ben Watkins announce their engagement and
forthcoming marriage.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 25, 1998, at 5 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow at the North Branch of Peoples Bank, North
12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception. Also persons are
asked to note the change in place for the wedding and reception from
the previous announcement.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Rob and DeeDee Parrish of Murray and Franklin and Sandra Leedy of Pikeville. She is the granddaughter of Lubie and Reba Parrish of Murray, Mavis Stone of Kirksey and the late Wayne Stone, and James Scott of Murray and the late
Clara Scott.
She is also the great-granddaughter of James Max and Edith Parrish
of Murray; Nitaree McCallon of Murray and the late Hoyt McCallon;
the late Ralph and Elva Lilly and the late James Plomer and Fannie
Scott, former residents of Trigg County.
The groom-elect is the son of Jack and Ava Watkins of Hazel. He is
the grandson of Haughtie Byars of Murray and the late Hollon Byars;
and the late Thomas and Opal Watkins, formerly of Marshall County
and Murray.
His great-grandparents were the late Gleaner and Bennie Byars of
the Crossland community; the late Georgia and Hardin Chester of
Lynn Grove; the late Alvie and Lula Henson and the late Clarence and
Alcene Watkins, formerly of Marshall County.
Miss Parrish is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She graduated magna cum laude from Murray State University in December 1997, earning a bachelor of science degree in agriculture with
a specialization in agribusiness. She is employed in the department of
agriculture at Murray State University.
Mr. Watkins is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is employed by Forever Green Lawn Service and is working toward a degree in agriculture at Murray State University.

Li eHouse

A Relay for Life American
Cancer Society Fundraiser by
Kenlake Foods will be Sunday,
March 29.
The event, sponsored by Sonny
and & Bonny Smith, will feature
Randy & The Drifters from 1 to 5
p.m. at The Shed at Dexter.
Other events at the fundraiser
will include a cake walk, fishing
pond, jail, face painting, balloons
and door prizes.
Admission will be $S per person with children, 12 and under
free. The public is urged to
attend.
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Subject fee of $7.95 per person photographed, payable when portraits are taken. Pose for oC.e••-

Melinda Rickman
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Portrait Studio

Fine Imports
,,,
Wood * Iron * Pewter
1
* Jewelry
,- Accessories * Pottery
605 S. 126 St.

Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Soudtside Masa

Sir*. 1-4

Thursday thru Monday, March 26-30
Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.;
US

Hwy. 641 North, Murray
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Spring Word & faith
Cerebration
Calvary Temple

7:30
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ming
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Evangelist:
will

Tim
Woodson

with
lina-
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from
Salisbury, Maryland

Sunday, March 29, 11 a.m. — April 3, 1998
Sunday 6:30 p.m., Monday-Friday 7:00 p.m.

Walk for fife
April 4, 1998
Register at 9:00 — Walk at 9:30

Come for a time of refreshing
worship, fellowship, and preaching.
For Information Call 753-738o
EVERYONE INVITED

Call 753-0700 For Information
Sponsor Forms Available At...
New Life Bookstore, Curves,
Footprints & Life House

2645 Highway 641 South
Murray, KY 42071
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Noah speaks at mectili,,

Reed Gregory Adkins born
Chip and Sharman Adkins 01
Lyans‘ille, Ind., formerly 01
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Reed Gregory Adkins, born on
Sunday, Feb. 15, 1998, at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed S N en
pounds 11 ounces and measured

UK he'
Grandparent, ii. Mr and Mrs.
Doug Reed c! \nniston, Ala.,
and Mr and Mrs Clyde Adkins
III 01 Muria
Great-grandparent are Mr. and
Mrs Vernon Cohoon of Murray,
and Mrs ()la ti Adkins of
Slidell, La

Instructor course scheduled
Callo‘kay County Chapter ot
American Red Cross will offer a
ater Safety Instructor class
April 3 to 6.
A WSI certification is necesSAry to teach swim lessons at the

city -county pool this summer.
Persons s hou Id register by
Tuesday, March ;I. at the Red
Cross office in the Weaks Community Center. For information
call 753-1421.

TODAY
FUN & FASHION

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

By D.K. Kelley

BILLS

Eric Nosh, was the speaker at a recent meeting of the Murray Chapter
of Professional Secretaries International (PSI). Noah of Far Lands
Travel discussed travel arrangements for leisure and business. For
more information about the local PSI chapter, contact Kay Hays at
762-3168.

BILLS

A powerful TV special,
"Masquerade" will air on
the KBSI(Fox)channel on
Saturday, March 28 at
12:30 p.m. & 4:30 p.m.
This dramatic expose reveals the horrifying, hidden war that is claiming
thousands of lives each
year - the victims of drug
and alcohol abuse. Complimentary resources will
be offered to families in
need during the broadcast.

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $1101mo
With Easter coming up soon most of us
like to have something new to wear on
that Sunday. This hohday seems to be the
beginning of spring.
If you have waited to buy your spring
wardrobe you are in luck. This season the
trends are easy to wear and there is
something for everyone. Natural fabrics
in silk and linens in easy uncomplicated
styles are perfect with a single piece of
jewelry such as a long necklace and
simple earrings.
Slip dresses can be worn alone or put
with an oversize shin, cardigan sweater
or a classic blazer. The long flowing
ankle length dresses and skirts in beautiful floral panerns scan to bring back
romance.
Pinstripe suiting in the menswear look
has become a wardrobe staple. To soften
this look team your suit with a sheer floral
blouse or a stretch lace top. For a casual
look a simple white or red tee works great
too.
Some things never go out of style like
red, white & blue for a nautical theme,or
polka dots. If all over dots or stripes are
not for you, accessorize with a scarf.
Bias cut tank dresses are wonderful
with an ankle strap shoe- Texture mixing
is another fun way to spice up your
wardrobe. Lace paired with crepes, chiffon, or linens or raw silk are cute this
season.
With styles ranging from tailored to
trendy you just can't lose.
We have just received sane terrific
new items from EP Pro; it is a wonderful
casual weekend-wear line. Golf and
tennis enthuastist will love it. The microfiber short and pants will stay crisp
looking even on a hot sultry day.
Just in time for you to get started on
your wardrobe for spring, we are having a
spring SALE...20% - 30% off lots of
blazers, pants, shorts, tops, dresses and
denims.
Accessones will be on sale (excluding
the engravable pieces)20% off including
fashion watches, hats, Bnghton handbags, costume jewelry.
Don't forget your Caloracr, ins a must
to get in shape for spring and summer
clothes. Sleep better, have more energy,
lose weight without dieting and firm up
just by taking a tablespoon before you go
to sleep. Effortless weight loss — what
could be easier? This all natural product,
is what you have been looking for. Come
in today...
Congratulations to Jana Paschall who
won the animal print picture frame at our
lunch on Friday. Please join us this week
from 11-2 p.m. for lunch and fun. Stay
tuned to next week's fun & fashion

to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
:ENDING CORPCXVOION
Hours: 7am - Spqn
Loans SOow
Elaimeal on 11.00% 20 yr.
Term at 12_39% APR
DRE UC 001220973
(A 0058)

$

$

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

Prescription Delivery

Holland Drug
• Health & Beauty Items
• Free Consultation &
• Vlst Oct Gift Shop Review Of Prescriptions
Gifts For All Occasions
• Computerized Records
• We Accept Most Insurance Plans

Still great service, Still great price,
Still on the square!
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NEED YOUR CARPET CLEANED?
WHY RISK STEAM OR SHAMPOO?

LAKELAND

CHEM-DRY
A NEW CONCEPT IN CARPET CLEANING
•DRYS QUICKLY (APPROX. 1 HR)
-SAFE AND NONTOXIC
•REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS
•NO DIRT ATTRACTING RESIDUE
•UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
TOLL FREE-DIAL '1' & THEN

800-273-5184
305 South 12th
— Murray, KY • 753-7441

502-527-0605

SERVING CALLOWAY, MARSHALL, McCRACKEN & BALLARD COUNTIES
—

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

Special sale
on Saturday
To raise money for the Relay
for Life and cancer research, the
employees of Peoples First of
Calloway County will have a
bake sale.
The sale will be at the thiiversity office on North 12th Street
on Saturday. March 28, from 9
a.m. to noon in the bank's lobby.
Baked goods such as cakes,
pies, breads and cookies will be
available for sale.
All proceeds will be donated to
the annual cancer research drive.

UW needs
information
Peggy Billington, executive director of Murray -Calloway
County United Way, said any
agency interested in applying for
United Way funding for the year
1999 to contact the local office at
753-0317.
All information is to be in the
United Way office no later than
May 6.

Training to
be Saturday
The Purchase Area Task Force
in Support of Promise Keepers
will hold Key Man Training at
First Baptist Church of Benton on
Saturday, March 28.
Steve McGee, PK Ambassador
and regional PK Task Force Cochairman, said the training is
open to all men interested in
promoting men's ministries in
their church and neighboring
churches.

North taking
applications
North Elementary School will
take nominations for site-based
council parents representations
for the 1998-99 school years
through Friday, March 27.
Parents whose children will be
attending North during the school
year are eligible to vote and can
make nominations.
Election will take place on
Tuesday, April 7, at 6 p.m. at
North.

Church will
have banquet

Doris Weigel of Almo, KY
lost 30 lbs. & 291/2 inches!!
She not only looks great
but feels great, too!!
Way to go, Doris!

University Church of Christ
will have a teachers' banquet on
Tuesday. March 31, at 6:30 p.m.
Husbands and wives of teachers
arc also invited.
Reservations should be made
by today (Wednesday) by calling
the church office, 753-1881.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 25
Calloway County High School Sitsbased Decision Making Council/3.30
p.m at school.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
West View Nursing Home March
birthday party/2 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 p.m.; Lenten service/7 15
pm
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klubf7 p.m.
First Christian Church brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30
p.m.; College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WW0W/
Youth meeting, children's mission
activities/7 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/5:30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; Prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, GAs, RAs, Youth/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.;
TeamKID/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal,
Tom Turner Prayer Group/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Lenten Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Sr. High UMYF Bible
Study at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, PrimeTime, Prayer
meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
.astwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church service/7 p.m.
Penyrile Region FFA Day/10 a.m.-5
p.m./Curris Center and MSU department of agriculture.
Comedian Neal Babel performance/7
m./Curris Center, MSU.

Wednesday, March 25
Health Fair by MSU Wellness
Centerit0 a.m.-2 p.m/Curris Center
Concourse with Hospital Health Express there/12:30-2:30 p.m
Wrathor West Kentucky MUSetimi
open 830 am -4.15 p.m.
Ctiffif Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -t0 pm
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m -6 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4.30 p m Info/762-3383.
Thursday, March 26
Murray Magazine Club/2 p.m with
Lois Sparks as hostess.
Compassionate Group/7.30
p.m /Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
AA Meeting (accessible)/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Bingo/11
a.m.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m. -4 p.m. for
activities for senior citizens. Dominoes
Club/9 a.m. Transportion day/10 a.m.
Memory Class/1 p.m.
Senior Friends/2:30 p.m./Columbia
PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Info/1-502-251-4470
o
1-502-527-9748.
West View Nursing Home Rhythm
Band/10 a.m.; Gospel Hour/10:45
a.m.; Bingo/2 p.m.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/6:30 p.m./Legion Hall.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Court Square/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas.
Murray Rotary Club/noon at Seven
Seas.
First United Methodist Church
Quitters/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.; Lifestyles contemporary
Issues/6:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young-at-Heart/10:30 a.m.; Youth TNT
Family Skate NighV6 p.m./Murray
Skating Rink.
First Presbyterian Church Outreach
Committee/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/12:05
p.m.; RCIA 1/7 p.m.
Line Dancing/7-9 p.m./Domino's in
Curris Center, MSU. Info/762-6951.
"The Horseman on the Roof" film
shown free/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
Theater, MSU.
MSU Concert Choir concert/8
p.m./Performing Arts Hall, FA Center.
No admission.
First District Foreign Language Festival for high school students/8:30
a.m..-2:30 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,
March 20, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Kelso baby boy, mother, Bobbie
Prosser, Hazel;
Buckingham twin baby boys, parents, Lannie and Brenda, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Richard Harrison, Mrs. Pearl Starks
Nanney, Mrs. Carrie Elizabeth Hayes
and baby girl, and Chase Alexander
McCoy, all of Almo;
Robert Perry McCuan and Mrs.
Martha Maywood Hobbs, Farmington;
Mrs. Christine Ann Rushing and baby
girl and Mrs. Aline Lovett, Benton;
Mrs. Sonia Wilson, New Concord;
Mrs. Kellie Sue McCoy, Cadiz; Mrs.
Joanne Lou Taylor, Paris, Tenn.;
iss Cindy Lou Gardiner, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jackie Ann Morris, Lynnville; Matthew Dillion Proctor, Calvert
City;
Robert Henry Schrepfer, Miss
Shaelea Dawn McKinney, Ms. Mary
Louise Apuzzo, James Raymond
Jones,
Mrs. Shawna L. Powell and baby
girl, Mrs. Melissa Kay Elkins and baby
girl,
Mrs. Clara Margaret Shaffer, Mrs.
Bonnie Gay Gray, and Matthew David
Robinson, all of Murray.
• • • •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Knight baby girl, parents, Michelle
and Roger, Cadiz;
Shavey baby boy, mother, Jennifer
McLeod, Calvert City;
Thomas baby girl, parents, Sandra
and John Michael, Fancy Farm.

Dismissals
John Franklin Fuqua, Bryson Curtis
Gibbs, and Mrs. Sherri Gayle Oliver,
Hardin;
Dakota Lynn Dixon and Mrs. Amber
Nicole Arnett and baby boy, Mayfield;
Mrs. Jeri Kay Sager and Miss Anna
Elizabeth Dawson, Almo; David Stephen Gallimore, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Stephanie Grace King, Cadiz;
Mrs. Sharon Kay Rosa, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Valerie Gayle Koon, New Concord; Mrs. Jodinna Dawn Clayton and
baby boy, Benton;
Mrs. Novel Patton, Mrs. Glenda
Jane Hill, Mrs. Betty Jane Cottrell,
Mrs. Ruby Nell Elkins,
Mrs. Carrie Toonella Lorene Yearry
and baby girl, Ira Joe Wadkins, Dedrick Deshon Ballard,
Mrs. Nancy Beth Slinker, Mrs. Lottie
W. Hall, Mrs. Sheila McKenzie Boggess, Carlos Stanton Crouch,
Mrs. Dorothy Ann West, Mrs.
Gladys Par-lee Allen, and Mrs. Maggie
Louise Purdom, all of Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, March 22, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wiegand baby boy, parents. Julie
and Kenneth, Cadiz;
Hutson baby boy, parents. Susan
and Andrew, Hazel.
Dismissals
Mrs. April Sue Porter and baby boy,
Almo; Miss Bobbi J. Prosser and baby
boy, Hazel; Mrs. Diana Renee Lawrence, Benton;
Mrs. Linda M. Weiss, Miss Carrie
Elizabeth Beale, Mrs. Lois B. Fairfield,
Mrs. Essie Elizabeth Morris,
Mrs. Bessie Parker, Mrs. Paula
Kaye Reeder and Mrs. Vickie J. Brandon, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Elsie 0. Thurman, Murray
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Doris' change of life started with a very simple phone call.
You can make the same call & reach the same goals that
Doris & many others have reached. Call today for your
FREE consultation & you can lose...

40 labs. By Summer
A

proven weight control program

Murray, KY

III.1

with a

10 year record of success!
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767-0780

Sue Henderson and Willie Hill
make "bread in a bag" with
Extension Agent, Carla Gray at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center.
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Lana'i seems 'invisible' even to natives
waitans gave the island a wide
berth, until Prince Kaululaau
purged the island of the evil beings
through bravery and trickery.
Viewed from the air, this 18 b) 13
mile long island, does exhibit a
remote, desolate appearance, especially when brooding clouds hang
around the top of Lanaihale, Lanai's
central peak (3,370 feet). Whenever
the subject of Hawaii comes up in
conversation, the first places that
come to mind, for most people, are
Honolulu and Waikiki Beach (both
on the island of Oahu). Many people
have never heard of the island of

Hawaiian Tales

by Joe iVest
Aloha, once again, from Hawaii.
Frist of all, let me thank you for all
of the kind words and support for
my first article. I'm pleased that
there seems to be some genuine
interest in learning more about the
Hawaiian islands. As promised, beginning with this segment., I will
begin to tell you a bit more about
Hawaii, one island at a time. I
thought I would begin with the
island where I have lived and
worked since 1991, the island of
Lana'i (pronounced Laa-Nigh-EE).
Not long ago, I was reading "The
Crossing" by Cormac McCarthy. A
quote,from that novel,reminded me
of the feeling that I often get when
traveling around this small, isolated
island.
"...men wish to be serious but
they do not understand how to be so.
Between their acts and their ceremonies lies the world and in this
world the storms blow and the trees
twist in the wind and all the animals
that God has made go to and fro yet
this world men do not see. They see
the acts of their own hands or they
see that which they name and call
out to one another but the world
between is invisible to them."
Lanai is a place that remains
"invisible" to most. Even the people
who visit here,rarely experience the
remote reaches of the island that are
only accessible by 4WD, or by
hiking. This is a place where the
"storms blow and the trees twist in
the wind" and nature goes about it's
business with very little scrutiny by
the human race. Lanai,according to
colorful Hawaiian history, was once
a gloomy, desolate place inhabited
by man eating spirits and fiendish
ghouls. According to legend, Ha-

Lanai, unless they are familiar with
the pineapple business. Yet, this
quiet, peaceful island is but a short
20 minute flight from the hustle and
bustle of Honolulu. At it's peak of
pineapple production, the island of
Lana'i, produced about 90% of all
the pineapple consumed in the United States. Not so long ago, if you
picked up a pineapple at your local
Murray grocer, the chances are very
good that it was grown on this
remote, 140 square mile island. By
the way,pineapple does not grow on
trees (as some people assume), it
grows on a short, stubby plant that
grows almost to waist height.
When I first arrived on Lana'i, the
pineapple business was still in full
swing. Pineapple fields still
stretched as far as you could see,
and the smell of fresh pineapple was
everywhere. Since then, pineapple
production has been replaced by the
resort business. Two world class
resorts now exists to cater to those
seeking the ultimate in luxury tropical hotels.
Since their openings, the Lodge
at Koele and the Manele Bay Hotel
(where I work) have been consistently picked among the top 5
tropical resorts in the world. As you
enter the front entrance to the Lodge
at Koele(within walking distance of
Lanai City), you will see the following greeting, written in Hawaiian, on the ceiling. It gives an
interesting perspective as to the
location of the Koele Lodge..."In
the middle of the Pacific there is
Hawaii. In the middle of Hawaii
there is Lana'i. In the heart of Lana'i
is Koele. Welcome to Koele." And,
since our opening, we have wet-

imagine existing in

JOE WEST
corned an incredibly diverse group
of people, from all over the world,
including many celebrities...you
name them, and they have, probably, been here.
Lanai presents the jaded traveler
with an environment that is unique
in the world. Picture two of the most
exotic hotels you can imagine, then
put these hotels on a remote, wind
swept,tropical island with a population of about 2800 people. This will
give you some idea about the Lanai
of today.
The small town of Lana'i City has
two branch banks (our first ATM
machine opened up a couple of
years ago), a small post office, one
gas station, a movie theater that
seats about 75 people, a couple of
small markets,one school, a couple
of churches...and that's about it. Not
a shopping mall in sight! Other than
food, about 95% of what I purchase

i,; through mail order. People often
ask about the cost of living here. It
can be very high,depending on your
life style and where you live. A
gallon of milk, here on Lanai, can
go over $7 per gallon! But, remember that there are, also no heating or
cooling bills, and no "winter wardrobes" to maintain.
The temperature, at sea level,
tends to hover around the 80 degree
mark, year round. I have not even
owned a car since I have lived here
(a motorcycle and a bicycle handle
my transportation needs very well).
I previously, described Lanai as a
"tropical Land Between the Lakes."
This is the description I can give you
of what it is like to live here.
Although we have the things that
one would expect in Hawaii, as
evidenced by one of the most
beautiful beaches, in the world, at
Hulopoe Bay, we also have many
things that people would never

MSU college to host executives
McCuan, coordinator of the program, the annual event provides
hands-on-exposure to practitioners in the students' own fields of
study. A luncheon, hosted by Dr.
Dan Harrison, dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs, is held on campus each day
for participants.

The College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University is hosting guest speakers during its 12th annual "Executives on Campus" program.
The event began March 23 and is
continuing through March 27.
Professionals from the business
and government sectors are
speaking to numerous Murray
State classes on the subjects of
accounting, business administration, computer science, economics, finance, management, marketing and criminal justice.
According to LaDonna

Some of the professionals who
are scheduled to speak are Tom
Barron, Betty Boston, Fayte Brewer, Jeanne Fleming, Randy Fox,
Tom Hampton, Steve Kelsey,
Phil Parker, Brian Roy, Doug

VITA to offer tax help
April 3, 10 at MSU
offer free assistance to students,
senior citizens and low-income taxpayers who file Form 1040EZ,
Form 1040A or a basic Form 1040
Federal tax return.

Two more dates remain for people to receive free help at Murray
State University on filing basic
income tax returns.
VITA,the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program sponsored by
the MSU department of accounting
and Beta Alpha Psi, will be in Room
353 of the Business Building, April
3 and 10,between the hours of noon
and 4 p.m. to assist tax filers who
may be puzzled by the tax law,
unsure about which credits and
deductions may be taken or unaware
of special credits they may be
eligible for.
VITA volunteers are trained by
the Internal Revenue Service and

Taxpayers who visit a VITA site
should bring this year's tax package,
wage and earnings statement(Form
W-2) from all employers, interest
statements from banks (Form
1099), a copy of last year's tax
return if available and other relevant
information about income and expenses.

son sunset spread it srnagie user We
coast of a pristine, tropical island ,,(
trying to get a photograph of a tie
born Moulton calf are, to me pr.
less experiences
Even though Lanai is in itie
process of change, it still stands a
world apart from the more curnmer
cialized islands in Hawaii If
ever, truly, want to "get awa) Jr ii ,
everything...I can, highly, rectini
mend the island of Lana'i
If you have any topics you would
like to see covered in future article,.
please feel free to email me at

isi

tor examMuch of Lanai
ple, lies under the cool shade of tall,
majestic Norfolk Pine trees. As
moist evening mists glide down
upon the city from Lanaihale, the
impression is one of a mountain
resort community definitely not the
"palm trees and beaches" scene
normally associated with Hawaii.
We also have wild turke ys,pheasants, Axis deer, quail, and even
Moutlon ía type of big horn sheep).
First time visitors here, often, have
to "readjust" their perceptions of
what Hawaii is really all about. I
suppose all first time visitors to
Hawaii should "do" Honolulu and
Waikiki Beach, but, to me, the
"real" Hawaii can only be experienced by getting away from the
"commercialized" areas. On Lanai,
for example, you can still see remnants of the "Old Hawaii."
People know each other very
well, and there is a strong sense of
community. There is time to stop
and talk, and there is never a
problem finding a parking space
(not even one traffic light on the
whole island!). There are remote,

Sampley, Marty Nichols, Larry
Murdoch, Phil Benson, Chad Barton, Jamie Futrell, John Davis,
Renee Maness, David Harrington,
Allen Behbehani, Robert Powers,
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Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Save more time! Start your MoneyPlace CashAdvance
bY Phone!
WHAT A PLACE! nig MoneyPlace
Come in Today! 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
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Drapery
Outlet
just
Patved

For additional information, call
the MSU department of accounting
at (502) 762-4193.

at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign

9111 Broadway
Paducah, KY
(502) 575-9900
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TI's BAR-11-11

MOS S. Ury
Union City, TN
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753-0045

Murray, Ky.

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"

Great Weekly Special
$399
Large BBC)
&
fries
,Medium Drink
_1 Convenient Location
,s( Fast Service (
A Handy Drive-Up Window

A 577111.at these
pnces.
•

Save'SO
on a Stihl 029 16"
Chain Saw, now only

#1 Seller

•

Lace

Quality

TOWING...

AFTER SCHOOL'S NEVER
BEEN SO MUCH FUN!

20th Annual Spring Cleaning Sale
"Your Home Improvement Headquarters"

Bedspreads
1st

We're #1
when it comes to
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Dick Anderson, Sam Kane, Roger
Perry, Scott Rails, Bills Higdon,
Don Leet, David Hancock, Bruce
Wilcox, Jim Ferguson, Tammy
Roberts and Charles Davis.

Shopping Plaza
Mayfield. KY
(Ma) 1514500

24 Hour
Service

pristine places without one footprint
or empty beer can. On more than
one occasion, I have hiked into
places on Lana'i that, genuinely,
touch the deepest pans of one's
being. There are few places in this
world where one can watch big horn
sheep and humpback whales playing at the same time...Lana'i is one
of those places.
Much of Lana'i, thankfully, remains "invisible" to most of the
world. Watching a glorious, crim-

Chestnut St.
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Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes. Up to $300 TODAY!
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Murray, KY
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
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MELBER KY • (502) 674-5530

Complr•tely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES
A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
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Polyurethane
under concrete
Anchor bolts
111 concrete
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hyttom plates
al studs 16 OC
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undersiding
1.11S011,1P wool or vinyl siding
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door
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We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your AfeJ and Written Warranty

Deluxe Models
Hardbolsrd Siding
Vinyl Siding
1 , . CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (7W?)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2': CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
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54.325
$4.625
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$5,425

1' CAR (1200)
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Best Selection Of
Window Treatments
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AT GREAT PRICES
Kitchen Curtains
"Rose Garden"

Lace Runners
"Mayfair"

$1.49
$2.29
$2.99
$3.69
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'White AS Ecru

Bargain Outlet Center
Shams

STIHL

$4.99
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Valance
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Bedspreads
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Here we go again
Dennison promises swift search

iottfried: Decision
I)
- leave difficult
AVID RAMEY
.atried lingered long
before accepting the
c,!.tic men's basketball
II: rh-lt three years ago.
crcd long and hard be.ing to leave it Tuesday
. this job (Murray
a lot harder because
ci been a head coach
Gottfried said. "This was
critical decision as well.
,c always felt Alabama has
nual to he a national
his departure from an
•• position at UCLA
ago, Gottfried also
xplain his decision to a
TueRat- er
'

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

day afternoon.
"That's the most difficult
part," he said. "They've made a
commitment to come to Murray,
but there's also a bond between
player and coach that is very special. It's a unique commitment."
But Gottfried said none of
those players will be following
him to Alabama and the Southeastern Conference.
MARK GOTTFRIED
"They all need to stay here,"
Gottfried said. "That's obvious."
When hired, Gottfried promAnother difficult event for the
ised to bring the Racer program
three-year Racer coach was Sunday's banquet, honoring the most to the next level — and he thinks
he fulfilled that commitment as
successful Racer basketball team
Murray State prepares to move
in school history.
into
the new Regional Special
"I had not made a decision on
it at the banquet," Gottfreid said. Events Center next season, fresh
"It was very difficult. It was very
• See Page 11A
hard on me."

Now that Mark Gottfried has
accepted the men's head basketball coaching position at the University of Alabama, the next step
for Murray State is, obviously,
finding a replacement.
MSU athletic director E.W.
Dennison said the process will
move swiftly.
"We want this search to move
quickly, no longer than a week,"
Dennison said from his office
Wednesday morning. "We want
to keep the momentum going
with the new arena and all the
success we've had, and we want
the transition to go very
smoothly."
Dennison said he has done
some preliminary planning and
has an idea of some possible replacements. Two of those are
Gottfried's assistants, Tevester

rke dismissed
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the Calloway County
basketball team takes
next fall, it will be
the direction of a new

this week, Peter
wa relieved of his
'.ing duties by admini- 1.1-w Calloway County
Sisterti
meetirig with Mr.
.Ninley and he gave me
on to resign or be re.ohead coach). I chose
O'Rourke said by
'uesday afternoon.
O'Rourke, who recently corn; cted his eighth season at the
t adv Laker helm, became CalloW;C•
head coach in 1990 after
hal,: 11 years at the middle
1.-vel, where he won over
r,t.•,.ng his tenure as Lady
head coach, O'Rourke
ed a 127-70 record.
r;!1.! that span, the Lady
captured the District 4 and
I championships for
' 3 season. That season

also included an appearance in
the Kentucky High School State
Basketball Tournament's Elite
Eight.
In January 1997, O'Rourke
was awarded the Kentucky Association of Basketball Coaches'
Century Club Certificate for recording his 100th victory as
coach of the Calloway County
program.
This past season, an injuryriddled Lady Laker squad finished a disappointing 13-12. The
season included a semifinal loss
to Marshall County in the District
4 Tournament.
"I think we had a great year,
based on the amount of injuries
that we had," said O'Rourke. "I
really, really enjoyed working
with the kids. I would put my record up against anybody's.
"But I am really bitter about
this. I think there's more to
coaching than just winning basketball games," he added.
Reasons for O'Rourke's dismissal included a lack of player
conditioning, a lack of improved
defense, the inability to win a
tough Fourth District and a lack

Anderson and Tom Kelsey.
"They would both certainly be
contenders for the job," he said.
"Anytime you have two good
staff members like them, they
will obviously be frontrunners. I
know that Mark has offered both
of his assistants jobs at Alabama.
"We just want to make the
right decision and put forth a
good effort to replace an outstanding coach," Dennison added.
"I'm happy for Mark to get the
job at Alabama, but at the same
time I'm sad for us. He's a really
great coach. I'm very disappointed and I'm going to miss
him."
Dennison declined to name any
other possible candidates for the
job, since he has not yet asked
their permission to do so.
"We've tried to be professional
about this up until now, but now
we will start contacting people

about the job," he said. "As the
names become available we will
release them."
Dr. Jim Frank, former interim
athletic director at Murray State
who served on the search committee that hired Gottfried, said
that while stability in the Racer
basketball program would be desirable, a coach seeking a longterm job is not necessarily the
best candidate.
"If you found someone who
said he wanted to spend the rest
of his life at Murray State, would
you want someone like that?" he
said. "What kind of fire would
someone like that have? If you
have a chance to improve your
status in life, you have to have
the fire to succeed."
Dennison did not say who
would be included on the search
• See Page 11A

Tubby turns to Pitino
for Final Four advice

Ails' basketball
_Lich at Calloway
SCOTT NANNEY

FA

is so different," said Smith, who
sends his team against Stanford
(30-4) in San Antonio on
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Saturday.
First-year Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith believes beating Duke
Smith knew the right person to 86-84 in the South Region
final
call about getting his team ready on Sunday, rallying from a
for the NCAA Final Four — Rick 17-point
deficit in the final nine
Pitino.
minutes, will help his team headSmith succeeded Pitino as ing into the
national semifinals.
coach of the Wildcats last May,
"We feel like we're playing
inheriting a program that won the
pretty well, especially a comenational title in 1996 and finished from-behind
game that will give
runner-up last season. He reached
us confidence going into the FiPitino, who is now with the Bosnal Four," he said on Tuesday.
ton Celtics, by phone in Chicago
"We were off yesterday. Our
on Monday.
guys look fresh now. Obviously,
Pitino's advice was to try to
they're excited about going."
control the environment the team
While this is Smith's first trip
will be in, keep the players focused and make sure they under- to the Final Four as a coach, it's
stand their goals and "be bu- familiar territory for most of his
players.
sinesslike because they'll have
Five of the Wildcats were
plenty of time for fun after it's
members
of the national champover with," said Smith, who was
Pitino's assistant at Kentucky ionship team in 1996, and seven
players on the current roster
from 1989-91.
played
on the team that lost in
While Smith has never been to
the Final Four as a coach, he took the finals to Arizona last season.
"I was very fortunate we had
Tulsa (1994-95) and Georgia
(1996-97) to the NCAA tourna- talented players returning and the
ment, with three advancing to the program was in good shape,"
round of 16. He has a 10-4 record Smith said.
Allen Edwards, Cameron
in NCAA play.
Mills, Nazr Mohammed, Jeff
"The preparation is where
you're most concerned because Sheppard and Wayne Turner
it's a unique situation and the atmosphere around the Final Four • See Page 11A
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

Fat photo
Peter O'Rourte was released as Mad coach of the Calloway
County
Lady Leiters earlier this week after eight seasons at the
high school
level.
of parental support.
However, O'Rourke's release
is only from the basketball program. He will retain his teaching

duties at Calloway County
Middle School.
• See Page 11A

& Times
!trihuted to the Calloway County
loss of the spring Tuesday.
mnImitted three errors, all corn'oft dining and all leading to
r he Lakers fell to 1-1.
t.+ok a 2-0 lead in the third
• ,TrAay scored in the bottom
outhit Calloway 8-3,
ihe lo,ing pitcher for the

iii

tint operi play in the Diaiirriamcni Thursday in Sa1 h. I akers face Ezellt` if] '\l.triiss
Tenn. On
I. tat es Adamsville in
and McNairy Central at
I ri r
"T-he Lakers will play
Ct nirai Saturday morning at 9:30 in
Graves Co. 14, Tigers 0
Murray Hicln 1 igers dropped their
1,IfT came of the season to the Eagles
day atierrexm at Ty Holland Field.
put her, allowed only eight hits in
,:tinc hut rIi .fitn.r defense made nine
! t„, I.!! tit errors and walked a lot
h.ityrs.- said MHS coach Cary Miller,
fir pu her\ did a decent job, hut you can't
0.

win a ball game with nine errors."
The Tigers collected four hits in the
contest.
"We had scoring opportunities, but we weren't able to get them in," said Miller.
TENNIS
Calloway County was an easy winner in
its tennis season opener Tuesday as both the
boys and girls posted 9-0 wins over University Heights at the CCHS courts.
In boys' play, Bryan Meurer defeated
Amit Grgeva 8-3, Ty Fiebig won over Apple
Magmada 8-1, Ben Binford defeated Brad
Foshee 8-2, Michael D'Elia beat Carl Roark
8-0, John Hughes blanked Wesley Felder and
Derek Edwards won over Wesley Fielder
8-0. In doubles, Meurer-Fiebig beat GrgevaMagmada 8-1, Binford-D'Elia won over
Foshee-Roark 8-3 and Crag Jacobs and Glen
Timmons beat Foshee-Roark 8-0.
On the girls' side, Ann Taylor beat Paula
Shah 8-0, Kelly Travis beat Shanna Carter
8-2, Amy Travis downed Martha Presley
8-1, Heather Saxon blanked Ashley Cottoff
8-0 as did Whitney Price over Charity Sadler
and Bethany O'Rourke over Marcie Fielder.
In doubles, Taylor-Price beat Shah-Presley
8-5, Travis and Travis beat Carter and Cottoff 8-0 and Kristin Farmer and Jessica Lemons blanked Sadler and Brooke Bailey 8-0.
Calloway visits St. Mary Thursday at 4.
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Errors contribute to
Laker, Tiger defeats
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SCOTT NANNEV/tedge S Times photo

Murray High's O'Shea Hudspeth follows tnrough on a swing during the Tigers' 14-0 season-openIng loss to Graves
County Tuesday at Ty Holland Field.
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BRIEFS
Evansville downs Thoroughbreds 15-7
Evansville took an early 7-0 lead, then added the runs late in a 15-7 win
over Murray State Tuesday at Reagan Field
Evansville (11-8) scored three runs in the second inning and four in the
third After MSU closed to within one with a six-run fourth inning, the Aces
went up 10-6 with three runs in the sixth frame Murray State (7-19) cut the
margin to 10-7 in the sixth before Evansville scored five more runs in the
seventh
Evansville outhit Murray State 16-9 Ryan Murphy was 2-for-4 to lead the
'Beds, who committed five errors on the day, including Jeff Norvell's twit in
three seasons Daniel Wenzel was the losing pitcher.
Murray State visits Vanderbilt today for a 7 p m. game

MSU women's golf 7th at Jacksonville
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GLENCOE, Ala — The Murray State women's golf team took seventh out
of 15 teams, rebounding in the second day of play at the Jacksonville State
Gamecock Classic Monday and Tuesday at the Silver Lakes Golf Course.
The Lady Racers shot the fifth-best score of the day in the second round, a
333 that brought them out of a tie for eighth. Campbell University won the
event, finishing 49 strokes ahead of second place Georgia State.
The tournament gave MSU a good chance to see Ohio Valley Conference
rivals Tennessee Tech — which finished tied for fifth with host Jacksonville —
and Eastern Kentucky, which finished ninth
Murray State will take part in the SIU Saluki Invitational March 29-30.

IN Gottfried...
FROM PAGE 10A
off a school-record 29-4 season
and MSU's first Top 25 appearance since 1971.
"The team's future is very
bright," Gottfried said. "I'm very,
very proud of our success, not
just on the court, but off the court
as well. Some people questioned
when I was hired whether we
would be able to win with integrity. We've been able to do that
and I'm very proud of our players
because of it."
While Gottfried has pushed the
Racer basketball program to unprecedented heights, the threeyear stint at MSU has also been
very happy times for his family.
He and his wife Elizabeth have
had three children during their
stay.

"We have been very happy
here," Gottfried said. "We have
had great neighbors and friends
and we are really going miss this
place."

As a player, Gottfried was part
of three trips to the Sweet Sixteen under Wimp Sanderson. Alabama has missed the NCAA
Tournament the last three seasons
and attendance at Coleman Coliseum has dwindled to half its
capacity.
The Alabama basketball program also has lived in the shadow
of one of the nation's top football
programs — which is also coming off a losing season.
"The Alabama football situation is an advantage and an asset
to the basketball program," Gottfried said. "I viewed it that way
as a player and every bit as a
coach."
Gottfried said he hopes to take
his entire staff with him to Alabama. He has had "informal" discussions with MSU athletic director E.W. Dennison about a
successor.
"I want to be available as a resource if they want me to be:,
Gottfried.

•O'Rourke...
FROM PAGE 10A
Calloway High Athletic Director Bill Cowan said the school
felt like it "needed to go in a different direction.
"We felt that this program
needed a change," Cowan said.
According to Cowan, the
search for a successor to
O'Rourke is in the preliminary
stages.
"The time frame is kind of nebulous in a sense," he explained.
"We have to go through the administrative process first. Everything is still in the discussion
stages.

•Tubby...
FROM PAGE 10A
were around in 1996, but only
Edwards and Sheppard played
against Syracuse in the final.
"It's special but the last two
years were just as special," Edwards said of going back for a
third consecutive season. "It's
fun. We still have a goal in mind
and that's winning another title."
Sheppard was redshirted last
season, while newcomers Jamaal
Magloire and Scott Padgett along

"The good part about this is
that this comes right at the end of
the (school) year. This is the type
of process that we normally go
through toward the end of the
year."
Calloway Schools Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon and Calloway High Principal Jerry Ainley
had no comment on the issue.
"I don't feel like it's appropriate to discuss at this point," Ainley said.
"I cannot (legally) comment on
personnel decisions,". said Salmon. "The only role I have is to
make sure that the best interests
of the students is served."

with Turner started in the championship game.
"They're going to be a big
help to all the newcomers like
myself," Smith said of the veteran players.
He said one of the biggest decisions he made after becoming '
coach was naming the seniors —
Sheppard, Mills and Edwards —
as tri-captains.
"I think by their actions, deeds
and work ethic, which they have
shown all year long," he said of
their contributions this season.

I
Crum's contract
extended at U of L
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Citing his 72.5 percent winning
record, six trips to the Final Four
and two national championships,
the University of Louisville has
given head basketball coach
Denny Crum a four-year contract
extension.
The extension will keep Crum,
61, as the Cardinals' coach
through the 2001-02 season.
Crum's base annual salary will
remain at $353,702, which includes television and radio commitments. The extension also includes incentives for academic
performance and on-the-court
success.
Although Crum's team finished
with a school record 20 losses
this season, he also has led 21
teams to 20 or more victories.
"I love it here," Crum said at
a news conference Tuesday.
"I've always felt that I wanted to
retire here, and I'm happy that
the university chose to keep me."
He would receive a $25,000
bonus if his team attains a collective grade point average between
2.5 and 2.74 and a $40,000 bonus
if the team achieves a 3.25 GPA
or higher.
On the athletic side, Crum
would receive a bonus equal to
one month's pay for leading his
team to the NCAA or NIT Tour-

II Dennison...
FROM PAGE 10A
committee, but MSU faculty senate president Dr. Ann Landini
and staff congress president Keith
Skinner said such a committee
would most certainly contain a
representative from each of those
groups.
"I was on the committee that
hired E.W.; we had approximately 150 applications for that
job, and I wouldn't be a bit surprised if it takes time to get the
word out about this job and to review the applications," Skinner
said.
Landini said the faculty senate
usually speaks to coaching candidates about their academic
standards.
"For Mark Gottfried, Scott Edgar, Houston Nutt and Denver

Ce

Sunday, March 29

414C0Chili Supper...FREE

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David

901 Sycamore

King

753-8355

Tuesday s Genies
Cranolle 106. Toronto 89
Atlanta 85 Ortando 73
San Antonio 86. Cieveiana 45
Jtah 92, Phoenix 73
lAleaukes 118. Houston los
Washington 99 Portand 87
New voni BS. Golden Stale 75
Wedneadey'• Games
Manx at Roston. 6 pm
i44.41011 at Indiana, 6 pm
Nevi Jersey at Philadelphia. 630 p
San Antonio at Detroit. 6 30 pm
Chicago at Orlando. 7 p m
Dallas a Denver, 8 p
linnesota
Phorin
m
Washington at Seattle, 9 pm
lies `loth at L A Clippers. 930 p m
Sacramento at L.A Lacers. 930 pm
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Toronto. 6 p
fAlviaukee at Charlotte. 630 p
Vancouver at Portland. 9 p m
Seattle al Golden State 9 30 p m
Friday's Gimes
Charlotte at ndtana 6 o m
Boston at Nevi Jersey. 630 pm
San Antonio at Philadelphia 6 30 p m
Iiiiraukee at Marro, 630 pm
Chicago at Atlanta, 630 p m.
Deuce at Cleveland, 630 pm
Houston at °nano°, 7 pm
Utah at Dallas. 7 30 p m
Golden Slats at Denver, 6 pm
Washington at Phoenix. 8 p m.
New Yon at Vancouver, 9 p m.
tAnriesota at LA Clippers 9 30 p
Portland at Sacramento 9'30 p m

NBA STANDINGS
Al Tines CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
Pct GB
a Mame
48 21 666
Ness York
18 31 551 10
Washington
16 33 522 12
New Jamey
35 34 507 13
Orlando
35 34 507 13
Boston
30 as 441 17'.5
Philadelphia
25 43 368 22'o
Central Division
a-Chicago
52 17 754
a -Indiana
4420 706
3,4
Charlotte
44 24 647
TO
Atlanta
4' 27 603 104
Cleveland
37 31 544 14,4
Detron
33 36 478 19
lAleaukes
30 18 441 21%
Toronto
15 53 Z21 36'.O
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
Pct GS
-Utah
51 17 750
'San Antonio
47 22 681
4'4
Houston
36 32 529 15
lAnnesota
35 34 507 1614
Dallas
1 7 52 246 3415
Vancouver
16 52 235 35
Denver
8 62 114 4.1
Pacific Division
x-Seattlit
51 17 750
a-L A Lamm
49 19 721
2
a-Phoena
45 24 652 6'o
Portland
37 31 544 14
Sacramento
26 44 371 26
L
Clews
15 53 221 36
Go/den
at.
14 55 203 374
a-cinched playoff berth

THE GENERAL IS FIGHTING MAD!
Lt. Gen, Robert Johnston. USMC Ret., Chief
of Staff of Operation Desert Storm, is
fighting mad. He's joined MDA's battle to
save lives. The general knows the enemy life-threatening diseases.
Join the general. Volunteer to help MDA. Call

your local MDA office or 1-800-FIGHTMD.
MDR Muscular Dystrophy Association
www mdausa org

CAINRY CLEARANCE
Stock #98265

%Oct)

0
0-

1998 Camry

LE

$ 191056"*

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile.
136 ma 36 000 mile c csect end lease Dri 38 Gamy LE 5245 55:mo. wapproved credit $500 down payment
plus 3245 55 and refundable sec,cosi ot 5275 = 51.020 55 due at lease signing Total ot payments
over 36,000 Payments exclude tax. title 8 registration
38 839 80 Purchase option

SO.

,Ocfmile

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERN' 1.1 ‘
It\
t' :\'1.1*G1:,

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

4.25%
9 Months 5.30%

$1000

In 1 o

Ott/g.
iho
peatiNa. eteee
•
•
•

5 p.m. - 7 p.m. at all Calloway Elementary
Schools

Cost Will Be:

GRAND OPENING

•

A Private Gentlemen's Club

•
March 19th 7 p.m. B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage —
20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and
Light System
Open 7 p.m.
18 and up
Maio,- Credit Cards Accepted

$35 First Child $30 Second Child $25 Third Child
child
(No

Spurutoired 11

7 p.m.

e 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. at Wal-Mart Super Center
03 Monday, March 30 & Tuesday, March 31

ce

SCOREBOARD

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car & truck corn an ."

MSU cowboys and cowgirls are ready to help with your
spring clean-up fix-up projects, babysitting, yard work,
etc. Bid on your favorite student for two hours of work.
Minimum bid — $8 per student

Saturday, March 28
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. at Dennison and Hunt

1 1A

1998

$245"/mo."

Thursday, March 26•7:30 p.m.
West Ky Expo Center

League Divisions:
I & Under 11 & Under 12 & Under 14 A Under 18 & Under

State, including a 29-4 mark this
season. Under Gottfried, the Racers won three OVC titles and two
NCAA Tournament appearances.
The Racers lose two starters
from this year's team but have a
talented group of signees for next
season, when the team will move
into the new Regional Special
Events Center.

MARCH 25

ifY
PtPftt
-

‘4:11 REGISTRATION
(Au at Sept. 1, 1998)

Johnson, the executive committee
of both faculty senate and staff
congress have met with the candidates to get our impressions of
them," she said. "We talk about
the role of academics and what
emphasis they would put on the
academic growth of players and
how to improve graduation
rates."
Gottfried posted a 68-24 mark
in his three-year stint at Murray

Cowboys for
CASH

Murray Calloway Co. Girls Softball Assoc.
The MCCGSA Will Be Holding
Registration For Girls Ages 7 To 18.

nament. There are additional bonuses for winning division championships, the team's national
ranking, and its progress in the
NCAA tournament. A national
championship would pay Crum
S150,000.
Last summer, Crum said he
would consider coaching in the
National Basketball Association
or pursuing a broadcasting career
if Louisville didn't give him a
substantial pay raise.
But when Athletics Director
Tom Jurich was hired last October to replace Bill Olsen, he
said that re-signing Cram to a
long-term deal was one of his top
priorities. In January, Jurich said
he was discussing a five-year
deal with Crum.
"Denny has surely proven his
worth as a great basketball coach,
ambassador and loyal member of
this university and community,"
Jurich said. "He deserves and
has earned the right to return our
basketball program to the lofty
expectations shared by everyone
associated with Cardinal basketball, including his own."
Crum, the Cardinals' 17th head
coach, has led the Louisville
team for 27 years. He is one of
only three active basketball
coaches inducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame.

WEDNESDAY

will be turned down)

(901)247-3965
•

•••

12 Months

4.80%

$1000
$500

24 Months 4.85% $500
60 Months 5.10% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
yields
are
effecti‘e
percentage
March 24, 1998.

•

PeoplesBank

•

Of Murriv, Kentucky

•

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

Any donations in the form of new or used equipment
(
4
.
f
,
ii4
03
1
or money, will be appreciated!

182 Days

Kroger Mossy Martel Calder 757-1235
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MADD helps revive bill
to lower legal DUI level
and Frankfort Road in Jefferson
By CHARLES WOLFE
County. And he said he was inAssociated Press Writer
censed that aides to Attorney
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
General Ben Chandler did not
Mothers Against Drunk Driving,
heed his request to meet with reto
bill
a
want
whose members
who feared it targeted
staurateurs,
lower Kentucky's legal bloodsocial drinkers.
there
alcohol level, concluded
Tourism is huge in my diswas substantial support for it in
trict," Karem said in an exthe state Senate.
change with Assistant Attorney
The trick was getting it to the
General Scott White. "I have to
Senate. That meant getting it out
be concerned that this bill is abof a Senate committee, which is
out
politics and not about sitting
automatic.
hardly
down with legitimate
"We lobbied all weekend abbusinesses."
out as hard as we could lobby,"
The bill would set the bloodSara McKinney, MADD state
alcohol level'at which a motorist
chairwoman, said Tuesday night.
is presumed to be intoxicated at
Something worked. The bill,
whose sponsor had nearly given
0.08, down from 0.1. It also
it up for dead on Friday, sudwould allow police officers who
denly sprang from the Senate Justop drunken drivers to confiscate
diciary Committee, which held an
their licenses, including those
unscheduled meeting.
from other states.
The bill originated in the
The bill resulted from a task
House. Its next stop is the Senate
force led by MADD and the atRules Committee, which will detorney general. General Ben
cide whether it goes any farther.
Chandler. It was opposed by the
The rules chairman, Majority
Kentucky Restaurant Association,
Leader David Karem of Louiswhich said the state instead
ville, joined in the Judiciary
should set penalties tied to the
Committee's unanimous vote to
blood-alcohol level. The higher
approve the bill.
the level, the heavier the penalty.
The House passed the bill on
But Karem's district contains
March 9. It had been pending in
restaurant-laden Bardstown Road

the Senate Judiciary Committee
since %larch II.
On Frida.N, Rep. Jack Coleman,
one of the bill's sponsors, said it
v.as stalled because of opposition
to the 0.08 standard.
On Monday, Sen. Elizabeth
Ton, the minority whip, said in a
Senate speech that the Judiciary
Committee was holding the bill
and that Republicans wanted a
chance to Note on it.
JudiciarN Chairman Ernesto
Scorsone, D-Lexington, said the
statement was disingenuous. But
he called a special meeting of the
committee Tuesday and the bill
was given a vote.
Ms. McKinney said Tori had,
in fact, been a big help. She
noted Ton is from Radcliff, home
of 27 people who were killed in
an infamous, alcohol-related bus
crash near Carrollton on May 14,
1988.
Tori also is on the Senate
Transportation Committee and
understands the importance of
federal highway funding, Ms.
McKinney said.
Congress is debating federal
legislation under which states
that failed to adopt the 0.08 standard would forfeit some highway
funding.

Abortion foes rule panel
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Mike Bowling says he
is philosophically opposed to
bills that smack of limiting access to abortion.
As chairman of the influential
House Judiciary Committee, he
could — and consistently did —
block such bills.
But if Bowling's philosophy
did not change, the sheer numbers on his committee did. Abortion opponents now outnumber
advocates of legal abortion.
"There aren't enough of us,"
Bowling, D-Middlesboro, lamented Tuesday as another in a
series of bills sought by abortion
opponents was approved by the
Judiciary Committee.
It would require state regulation of abortion clinics and also
of physicians' offices in which
abortions are performed. That
would be an important change,
since doctors' offices historically
have been unregutateu.
The bill would require the Cabinet for Health Services to draw
up regulations for abortion facilities, doctors' offices included, by
Sept. 1. After public hearings, the
rules would take effect March 1.
If the bill became law, each
abortion facility would be required to have contracts with a
hospital and an ambulance service for women who suffer complications from an abortion.
The bill represented a compromise between Bowling and
Sen. David Boswell, the bill's

There aren't
enough of us."
Rep. Mike Bowling
Committee chairman
lead sponsor.
As passed by the Senate, the
bill would have required all abortion facilities to meet the high
standards required of an ambulatory surgery center. Instead, Boswell and other sponsors of the
bill agreed to allow the cabinet to
draw up standards.
For his part, Bowling last week
quit blocking — and his committee approved — a Boswell bill to
ban certain late-term abortion
procedures.
Dona Wells, operator of two
abortion clinics in Louisville and
Lexington, and Beth Wilson of
the American Civil Liberties Union questioned the need for hospital and ambulance contracts.
Bowling said the requirement
was purely pragmatic.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
-_ -5j513 S. 12th St..
753-4461

"What I'm trying to do is keep
you from having to become ambulatory surgical centers, which
they've got plenty of votes to
do," Bowling said, referring to
abortion opponents on the
committee.
Bowling then pointed out that
clinic regulations would be written by "the Patton administration" and a cabinet "controlled
by the Democrats."

FOODS

March 1998
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II25
26 27 28

30 31 NMI

VISA, MASTERCARD. DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UM1T gthunmEs

LOW

Pillsbury

2 liter
Bottle

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite S3

Nunn Better White or Yellow Corn Meal
5 Lb Bag

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

For

$1

woo Betty Crocker Bisquick Mix
60 Oz. Box $1.59

4600

Pillsbury

Green Giant
Con, bell BOPS Of MI Peas

Cake Mix

15 Oz.
Can

For

Pillsbury Southern, Buttermilk or Butter

-._ ), Grand Biscuits

Green Giant Whole or Sliced Mushrooms

911c
Sunshine Ration Dog Food Peas
$34 Asparagus Spears

41/2 oz. Glass Jar

11
.

t.;

170z.

cV

For $5

1/2 Liter 6 Pk. Non-Returnable Bottle

Muffin Mix
61/2 oz. Bag

.29
2

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

lIfic

Betty Crocker Choc. Chip, Lemon/Poppy Seed

Most Major Brands

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Rush
Locally Owned
& Operated

Coke Diet Coke Sprite

Flour

uI
.10 Minute Oil Change

LOW 7PRICES

99

Lesuer Early June

15 oz. can

59

Green Giant

18 Lb. Bag

15 oz. can $119

507 S. 12thlFive Points

1 759-1529
`“4"
1"
"
759-2265
We Honor
Competitors Coupons

QUALITY MEATS

Professional Lubrication or
your ca:. :nick, motor home

Boston Butt

U.S.D.A. Boneless Choice
Chuck Roast

-k7

SUBSCRIBE

Pork Roast

C
Lb.
100% Pure

Switch
Kit

Ground Chuck
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Shoulder Roast $ .29 Lb
Chuck Steaks $1•419 Lb
Slice Slab

767-2265.

PeoplesBank
Nleitilvr VIM

Of Murray,Kentucky
The mind-own!kink
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$1.19

Bacon

Lb

Pork Steak
Pork Cutlet
Country Style

Ribs
Swiss Steak

1.09
1.69
'1.39

Lb.
Lb.

Lb

9 Lb
5
$1•

FRESH PRODUCE

You've been
Introducina the Peoples Bank Switch Kit. It's the easy way to switch banks.
thin
thinkim:t about it for months- switchin4 to the hometown bank. But there's only one
can
vou
Kit
Switch
Bank
Peoples
the
holding you back- the hassle. NU not anymore. With
quickly and easily move your entire fimuicial relationship.
(jet A I rel.' kit Today & Mahe "nte \love! Stop by or call

$139 Lb

White

Washington State
Red Delicious

Potatoes

Apples

$1 48

2415

10 Lb.
Bag

D'Anjou

Whole Peeled Baby

Carrots

1 Lb. Bag

Green Onions

Lb.
Bag

IS09

3 88°
For

Pears
Extra Large Navel

Oranges
Red

Lettuce
Slicing

Tomatoes

8*
Large Head 6

Lb 88°

Grapefruit
Golden Ripe

Bananas

68'
4 138
68
38*
Lb

For

5 Lb. Bag

I.

Lb.
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R. Barga & Company Insurance Agency MSU to offer

L

We proudly represent

MERIDIAN INSURANCE COMPANY

Conveniently Located At The Stop Light In Draffenville
Or Call Us At 527-2100

Pain may be eliminated for millions
ful muscle aches.joint aches,simple the brain, thus eliminating pain in
backache, bruises, and more. Al- the affected area. Arthur Itis. is
though the mechanism of action is available immediately ss ithout a preunclear. experiments indicate that scription in an odorless, greaseless,
Arthur his, relie%es pain hy first non-staining cream or new roll-on
selecti‘ely attracting and then de- lotion form. Arthur hist is guaranstroy ing the messenger chemical teed to work or N•our money back.
Use only as direded
which carries pain sensations to
•.ril.r Health Prtducls hec
Available at:
Walter's Pharmacy
Clinic Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.
104 N. 5th St.
753-7688
753-8302

(SPECIAL) A drug that is exciting
researchers in the treatment of pain
has been formulated into a new
product k flown as "Arthur ltis,"
and is b..!ing called a "Vechc al
Miracle" by some, in the treatment
of debilitilting conditions such as
arthritis,b ursitis,rheumatism.pain-

ACT course

Murray State University will be
offering an ACT preparation course
to high school juniors and seniors.
The course is designed to assist
students with confidence-building
for the ACT by showing them how
to eliminate the wrong answers and
choose the correct ones.
Sally Brannen of the MSU department of English will instruct the
intensive 20-hour course. Course
material will be provided including
software to access Kaplan's web site
via America Online. Two diagnostic tests will be taken and graded.
The course will be held on Saturdays beginning April 25 and continuing through May 30 from 9 a.m.
to noon in Room 242 of the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology
located on the MSU campus.
The registration fee is $195. To
sign up for the course,call 762-3662
locally or toll-free at 1 (800) 6697654 outside of Calloway County.

Calloway County
Preschool/Head Start
Screening and Registration

The Ca lloway County Schools will be conducting a screening and registration
for children who will be three or four years ofage by October 1, 1998,and will be
held at the following location and times.

Calloway County Preschool Center
2106-A College Farm Road
(Located behind Calloway County High School)

Friday, March 27, 1998
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Saturday, March 28, 1998
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Monday, March 30, 1998
3:00 pm to 6:00 pm
To register your chijd for the three or four year old Preschool/Headstart
program, parents need to bring the following information:

• Copy of legal birth certificate
• Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• Social security number
• Income verification
If these i tems are not availablp, cards will be on-site during registration
for obtaining the required documents.

For the necessary appointment call: 759-9408

ANIMAL SHELTER photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are from left, adult Calico,
spayed cat named Mouser and adult, short hair, orange and white, neutered male named Pickes; and Beagle mix, one-year-old, male, neutered
named Brutus. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday. 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

Murray State slates
Technology Forum
Murray State University will host lows. For more information,contact
a Technology Forum April 8-10 for Linda Miller, ACTS director, at
members of the faculty to share (502) 762-3773.
"April 8 — "Research" led by
ideas and experiences with their
Gina Claywell, Janet Brewer, Jean
colleagues.
This conference-style meeting Lorrah and Celia Wall,noon;"Elecwill consist of presentations and tronic vs Print Publishing in
roundtable discussions conducted Academic" led by Gerry Muulca, I
by faculty with expertise in several p.m.
"April 9 — "Communications"
targeted areas of interest. Sessions
will be held in the conference rooms led by John Dillon, Randy Keller,
located on the third floor of the Brian Runnels and Frank Julian,
7:30 a.m.; "Multimedia PresentaCurris Center.
In addition, representatives from tions" led by Marlene Campbell,
Academic Computing and Tech- 8:30 a.m.; "Interactive Television"
nology Services (ACTS), will host led by Betty Powell, Nancey France
mini training booths in the Curris and Jean Lorrah, 11 a.m.;"Teaching
Center concourse area and conduct Online" led by Fred Miller, Frank
intense student training sessions on Elwell and Kevin Binfield, 2:30
e-mail, PowerPoint and Internet p.m.; "Putting Course Material OnResearch during all three days ofthe line" led by John Steffa, Meg
forum.
Brown,Larry Guin and Fred Miller,
The forum is designed specifi- 3:30 p.m.
cally for university faculty members
"April 10 — "Using Presentato interact and share ideas about
for Active Learning" led by
tions
ways to incorporate their use of
Waddill, 12:30 p.m.;"Getting
Paula
classroom
enhance
to
technology
presentations and stretch their Started Using the Web for Instrucknowledge of instructional and re- tion" led by Franklin Robinson,
search techniques. Any interested Oliver Muscio, Larry Guin and
community members or representa- Emily Watts, 1:30 p.m.; "Online
tives from area schools are also Assignments (such as Web pages)"
led by Emily Watts, Miles Kimball
welcome to attend.
A schedule of the sessions fol- and Kevin Binfield, 2:30 p.m.

Lewinsky's mom,judge talk
WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky's mother, who has
been resisting a return appearance
before a grand jury investigating
allegations of a presidential affair
and cover-up, traveled to the U.S.
Courthouse today for a conference with the presiding judge.
Accompanied by her attorney,
Billy Martin, Mrs. Lewis said nothing to reporters as she arrived
this morning. She slipped briefly
and fell, but recovered quickly
and proceeded into the building
for the conference behind closed
doors with U.S. District Judge
Norma Holloway Johnson.
Mrs. Lewis had taken sick during an appearance before Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth Staff's
grand jury some six weeks ago.
And it was apparent that in their
meeting with Judge Johnson,
Mrs. Lewis and her attorney were
seeking to avoid another
question-and-answer session before the grand jury.
Little has been seen of her
publicly in recent weeks, although Mrs. Lewis accompanied
her daughter and Ms. Lewinsky's
lawyer, William Ginsburg, to a
professional basketball game here
last week.
Prosecutors working for Starr
are trying to learn whether Ms.
Lewinsky, a former White House
intern, had an affair with President Clinton and whether they
tried to keep it secret. They have
been seeking to identify friends
and associates in whom Mrs.

Lewinsky may have confided her
relationship with the president.
Linda Tripp, who worked with
Mrs. Lewinsky at the White
House and subsequently moved
to the Pentagon, tape-recorded
conversations in which Ms. Lewinsky described such a relationship with Clinton. Ms. Tripp subsequently gave the tapes to
Starr's office.
The president has denied that
he had sexual relations with Ms.
Lewinsky.
Mrs. Lewis had emerged trom
her earlier grand jury appearance
in mid-February on the verge of
tears after a session in which she
briefly required medical
assistance.
Martin said at the time that it
was "an ordeal that no one
should have to go through."
"She was unable to complete
her testimony,and her obligation
to testify continues,' he said subsequently in a statement. "As
you can imagine, this is a very
emotionally draining and difficult
time for my client, Marcia Lewis.
No mother should ever be forced
by federal prosecutors to testify
against their child."
Mrs. Lewis ex-husband, Bernard Lewinsky, who is Ms. Lew
insky's father, went on ABC television to denounce Starr's prosecution strategy, saying that it was
calculated to "to pit a mother
against her daughter, to coerce
her to talk."
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WAREHOUSE TIRE
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DEATHS
Robert 0. Hirdley

James(Jim) Broughton

Robert 0. Hirclley, 79, Waterville, Minn., father of Rene Brittain of
Murray. died Monday, March 23, 1998, at Immanuel-St. Joseph's
Hospital, Mankato, Minn. His death followed an extended illness.
Mr. Hadley worked with Holland Furnace at Fanbault, Minn., from
1946 to 1948 and was a social studies teacher at Welcome High
School for 1957 to 1978. He was a graduate of Mankato State Universits . He served as a staff sergeant in the U.S. Army from March 1941
to October 1945 during World War II.
Born March 8, 1919, in Rice County, Minn., he was the son of the
late Arthur Hirdler and Harriet St. Denis Muller. Two sisters, Margaret Gaffney and Gladys Hirdler, and one brother, Earl Hirdler, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Lambert ,Hirdler, to whom
he was married on April 26, 1943; six children, Sharon Ebeltoft and
husband, Kenton, Hamel, Minn., Danny Merrill and husband, Thomas,
Fanbault, Sandra Hoffbe,ck and husband, Jerry, Milroy, Minn., Robert
Hirdler and wife, Angel, Rochester, Thomas Hirdle and wife, Marge,
Waterloo, Iowa, and Rene Brittain and husband, Donald, Murray; one
.ter, Mrs. Alice David, Sterling Heights, Mich.; 17 grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Sacred Heart Church,
Fanbault, Minn. The Rev. David Kohner will officiate. Burial will follow in Ft. Snelling National Cemetery, Minneapolis, with members of
the Rice County Central Veterans Association providing full military
honors.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Lung
Association.

SM/SGT Retired James (Jim) Broughton, 71, Murray died NIonda
March 23, 1998.
Suri‘ors include his wife, Mrs. Rosalie Murff Broughton; two
daughters, Vickie R.B. Kluck, Rockport, Ind., and Lynn A.B. Ashley
Greenwood, S.C.; one son, Dr. James (Corky) Broughton, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Marjorie DeMatteo, Nashville, Tenn.; II grandchildren:
four great-grandchildren.
Graveside services with full military honors will be Thursday at I
p.m. at the Tennessee Veterans Cemetery, Nashville. Dr. David Sher
person and the Rev. Elizabeth Shepperson will officiate.
Visitation will be at Woodbine Funeral Home, Hickory Chapel,
5852 Nolensville Rd., Nashville, from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).
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The Party Starts Here!
Ten High
•„

Busch

Suitcases

13.40
'12.43

Old Crow
1751'12.15
Very Old
Barton 80

Marlboro
Cigarettes
s1.44
Bags of Ice

7„L '14.50
69'
Very Old
Barton 86'
, 75L '16.58
Very Old
Barton 90'
17.60

75

Evan Williams
90
1751

_Kegs
In Stock
Northern
Light

'15.89
Sea grams
V.O.

'22.51

'5.99

175L 94.41

6" Subs

Skyy Vodka

Sandwiches
Cheese 24' F xtr

Lord Calvert
ISL 15.43

175L'11.27
Barton
Vodka

Seafood
By The Pound
5 Foot
Party Sub
'62.50

10.30
McCormick
Vodka

(one week notice)
1 75 L

Crawfords
Scotch
,L 16.49
John Barr
Gold
, /5 "20•23

Castillio
Rums
„

Tan geray
Gin

Gin

'14.59

'16.81

Johnny
Walker Red

Crystal
Palace Gin

,15 L

'32.98

%.,1 75 L

15
I.
'12

18.52

The funeral for Mrs. Elsie Odell Hopkins Thurman is today at 10
a.m, in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bob
Warren will officiate.
Pallbearers are Dr. J.D. Outland, Dana Fish, David Hill, Jerry
McCoy, Bobby Boggess and Brandon McCoy. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Thurman, 86, Murray, died Sunday, March 22, 1998, at 4:30
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Leah Dell Weeres.jand husband, Harold, Colorado Springs, Colo.; two sons, Dr. Thomas Lee
Hopkins and wife, Dixie, Murray, and Richard Dale Hopkins and
wife, Diana, Marionville, Mo.; eight grandchildren, Joyce McCoy and
husband, Jerry, and Pamela Boggess and husband, Bobby, all of Murray, Laura Godfrey, Atlanta, Ga., Lee Hopkins, Metropolis, Ill., Ariana Botsford, Marionville, Mo., Yvonne Weeres and Robert Weeres
and wife, Lisa, Durango, Colo, and Roger Weeres and wile, Bonnie,
Colorado Springs, Colo.; 1.3 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Relma Copeland

"PUBLIC NOTICE
STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN AT

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
TO IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR OVERALL
OPERATION FOR THE BETTERMENT OF ME
FAMILIES WE SERVE.
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INFORMATION IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
ALL OF OUR PROPERTY OWNERS.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-0580 SO YOU CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL 753-0580
BETWEEN MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Equipped Not Stripped

1998 Toyota Corolla LE

Windsor
Canadian
, 75

ciggoo
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„
,

West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

II

Members of the Murray Middle School fourth and fifth gr ade Future
Problem Solving Team advanced to the regional level of :ompetItIon
after placing second recently In the Kentucky Governor's ,:up district
contest. Pictured are Matthew Gardner, Brlanna Volp, Chal tIty Kendall
and Stephen Parker. Not pictured Is Eml McFarIen The tearr Is coached
by Kelly Jackson and Kim McFarien.
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BERNARD KANEledgi?r & Times photo

Howard Boone (left) and Ronnie Gibson (right) discuss tt telt rosters for
Friday night's Murray High vs. Calloway alumni basketball game. The
event will raise funds for the Murray High School Eiand.

The Murray High School Band
will get a big boost this Friday.
Alumni from the 1960s, 70s,
80s and 90s from both the Murray and Calloway County high
schools will gather in the Murray
High School gymnasium for a
fundraising event.
The event, which will help
fund educational trips for the
Murray High School Band, will
consist of basketball games between alumni from the two
schools.
Murray High Band Boosters
President Pat Harrington said the
event will coincide with the
groups' other fundraising activities, which include manning the
concession stands at MHS athletic events and a winter fruit sale.
"We've had other fundraisers
in the past, but this is the first basketball game we've had," Harrington explained. "We want to
make this an annual event, depending on how it will go."
The event will begin at 6:30
p.m. with a game involving

Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
AM-FM Cassette
Automatic

NEW DELHI, India (AP)- A
tornado driven by winds of up to
115 mph ripped through several
villages in eastern India on Tuesday, killing 105 people as it flattened hundreds of homes, domestic news agencies reported.
The dead included 16 children
who were crushed when a school
building collapsed, they said.
Another 500 people were missing, and the death toll was expected to rise, the Press Trust of

4

alumni from the 1980s and 90s.
Halftime entertainment for the
games will be kickboxing and
Tae Kwon Do demonstrations
from Martial Arts America of
Murray. The the me for the event
will be "A Blast from the Past."

5

6

Admission to the event will be
$3 for adults and $2 for students.
A chili supper will be also be
held at 5:30 p.m. in the MHS
cafeteria. The oust of the supper
is $5 for aduhs and $3 for
children.

7

8

According to Harrington, the
idea for an alumni basketball
game was conceived through
many suggestions.
"We talked ubout a fashion or
a talent show, 'Jut this seemed to
be the most e1.citing event," she

Flt
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said.
Harrington said the MHS boosters had not sot a financial goal,
but did have an idea of what they
would like to accomplish.
"We want to raise at least
$1,000, but w really would like
to raise more if we could," she
said.
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India news mency reported.
At least 80 people were killed
and another 1,100 were injured in
Midnapore di:Ariel in West Bengal state, district officials said.
Nearly 1,000 mud and thatched
huts were demolished in five of
the district's villages, leaving
more than 8,000 people homeless, Dipak Sanyal, directorgeneral of West Bengal state police, was quoted by the Press
Trust of India as saying.
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WHY
RENT
MINI-STORAGE...

**

Rear Window Defogger
Cloth Interior
Driver/Passengers Air Bags
Cruise Control
Floor Mats

3

Tornado ravages India

$ 14,905.37*
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Fundraiser to include
alumni bands, teams
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car & truck corn an ."

901-642-77:4
West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
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West Wood Wines & Liquors
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Stock #98088

Torada White
Tequila
'14.41

-111

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

The funeral for Mrs. Relma Copeland will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward Roberts
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Harvey Puckett, Charles Boren, Joe Dan Taylor,
Ray Gene Coursey, Bud Thorne, and John Mark Roberts. Burial will
follow in Almo Cemetery.
Mrs. Copeland, 81, Almo, died Monday, March 23, 1998, at 11:45
a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center where she has been a patient
since 1991.
Survivors include her husband, Harvey Carlos Copeland, also a patient at Calvert City Convalescent Center; one daughter, Mrs. June
Higgins and husband, C.D., and one grandson, Kerry Higgins and
wife, Melody, all of Almo.
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Mrs. Elsie Odell Hopkins Thurman

Pepe Lopez
Gold Tequila

175 L30.85

Seagrams

'9.62

Pepe Lopez
White Tequila

1 75 L
12.3%6

Funeral ntes for Mrs. Marion Christenbery will be Thursday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Singing will be the Glendale Church of Christ Singers.
Pallbearers will be John Richardson, Cliff Finney, Lee Rogers, Ray
Bazzell, Tom Christenbery and Fred Broach. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Christenbery, 75, Lakeside Drive, Port Sanilacj Mich., died
Sunday, March 22, 1998, at 10 p.m. at Sanliac Medical Care. She was
the widow of Dolphus Christenbery.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Ingersoll and husband,
Dan, Van Cuver, Wash.; two sons, Perry Christenbery, Port Sanliac,
Mich., and Fred Christenbery and wife, Barbara, New Hampshire; two
sisters, Mrs. Lela Christenbery and husband, Wilson, Murray, and
Mrs. Dean Corbishley and husband, Chuck, Bad Axe, Mich.; eight
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
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White Hors*
Skoal Vodka
Scotch
1 75 L
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ADVF.RTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed proposalsfor the Construction ofthe Project will be received
by the Owner at the Murray-Calloway County Airport, Murray,
Kentucky until 1:00 P.M.local time on the 15th day of April, 1998. At
this time and place, all proposals will be publicly opened and read
aloud for the following development:
Bid Schedule
This construction project involves the following:
•Pave & Light 700 Runway & Parallel Taxiway Extension
BASE
from 5,500' to 6,200' long - 100' wide)& Construct Localizer Access
Road
ADDITIVE ALTERNATE fly Bituminous Overlay for 6,200' x 100'
Runway, 35' Wide Partial Parallel Taxiway & Apron
ATUNTIVE.M.TFIRNATE #2;Reconstruct Partial Parallel Taxiway
Envelopes containing proposals should be addressed and identified
as follows:
To: Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
614 South 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Attn: Jim Fain, Chairman
Proposals for the Murray-Calloway County Airport are to be opened
at the Murray-Calloway County Airport, Murray, KY on April 15,
998 at 1:00 p.m. local time.
Plans,specifications,and Contract Documents covering the proposed
work may be examined at the following places:
1. F.W. Dodge Corporation
Hurstbourne Forum Two
Suite 265
303 Hurstbourne Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40222
2. F.W. Dodge Corporation
One Paragon Centre, Suite 230
2525 Harrodsburg Road
Lexington, Kentucky 40504
3. Mr. Charles R. Lovorn, Exec. Director
Kentucky Highway Contractors Association
Old Depot Building
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
4. Builders Exchange of Louisville
2300 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40218-1372
5. Kentucky Divison of Aeronautics
125 Holmes Street
Frankfort, KY 40622
6. Haworth, Meyer & Boleyn, Inc.
3 HMB Circle
US 460 Georgetown Road
Frankfort, KY 40601
7. Western Kentucky Contractor's Association
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah, KY 42001
8. Western Kentucky Contractor's Association
1623 HWY 121 Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
Plans may be obtained from Haworth, Meyer & Boleyn, Inc., 3
HMB Circle US 460 Georgetown Rd., Frankfort, Kentucky upon
payment of Fifty Dollars ($50.00), a non-refundable deposit.
Each sealed proposal shall be accompanied by a Certified check,
cashier's check, or satisfactory bid bond, in a sum which is not less
than five (5) percent of the aggregate amount of bid, payable to the
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board.
The successful bidder will be required to execute Contract and to
provide Contract Surety in an amount equal to one-hundred (100)
percent ofthe bid amount for performance, and a bond in the amount
equal to one-hundred(100) percent of the bid amount guaranteeing
the payment of all labor, materials, and etc.
The undersigned agrees thatifawarded the Contract,the work will
be completed within the time as follows:
Base Bid - Ninety (90) calendar days.
Additive Alternate #1 - Thirty (30) calendar days.
Additive Alternate #2 - Sixty (60) calendar days.
This contract time begins ten(10)calendar days after the "Notice to
Proceed" is issued.
Rights to waive any formality in any proposed guaranty,to reject any
and all bids, and to negotiate with the apparent low bidder to such
extent as may be necessary, are reserved.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of ninety (90) days
after the scheduled closing time for the receipt of bids.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board, in accordance with
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964(42 U.S.C. 2000d-4) and 49
CFR,Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally-Assisted Programs of
the Department ofTransportation, hereby notifies all bidders that it
will affirmatively assure that minority business enterprises are
afforded full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation
and will not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, or
national origin in consideration for an award.
020

The City of Murray Cablevision Advisory Commission will conduct a public hearing as pan of the
regularly scheduled Murray City Council meeting
on Thursday, March 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Weeks
Community Caner Auditorium at 607 Poplar
Street. The purpose of the meeting will be to obtain
public comment on the community's needs and
interests with regard to cable television. The City is
currently gathering information to use in the
renewal of the cable television franchise agreeman with Murray CableComrn. Prior to renewing
the franchise agreement, the City is interested in
obtaining your comments regarding your local
cable service and any recommendations you might
provide to help improve this service. We welcome
your input at the March 26th public hearing or if
you are unable to attend, you can submit written
comments to the Murray Cablevision Advisory
Commission. City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray.
KY 42071. Please submit your written comments
by April 3, 1998,

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753 6981
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Notice

Notice

ARE you in pain? Try magnetic products by Nikken
Can be purchased from
Jan, Independent Nikken
Distributor, 502-753-5963

MISTER Mattress is going
out of business All 'riven
tory must go' 759-3890

AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or lust went to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya ind/sls/rep.
BIBLE Message 759-5177

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

nio

010

UPI
Notice

Load
Nodes

County, 753-3033.

020

050
Leet
And Found
FOUND Male dog. black &
white Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen
060
Help
Wanted

BARMAIDS, WAITRESSES, dancers needed fulllime, part-time Dollies Platinum Club, Puryear, TN
HOUSE of Clothes Open
7,000 sq ft No experience
5.
to
1
Sun
5.
to
9
Mon-Sat,
necessary $500 plus per
Nice consignment clothing
Call
week
$1,00 Buys mens, wo1-901-247-3965
mans, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts, DENTAL hygienist needed
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy Send resume to William
left on 464, 5 miles Call Pasco, 1653 Calloway
489-2243 or 753-6981
Ave. Murray KY 42071
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

rl. 11
Fri. 3
Ilon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

IA onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

PUBLIC NOTICE RELATED TO CONFIDENTALITY AND CHILD FIND
and
In accordance with the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act, written policies and
District's
School
Independent
Murray
the
which
developed
describe
been
have
procedures
Calloway County School District's requirements regarding the confidentiality of personally
These
identifiable information. Stated in this notice is a summary of your rights under the Act. the
notice,
this
of
purpose
the
For
eighteen.
age
of
the
at
student
the
rights are passed on to
and
students 18 years or older will be referred to as the "eligible" student. Parents, guardians,
making
by
to
student
that
relating
records
education
and
all
inspect
review
may
eligible students
a request to the principal of the si:hool where that student attends.
inspect
The MISD and CCSD will presume that the parent has the authority to review and
parent
the
that
writing
in
advised
been
have
districts
the
unless
children
records relating to their
does not have legal authority under applicable state law governing such matters as guardianship,
separation, and divorce.
Personally identifiable information is not released to another party unless there is written
authorization from the parent or eligible student,or there is a "Legitimate Educational Interest"
names
as defined in the policies and procedures for confidentiality. A current list of employees'
The
and positions who have access to personally identifiable information is on file in each school.
which
under
conditions
the
procedures
and
policies
their
in
described
have
CCSD
MISD and
personally indentifiable information is released to another person without written parental
consent.
"Directory Information" is information contained in an educational record which would not
generally be considered harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed. This information may be
released to news media, athletic organizations, scholarships or college entrance committees, or
official organizations whose need for data is connected with student help activities. "Directory
Information" includes, but is not limited to the student's name,address, telephone listing, date
and place ofbirth, major field ofstudy, participation in officially recognized activities and sports,
weight and height of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees and awards
received, and most recent previous educational agency or institution attended. The parent,
guardian, or eligible student currently enrolled, may request all or part of the directory
information be withheld. The request must be in writing to the principal of your child's school,
within 30 calendar days after this notification has been distributed. The written request must
specifically state what information may not be classified as directory information.
In accordance with federal regulation concerning the release or transfer ofeducational records,
it is the policy ofthe school districts to forward education records on request to a school in which a
student seeks or intends to enroll. Parents may obtain upon request a copy of the records
transferred.
Each school district keeps child and youth records in a secure computer system and in locked
files in each school and central offices.
Any parent or guardian of a student, or any eligible student, may challenge the content or
accuracy of any material or entries in the student's educational records on the grounds that it is
inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy of other rights of the student.
Requests to amend the records are submitted to the principal of your child's school.
For students who have been determined eligible for programs for children and youth with
disabilities, educational records will be destroyed at the request of the parent when they are no
longer needed to provide educational programs and services. MISD and CCSD will destroy the
educational records of a child or youth without a parent's request after the records have been
maintained for a minimum period ofseven years and are no longer needed to provide educational
programs and services. Parents are advised that data contained in the records may be later
needed forSocial Security purposes.Each district retains for an indefinite period oftime,a record
of the student's name,address,telephone number,grades,attendance records,classes attended,
grades completed, and year completed.
Children and youth determined eligible for special education include those children and youth
with disabilities who have hearing impairments, vision impairments, emotional and behavior
disorders, both deafness and blindness, health impairments, specific learning disabilities,
disabilimental disabilities, multiple disabilities, speech and language impairments, physical
specially
need
impairments
these
of
because
who
and
injuries,
brain
traumatic
or
autism,
ties,
designed instruction and related services.
child or
The MISD and CCSD have ongoing Child Find systems, which are designed to find any
This
education.
special
need
and
disability
a
have
may
who
years,
22
youth age birth up to
receiving
includes children and youth who are not in school or those who are in school but are not
the special education they need to have an appropriate public education.
child or
The Murray Independent Schools and Calloway County Schools will make sure any
appropriate
an
provided
is
disability,
the
severe
how
of
regardless
disability,
a
has
who
youth
public education at no cost to the parents of the child or youth.
urged to
Parents, relatives, public and private agency employees, and concerned citizens are
and
disability
a
have
may
who
youth
or
child,
toddler,
infant,
any
find
help each school district
and age,or date
need special education and related services.The districts need to know the name
guardian;the possible
ofbirth ofthe child or youth;the name,address,and phone ofthe parent or
Letters and phone
needed.
is
education
special
if
disability; and other information to determine
the school
information
The
needed.
information
the
collect
districts
the
ways
the
of
calls are some
child or
the
if
out
find
and
youth
or
child
the
of
parents
the
districts collect will be used to contact
youth needs to be evaluated or referred for special education services.
who may have a
If you know of a child or youth who lives in Murray or Calloway County,
or send the
number,
telephone
the
disability, and is not receiving needed services bring
Education.
Special
of
Director
respective
district's
information to each
these efforts, each
Child Find activities will continue throughout the school year. As part of
information
assessment
basic
and
records,
student
information,
screening
use
will
district
who have
youth
and
children
those
locate
help
to
district
the
in
collected on all children and youth
a disability and need special education.
confidentially.
Any information the districts collect through Child Find is maintained with the U.S.
complaint
a
file
to
right
the
have
Parents, guardians, or eligible students
confidentiality
Department ofEducation related to perceived failures by a district to comply withDepartment of
U.S.
Office,
Regulations
and
Policy
Family
requirements. The address is:
Education, Washington, D.C., 20202.
requireWritten policies and procedures have been developed which describe the district's
Find
Child
and
information
identifiable
ments regarding the confidentiality of personally
Education
of
Board
the
at
and
school,
each
of
office
principal's
the
in
copies
are
activities. There
contacting each
office. Copies describing these policies and procedures may be obtained by
Education.
of
Board
each
at
Personnel
Pupil
of
Director
respective
district's
given orally,
If you know ofsomeone who may need this notice translated to another language, the Director
or delivered in some other manner, pleaes contact the Director of Pupil Personnel or Calloway
of Special Education at the following phone numbers: Murray Independent, 753-4363;
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All stored items in storage units 34,77,94,
114 & 210 at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850
State Route 121 South Murray, KY
42071, have been abandoned and if all
charges for storage units 34,77,94, 114 &
210 are not paid in full on or before April
10, 1998, Key Mini-Warehouses will have
legal possession of all items stored in units
34,77,94, 114 & 210. A sale date for said
itemsstored in storage units 34,77,94, 114
& 210 will be posted at a later time.

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 b 4 extremeN Wanted
& successful in horns closers.

$45,000 + Per Year
Meier beneia. Company supplied pre-set appoinonens
No credit rekisak. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings.

Cal if you

are serious

about a comer & we wiling b work. 11A TIRED CF INTERVIEWING peel rote en‘i want b earn $3004400 per week
and Vet dont want to Kn.' Call Intim 11.4 like -Sot

Full-Time 0

• Must Be 25 • 753-3261

Serval! Termite & Pest Control
for a
Is now taking applications
bookkeeping position. Must have

bookkeeping experience including
accounting & computer skills.
Apply in person at

1604 Hwy 121 North, Murray.
Immediate Openings For
CAD OPERATORS
Must have minimum 1 year educational
training and work experience with Autocad
RI2 or R13.Position involves the drawing of
floor plans, casework layout, and casework
elevations. Mohon International, Inc. offers
an excellent benefit package. Pre-employment substance screen is required. Send
resume and salary history to:
Mohon International
P.O. Box 550, Paris, TN 38242
Attn: Personnel Director

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED
Regional office equipment dealership has an immediate opening for
an experienced Sales Representative in an established territory.
No overnight travel required. Sales
experience preferred. Benefitspclude salary & bonus, spiff programohealth insurance, 401 K plan,
paid vacation, and company car
furnished. Please send resume to
P.O. Box 487, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

060

Help
Wanted

Moving to new modern facility April 1.

Need Inside
Salesperson
for expansion of local

pharmaceutical company. Salary based on
experience and pharmaknowledge.
ceutical
Pharmaceutical knowledge not mandatory.
Successful candidate
should possess strong
communication and organizational skills

Call 753-6654
for more intormation.
CASTING Movie Extras
Production Trainees Mayor
Film Studio 502 329 0446

Help
Wanted
BARMAIDS, DANCERS
wanted' Tired of the rest/
Now try Ili° best club to
work for. Goldfingers
Paris' Newest Club
901-642-0912 $500+
weekly
COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Most be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408 N 12th
St. No phone calls please
EOE
DRIVERS/0TR Discover
The Difference Where RE
SPECT Drives Our Corn
pany Guaranteed Home
Policy Singles & Teams
No NE/Canada/NYC No
Touch Freight Min 23, 1 yr
OTR, CDL w/HazMat
1 800 848 0405 PTL an
EEO Employer

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'?
according to Federal Law,they are all guaran
teed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability 3. Service
We represent 7 "A U. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycsmor•
Murray, KY 753-4199
NatIonwld• toll free:
1-800-455-4199

4B

060

060

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF ELECTRONICS INCLUDING TELEPHONES,
HOME THEATER, SECURITY, AUDIO AND
VIDEO REQUIRED. CABLING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. CALL FOR APP OINTMENT
502-753-7567. MON
THRU FRI 10AM-4PM.
MURRAY TELEPHONE
AND ELECTRONICS; 506
NORTH 12TH STREET,
MURRAY, KY.

EARN WHILE YOU
LEARN AN EXCITING
NEW CAREER
Excellent pay'Great Benefits! Money for College'
Get it all and more while
you work for an organization that realty matters
Call today'

753-8210
or
•

1-800 GO GUARD

EARN $1 000's weekly
Stuffing envelopes No experience Send self
addressed stamped enve
iope to New Beginning
Dept209. 301 East 5th Ave
Suite 112 Corsicana
Texas 75110

EXPERIENCED carpenter
& laborer needed Must be
dependable
502-436-2766
GARDENING helper
Steep Ky lakeside hill
436-2005

Tobacco Workers
Needed
7/20/98 - 9/15/98

Sales Position
Open
New Car Dealership, Murray, Ky.
Send resume to

P.O. Box 646,
Murray, KY
42071 or
Fax to
502-759-1013.

[111:

_ITTLE Angels Cara Sat
school district has
time openings
Pied Clean
inent F
lances
SOO
0•
ce 8/96
non smoker
:r type Phone
gr
753-2643 Joyce Buoy

MOTORCYCLE helmets
camoflauge clothing steel
to work boots camping
supplies Jerry s Sporting
Mayfield
Goods
502-247-4704

FOOD Service Director
Glendale Place Retirement
Community is seeking an
experienced professional
in food service High into
gnty, directly related experience in budgzt control, inventory, staff management
and food preparation a
must Must love being with
older adults Competitive
salary and benefits Send
resume to Glendale Place
905 Glendale Road, Mur-

time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & susbsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers
Needed
5/30/98 - 12/20/98
6/15/98 - 1/1/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation itt susbsistence paid when 112
contract met.$7.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.92/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed
5/1/98 - 1/15/99
5/1/98 - 1/31/99
5/1/98 - 1/15/99
5/10/98 - 1/31/99
5/15/98 - 1/15/99
5/15/98 - 2/15/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to
those beyond local recruiting area, transportation &
susbaistence paid when 1/2 contract met. 57.00/hr. cutting/housing. $5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Cornea
local State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers
Needed
6/1/98 - 2/28/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & susbsistence paid when 1/2
contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
MATTEL, INC. the world's leading play
company, has an opening for an Administrative Assistant at its Murry, Ky. facility.
Qualifications include well developed computer skills in Windows 95/Microsoft Office.
Excellent written and verbal communication
skills. Prefer a minimum of two years
administrative experience with an acsnciate
degree in computer science or business
administration. Mattel offers a comprehensive Wary and benefits package in a fastpaced, progressive work environment. Please
send your resume with current salary to:

MATTEL, INC.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Murray, Ky. 42071-9564
Fax - 502-767-1304

FULL-time night position
available Must have computer experience, PBX experience a plus Send resume to PO Box 213, Murray, KY 42071
GENERAL laborers & welders needed- will train
Apply at Vegan Metal in
Sedalia 328-8991

M/F/V/D

INCREDIBLE income Dun
& Bradstreet rated company seeks reps to buy bad
checks Company training
No fees No cost No resumes We hire people not
paper 800-460-6146

STAY at home moms! Earn
full-time money working
pail-time hours with this
home based business.
Proven to work Call
1-800-230-1182, ext 01 for
a tree wholesale catalog

IN house babysitter
needed 436-2481

WORK From Home Earn
the benefits you deserve
Call
high paying
1-800-981-9105

MAINTENANCE Director
Glendale Place Retirement
Community is seeking an
experienced maintenance
professional High integrity,
directly related experience
in apartment style maintenance preferred Must love
being with older adults
Competitive salary and
benefits Send resume to.
Glendale Place, 905 Glendale Road, Murray, KY
42071
MANAGEMENT All positions available Experienced, dedicated persons
needed for retail/
wholesale% salvage stores
in Western KY & TN. Send
resume to P N Davis,
2310 N Highland, Jackson,
TN 38305
NURSES Aide. PRN, work
as needed, all shifts. Must
be flexible & available We
are looking for a mature,
dependable person who
would enjoy working with
the elderly in a pleasant
family atmosphere We will
train you Not a full-time
position Hours & days will
vary Apply in person . Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr, Murray.
EOE
PERMANENT part-time
market research cigarette
inventory auditor Knowledge of cigarettes preferred Reliable transportaCall
tion needed
314-532-7494
PHARMACY Technicianpreferred certified but will
consider experience Local
pharmacy, Mon-Fri Send
resume & salary history to
Director of Operations, PO
Box 349, Murray, KY
42071
RECEPTIONIST/ Customer Service position
open Full time April
through October Must
have previous customer
service and office experience Accounting experience also helpful, but not
required Apply in person
9 00-4 00 weekdays at
McGee Pest Control, 1302
N 12th St

SHONEY'S Inn, 1503
North 12th St, Murray, KY
now accepting applications
for housekeeping and a
part time maintenance
worker Please apply in
person No phone calls
please
Wurral,-(allowav(ountv Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kerituckv and Northwest Tennessee announces
the follou.ing yob openirws

PRN SECURITY GUARD:
PRN Security Guard position - High
school education or equivalent required.
Previous experience preferred.

For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 782-1108

• Ilir r

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
ki•iil

k%

,I

BUSItiass
OPPOrlUnlY

YOU can live in Murray and
own this educational supply
center Your customers are
not only local but there is a
strong Tennessee base of
teachers as well as other
states You can supply products from literature materials to basketballs. Call Rebecca at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492

COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753-9433
CASH for GI Joe toys, old
or new. 753-7185

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

070
Domestic
& Childcare

dryer.
WASHER/
Call
$19 95/week
753-4663
XEROX 5614Z office coper Warranty, enlarge/ reduce Excellent condition,
$850 753-8802
155
Appliances
WASHER, dryer, refrigerator & stove 753-4684
160
Horns
Furnishings
18MOS old full size mat
tress & box springs Post
urepedic $350 Supe
single waterbed, $50 Cal
753-1052 after 5pm
GLASS top table with 4
chairs $175 753-7934
HARDWOOD maple queen
bed &box springs & mattress, matching dresser
Call 753-5149

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE

WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers
WOULD like to buy or trade
for Garcia, Gold* or EhnTy Beanie Babies Call
759-1824

S. 6th

753-8107

fARD-TECH
437-4723

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

Wel give you bock
'mow Arne' to
do vAiar you are to do/
FULLY INSURED
CALL NOW FOR SCHEDULE
Cornm•roloi Or Resiclontlol
Resalable Rates • Ask for Noah or Terry

150
Artkies
For Ws

HALEY'S

2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348, after 3pm
2 PIECE living room group,
$15/week Call 753-4663
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress. train & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00

11919 Duck
Rental and Sa;es
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CAR dolly with straps for
13', 14'& 15' wheels Golden Touch Singer sewing
machine Cat 753-8004
FOR SALE 1997 Ty Bea
nie Baby Christmas Bear
$75 Firm No trades please
unless you have "Erin Call
492-8566 after 4 30pm

LP gas insert with blower.
$200
guaranteed
759-2203

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

MAPLE drop leaf table with
two extra leaves & six
chairs, Singer sewing machine & desk type cabinet
Call 436-5410

HOUSE cleaning & corn
mercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340
WILL clean houses Rea
sortable rates, references
437.4064

MAPLE trees You dig &
plant, $2 00/ea or I dog &
plant guarantee for lyr,
$8 00/ea Please no Fnday evening or Saturday
,aNs 753-0835

2BR, di
stove,
hwasher
email R
2BR dig
$375/r
759-4400

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
do any & all types of roofing
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb

BAD CREDIT, BANKRUPTCY REPO'S &
CHARGE OFFS. Been
turned down over & over/
Don't give up! We specialize in credit problems. One
phone call can be the turning point to putting you in
that new home of your
dreams Don't wait! Call
now! Wilson Home Center,
Inc., Murray, KY
1-800-540-7956, Ext 101
VERY nice 1995 16X80
Belmont. 2br, 2 bath, large
master bed & bath, all appliances stay & financing
possible Call 759-4981 after 5pm

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 Line
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Frt., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2BR tri
Subdivii
furnishei
depos
435-429
HAZEL /
KY now I
You mt
'capped,
based c
'capped
Housm
TDD*
527-857
KENTU(
land WI
apartm(
eluded,
come 6;
cap &
Housin
502-354

MURR
APARTP
your hor
apartm(
price, cE
facilitie
8a m - 5
(502)76
Housing

01
You Looking For Security? 8

NICE 13-4br hi
dryer,
MSU. Int
St. 753753-060(

0

0

NICE 21
ment, all
location
alty 753

NOW av
ment, fu
utilities I
required
No pets

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE

NOW rel
MOT ap
Apartme
wood C
759-498,
Opponur

Carlle Stares
753-70 3
Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching

Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal

PRACTli
2br & (2,
Nice 75

TIRED c
We have
apt for
pets
748-592,

Edging

VERY ni
Town ho
furnish(
dryer, $6
1 mo C
753-290!

FE S

windows

NOME tipRovEmEN

SLEEE
$150/mc
753-989!

ril

1807 CC
2 or 3br
$350/mc
and leas

Kent Price Plumbing, Inc.

2BR trailer No pets Refer
Call
ences needed
753-9866
RENT to own 14X80, 2tx,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Coleman RE,
Park
753 9898

2 & 3BR
grove Li
quired I
Housing,
cates ao

2BR, 1
stove &
'shed,
$325/mo
pets 75.

2BR, 2
$450/mi
North of
until Spn

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a good tints'to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want wilt' your
building cont rat tor. With tilinprints& specifications we can give )ou a contract price baore we
start. If you arc undecided s% e work on a cost plus

2BR, 2 I
house,
$350/mo
furnishec

& concrete

We also do remodeling,
work Large or small.

2BR bra
deposit

'Bruce cjreeti

2BR hou
sity $37
sit No
required
6pm

tliititU.S,

Mobilo
Home Lois For Rent

Wiggins Furniture

2BR du
w/d fun
$440/rr
502-753

WE'RE ready to do business on our new lot! Lovely
Vrayl
'One Cali 1001R,
16X60 Clayton, very nice.
Replacement
Does
Only $18,300, $500 cash
4 *1•1
It All'
back. Loving home 16X80
3br, 2 baths, a real buy at
$19,950, $500 rebate
16X80 Wavenee, 3br, 2
Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
baths at the low price of
$19,290 with $500 cash
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
back. 16X80 loving home
Licensed & Insured
with vinyl siding and shingles, dishwasher & ice
(502) 759-4599
Free Estimates
maker, unbeatable price of
$22,485 with $750 cash
back. Westwind 28X58,
talk about luxury, 2X6
w alls, perimeter heat,
thermo windows, garden
tub plus shower stall in
master bath sky lights in
502-247-9878
both baths, beautiful fire- C
place, 6 panel doors
Toll Free 1-888-237-1175
throughout, Delta faucets,
Hy. Lie. #5942
porcelain sinks, $1500
& Drain Cleaning
Sewer
cash back Woodland EsResidential Service & New
tates, 3975 641 North,
502-767-9787
Homes, No Job Too Small.
Get The Right Price &. Service For All
Your Plumbing Needs.
280
Mobile
Home. For Rent

Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

2BR dui
w/d hoc
furnisher
vete c
$500/mc
lease
753-685

8.)

759-6081 - 436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Need Furniture? Bedding?

2BR du
tshed, v
port No
Pus $3
mer Av
1-800-51

01
0 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 0
E3

16X80 4br, 2 bath on 1
acre References & deposit
required 753-0624

We

5th

FOR rent 4 Bay shop lo
called on Ash Street Call
753-6861 ask for Bill

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

WATERBED mattress &
heater, Sealy king size Hydropedic Posture-support
with maximum interior supports, waveless $100
492-8815

206

1

104 N

753-8302 or
753-9621

0 Are
0
0
0

LAZY Boy chairs, recliners
1 wall hugger, 1 rocker, with
oak trim Good condition
436-2990

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

SKILLED MECHANIC
ASE certified a plus but not KENWOOD stereo Call
required, must be willing to 759-4919 after 6pm
take ASE tests Cunningham Auto Repair, LIKE new Kimball upright
753-68-31
piano, metal office desk.
WAITRESSES and coffee table & end table
Dancers wanted Doll Call 492-8196 after 6pm
House Cafe $500. weekly
901 642 4297

TREK 850 mountain bike,
excellent condition Call
753-8197

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

**Ss
Howe For Ws

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza

2EIR, ce
plianc
5300/rn,
753-969

1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Very nice I & 2br apart
moots in Farmingaon (11
miles from Murray) Central
h/a ved stove refrigerator
dishwasher provided Wa
ter 8 trash pick up in
cluded No pets Refer
ences required Available
March 1st Starts at
$315/mo
762 4483
Sam 4pm or 345 2748 after
5981

INSULATED metal building
41'X76 (3,116 square teen
1BR Dtuguid Dr, new Gall
165 JOHN Deere 12 5hp
plus shed storage ConColeman Realty 753-9898
doors
753-7328
floor
overhead
crete
1989 FLEETWOOD,
office, new natural gas 1BR near university, ap212 JOHN Deere lawn trac- 14x70, 3 bedroom. 2 bath
heat fenced lot available pliances furnished
Bank Repo, includes cen
tor, 48' cut $1200
immediately $550/mo plus $275/mo plus deposit No
tral a/c Handyman special
492 8614
pets References required
home needs work Sold as deposit 753-7724
COUNTRY is- where is
ALMO
$6.000 Financ- OFFICE or store space in 753-4181
STORE- Just Arrived For ing available with $500
Southside Shopping Cen
1BR new stove & refrigera
Spring Concrete critters down payment and monthly ter 753-4509, 753-6612
tor, w/d, $270 1 or 2br
and lawn ornaments' CA- payments approx $155 per
$255 Deposit
LORAD IS HERE!! month Keith Baker Homes, SHOP for rent, $250/mo furnished,
no pets, downtown Water
Murof
North
deposit
753-1934
Pans, TN 901-64.4-0012 or plus
furnished 753-4937 8-5.
ray 753-4837 until 5pm
M-F
SMALL Engine Repair Get 1 -800-533-3568
your mower & tiller ready
SMALL business or office
1BR upstairs, near MSU
for summer Call 753-0260 1984 BUCCANEER 14X80 space Paid utilities
plus deposit
$250/mo
3br, 2 baths, appliances
753-6106
759-4138
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
310
1 OR 2br apts near downFarm
nice 753-9866
Want
town Murray Equal OpporEllaPanat
To Rent
tunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
1986 14X80 CAVALIER
12Vi DUALL 11 or 9tt
certificates accepted
appliances
2
all
3br,
bath,
PROFESSIONAL couple
chisel plow. MF 7tt cycle
carpet, cen- seeking to rent with possi- 753-4109
mower 4-16 John Deere included, new
see!
Must
tral hie
ble option to buy, in wooded 1 OR 2br apartment
plows 2 mechanical setter
area farm or lake region
Washer & dryer Small garunits 1964 Ford 2 ton truck. 502-489-2209
age underneath for storage
needs booster 10ft JD 1994
SOUTHERN 762-1549
or small car Near college
disc Large rolls of hay
Lifsstylo- 16x72, 2 bedNo pets $295 deposit
320
492-8790
room, 2 bath Bank Repo
$295/mo Call 759-1094 af
vinyl
a/c,
central
Includes
grass
7FT Ford pull type
ter 5pm
ns
Atirra
roof
dipper, $600 6t1 Bushhog siding with shingle
condiexcellent
in
is
Home
brand, 3pt hitch bushhog,
1,2 & 3BR seasonal & long 2BR, 1 bath with carport,
tion $500 Down payment term Fully furnished & un- central h/a, appliances
$700 753-6556
appayments
monthly
with
furnished. Lakefront & lake- furnished, w/d hookup,
prox $240 per month Keith view Limited dock space $475/mo, lyr lease. I
Baker Homes, Paris, TN
available 600ft from en- month deposit. No pets,
or
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2
trance to Moore's Resort on 753-2905 or 753-7536
1-800-533-3568.
Call
Lake
KY
GUNS, buy, sell trade
1996 16X80 4br, 2 bath on 502-362-8121
2BR, 1 bath, all appliance,
436-5650
1 acre north of Murray
1BR, available now, stove, w/d hook-up, lease & depo753-0624
TURKEY Hunter's Dream
refrigerator, all utilities, sit required. Available April
Remington SP10 semi1st. 759-1476, after
1996 16X80, excellent con- furnished Coleman RE
automatic lOga shotgun
30pm
6
753-9898
payover
dition Take
New in box 3 chokes &
ments 489-2122
sling Never fired $750
492-8815
1996 SOUTHERN Hospitality, 28x68 3 bedroom 2
210
bath Bank Repo, includes
central a/c, very nice home
Firewood
Monthly payments approx
per month with
$360
de
rick
Are you in need of a place to store your
FIREWOOD, $35/
payment
down
$2,000
livered 435-4460
valuables? There's no need to look any
Keith Baker Homes, Pans,
further - we have what you need!
TN 901-644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568
Security Gate • Low Rates
0
Call Today At
3 1997 CRIMSON show
houses Totaly custom built
homes Interest as low as
KY 42071
1850 State Route 121 South, Murray,
7%. Only at Wilson Home
753-5562
KY
Center. Murray,
1-800-540-7956.

1.10
Writ
To Buy

270

Office Space

1981 14X70 2BR 1'4 bath
very race $8,000 Must be
moved, 753 2043

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
ers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

100

GRAND Opening of Phase
2 over 130 dealers March
28th & 29th Twin Lakes
Antique
Mall
502-362-2218 Between
KY Dam & Drattenville on
Hwy 641

I

PROM DRESSES Black
vesequins size 9-10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Cat 753-0943
after 4 30pm

WILL keep & care for a lady
in my home in Hazel Experienced good references 492-8510

nocommomis

SM•

SOLID walnut Broyhill di
ning room table and 6
chairs 42'X66' long with
additional 18' leaf Other
features include double
pedestal padded uphois
tered chairs inducts-1g captains chart Good condition
$400 Call 4896168

PRINCESS Diana Bear
$400 obo 753-2751

WHITE Glove House
Cleaning Service Retired
military wives wanting to
clean your home or busiToni
Call
ness
901-822-5803 or Janie
901 -822-6285

HELP Wanted Eastside
BP 119 Main, across from
Briggs & Stratton No
phone calls

For

NEW Cobra II graph irons
new Ti Invest driver various
drivers used SChwtOn Air
Dyne Nordic Ryder Gras
shopper mower mower
trailer fishing gear Con
Sider trade in 753-6275
leave message

STATE Certified home day
care, Mon Fri night time
positions available
Fnendty sate environment
Provider with experience
and references Melinda
759-3176

FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200

SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11arn 4pm
Mon-Sat 753-2971

MATTEL IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SENIORS need TLC tool
10 year experienced care
giver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour Reterences available Call
753-26.37 ask for Brenda

240

111E11 Arlicies

Artistes
For Sal.

ray. KY 42071

75%

1998

Domestic
116 Chlicicsre

liolp
Wooled

help
Ilianted

4elp
Wanted

MARCH 25

WEDNESDA`r

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

COACH Estates/ Fox Meadows manufactured home
community Exclusive resi
timbal neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/rno includes city water/
sewer/trash pick up South
16th at Canterbury
753 3855
300

Buskins
Rentals
4 CAR shop for rent
/53 4509

(502)

753-8343

3BR, 271
h/a $7!
Coleman

pressure
Wash,t)9

eS
p'

3BR, 2 b
$495/mo
posit 47

3BR bn
Hazel
753 989f

502-436-2102
Free Estimates
Owned and Operated By
Joseph Lamb

3BR ho
753 4506

lull tine of Equipment
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

10MES I
'1

MURRAY LEDGER & TlME -

averummat
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after
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Homes
For Saks

Yard Sale

LOCATION
IMPORTANT?
LOW PRICE
IMPORTANT?
Reach for the phone
now to find out about
this 3 BR, 2 Ba with
privacy in the city
Beautifully
landscaped backyard with
arbor. One owner
home with all appliances remaining. It
can be yours if you act
now.

ApartmeMs
For Rem

.1

28R, central gas Iva, ap- 3BR. central hie,
pliances furni
pli•nces furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE, & 2
753-9898
pets
t & lease
28R, duplex, central his, r. wed 436-2113
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Col- 3BR, living room, dining,
eman RE 753-9998.
kitchen, stove & ming furnished, w/d hookup, central
Northwood
in
28R duplex
gas heat Very reasonable
No pets
$375/mo
utilities, $450imo, deposit &
759-4406
lease required 605 Syca2BR duplex, nicely furn- more 753-0919 or
ished, Wel hook-up, car- 1-800-589-7956
port No pets Close to cam- IN
Town 2br on main level,
pus $375/mo 1609 Far- plus
additional four rooms
mer Ave 753-0919 or
for bedrooms or playrooms
1-800-589-7956
on lower level. Gas heat.
2BR duplex, 2 full baths, Large backyard $450 per
w/d hook-up, appliances month plus deposit. Also 1
furnished. Central h/a, pri- mile from city, 2 bedroom
vate deck, garage. with finished upstairs, $375
$500/mo. deposit & 1yr plus deposit. Each availlease. 753-5524 days, able immediately.
753-6854 nights.
753-7724.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
w/d furnished No pets.
$440/mo & deposit.
502-753-6022.
2BR tri-plex, Cambhdge
Subdivision, appliances
furnished. $445/mo, $445
No pets.
deposit
435-4294.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications.
You must be 62; handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Handicapped accessible. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDDS 1-800-247-2510.
527-8574 or 492-8721.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities ineluded, rent based on income.62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before .5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances. Great
location. Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444.
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. New downtown.
No pets. 436-2755.
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Or, Murray, KY.
759-4984. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
PRACTICALLY New: (1)
& (2) lbr apts for rent.
Nice. 753-5731.
TIRED of big utility bills?
We have a newly decojated
apt for you. $225/ma. No
pets. 753-3949 or
748-5924.
VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.
330
Rooms
For Rot

SMALL 3br house. 1603'4
Olive. $285/mo. 492-8225.
WELL kept 2br brick, next
to park. Oak & tile floors,
dining room, walk-in
closets, appliances, w/d,
gas heat. Deposit & lyr
lease. $400/mo. 489-2741.

641 Storage
An Sizes
ailahle

To Diuguld Dr., right
on Bounand, left on
Crystal Brook, 1403.
Thin., March 28
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri, March 27
8 am-Noon
Priced down leftovers
from last weeks sale
New kerns. clothing. Villas* odds & ends.
.130

Rua
Betas
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake. Good hornesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000 Serious inquiries only please. Call
474-8704.
26 ACRES corner of Hwy
464 & 783. 615-331-7814.
FOR Sale 26 acres, corner
of 464 & 783 Call
1-615-331-7814
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

LAND NEAR THE LAKE.
We have lots & small farms
for sale near Kentucky
CREEKVIEW Sell-storage Lake. Sizes range from 2 to
warehouses on Center 20 acres. Prices go from
Drive behind Shoney's. $4,800 to $30,500. Call
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Bob Rodgers at COLDWELL BANKER WOODS

753-5585

EASTSIDE

&
ASSOCIATES,
753-1651.

STORAGE
119 Main 753-6266
3STORY A-FRAME(within
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storwalking distance) of Kenage units, 4th St & Sycatucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1
more E. Next to Cunningbath, apprx 1600sq ft,
ham Auto Repair.
24x30 detached 2 car gar753-3571.
age, w/attic storage. 24x32
carport, w/storage, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
Neon Beach
ground. 2 Lake accesses(1
Mini-Storage
private, 1 public) nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of MurAll Size Units
ray. $95,000. Serious inAvailable
quiries only. Shown by ap753-3853
pointment Call 474-8704
after 5pm, or leave
message.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail- DOUBLE lot with new sepable. 753-2905 or tic system, ready for home
or trailer. Located in lake
753-7536
front subdivision with private boat ramp. $9,900
firm. 759-4696.
Hwy 299
Mini Storage

489-6166
489-2796
170

110

Loki
For Sale
1.75 ACRES Rockhouse
Creek Estates. $15,000.
436-5733.

Como/dal
Pro** for Sala

1 ACRE lots with restrictions. 4Y1 miles north of
Murray. 759-9192.

COMMERCIAL retail bldg.
1800sq ft, 306 Main St,
Hazel, KY. 492-8164
1 lam-4:30pm.

4 LAKE lots in New Concord off Hwy 118. Less than
10 miles from Paris Landing. Call 901-642-9963.

COMMERCIAL building at
717 S 4th St, 1200 sq ft,
excellent location for any
business. $68,500 or trade.
753-7668 days, 753-4919
nights.

54 ACRE lots for sale. 6
miles North of Murray.
753-2592.
BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the city limits of
Murray. 753-5541.

SIX acres located north and
room
SLEEPING
DUPLEX lots for sale, Bag$150/mo. Coleman RE, inside of city limits zoned
well Blvd off Glendale Rd
for
highway
business.
Ideal
753-9898
for hotel, restaurant, retail 753-4389 or 753-5960
stores,
shopping complex,
340
planned unit develope- JUST now on the market
House*
ment. Call Century 21
and located near Special
For Rent
Loretta Jobs Realtors, Events Center. Natural
1807 COLLEGE Farm Rd 753-1492.
gas, city water & sewer
2 or 3br house No lease
nearby. Permitted used
$350/mo Call 753-7334
grocery stores, restaur300
and leave message
ants, drugstores, motels, or
pits
have a planned develop2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynn& Supplies
ment project. Access on
grove. Lease & deposit retwo streets. Call Century 21
squired. Equal Opportunity AKC Registered Bassett Loretta Jobs Realtors,
Housing, HUD/ KHC certifi- Hounds, Ready 3/28/98
753-1492.
cates accepted. 753-4109. $200. 489-2964.
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, DOG obedience classes or Fleetwood Drive in Campstove & refrigerator furn- private. Serving Murray 17 bell Estates. Ideal for house
ished, w/d hook-up. years 436-2858
with walk-out basement on
5325/mo lmo deposit. No
back of house Call
pets. 753-2905.
ST Bernard puppies, AKC, 753-3903.
shots & wormed. 382-2331.
2BR, 2 bath, no pets
$450/mo plus deposit.
LOTS for sale. Various
310
North of Murray. 753-4837
sizes & locations to meet
Mistook
until 5pm,
your needs. Call 753-9950
& Supplies
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
2BR, 2 bath, unique barn
759-1828 or 762-0009
house, Hwy 121 S. I SPOTTED 6mo old regis5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.
11yr
walking
colt
1
tered
$350/mo. All appliances
old registered saddle trail
furnished. 436-5753.
.160
horse.(2) lyr old registered
28R brick, $400/mo plus walking colts. 759-4130 or
House
deposit. 753-4663.
Fee Soh
753-6675.
2BR house close to university. $375/mo, $375 deposit. No pets References
required 753-7535 after
6pm

AOHA registered horisa.
Performance bred, very
athletic, well built. Beautiful
horses with excellent dispositions 474-2761,

3BR, 2'!, bath, gas central
h/a $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898

CHAROLAIS- Pure bred
bulls
heifers
&
502-522-8005

3BR,2 bath, Murray S 9th
$495/mo plus security de- CHICKS, Ducks;Geese &
posit 474-2520
Turkeys. Cal to order now!
3BR brick, central h/a, Chick day April 15th FarHazel Coleman RE mers Fermacy, 759-2248
753-9898
3BR house in Murray
753 4509
AOMES for rent 753 4444

HORSE Boarding now
available. New facilities
with indoor arena, tack
room & wash bay. Partial or
full board available. 3 miles
from town 102 753 8506

MARCH

58

495

ARO

120

For Beat

WEDNESDA'I

CONTEMPORARY
HOME, CLOSE TO
TOWN!
Built for a comfortable
lifestyle, this home
features 3 bedrooms,
and
21/2
baths.
Cathedral ceiling add
distinction to the spacious living room. Dining room features
one of a kind custom
light fixture. Split
floor plan for added
privacy. Take a few
minutes today to view
this new home.
BURSTING AT
THE SEAMS?
Roominess is the number in this lovely two
story. Nearly new, 3
BR,2 BA with oparairs
playroom for the kids.
Situated on two acres
mil, just south of
town. Call today for
your tour. 753-1651.

Seems
fee UM
HOUSE for sale by owner
2tx 171 bath, great neigh
borhood, recent remodel
759-9323
NEW custom built 3br. 2
bathroom home with optional 1400 sq ft of living
space upstairs, natural gas,
2 car garage with wide
driveway. Located in North
Villa Subdivision, Lot #2,
Metcalf Lane McDaniel
Construction,
(502)436-2766

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

NEW 1998
S-10 LS

SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
bath, living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, double car garage, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding. Call 753-5761 for
appointment.
ZONED R-4, three bedrooms, new carpet, paint,
central heating/ cooling.
Range & refrigerator. Bob
Perrin Real Estate.
759-1881.

1993 Kawasaki KX250,
added accessories. Excellent condition. $1850.
759-2562.

%Me

la:ap

A/C Alum Wheels
Cassette

Automatic AC CD
Player, <ITd More

Moak •11•113
hi NO $11 958a

Ho Rebel)

aaw.•

Tayio

1983 JIMMY, $1000 obo
753-4258.

753-1651

1988 JEEP Wrangler, good
condition, new top.
759-4936 after 6pm.
1989 JEEP Cherokee
Loredo, excellent condition. (502)674-5885. ,
1993 CHEVY 4dr Blazer,
$9,000. Call 759-9404 after
5pm.
1996 CHEROKEE country
4X4, local, one owner, low
miles $18,500 firm
435-4423.
400
Used
Cars

2YR old home with 14
acres. $110,000. 1987 BUICK Park Avenue,
fully loaded, $2,200
759-4036.
759-5858
3BR, 1A bath, central h/a,
deck, carport, 24X40 de- 1987 MAZDA 323, 4dr,
tached garage, fenced 5sp, gold, new condition,
backyard. 14 miles east of high mileage. Asking
Murray. House & lot or $3000. Call 502-762-0061,
acreage available. Mon & Wed.
753-8819 4pm-8pm.
1987 MONTE Carlo SS,
3BR brick house, 1104 65,XXX actual miles, black,
Fairlane in Circarama Sub- fully loaded. Call after 5pm,
division. Excellent condi- 436-5473.
tion. 753-4389 or 1989 CHEVY Beretta Ap753-5960.
prox. 60,XXX miles on rebuilt motor & trans. Many
ARCHITECT designed
new parts, $1900. Call
solar home on 18 acres.
753-1980, ask for Chris_
Near Irvio Cobb Resort
3br, I 71 baths, Cypress 1990 DODGE Spirit V6,
beam ceilings, custom p/w,
am/fm, 99,XXX,
woodwork & ceramic tile nice & clean. Needs some
throughout. Stone work by engine work but in great
local artist, walk-in pantry, shape. $1700. 474-2761.
root cellar & greenhouse.
Large shop with attached 1990 MITSUBISHI Sigma
equipment shelter. 112,XXX miles, leather interior, automatic, a/c, am/
436-2669.
fm tape. $1,950. 759-4480
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 mi- 1992 PONTIAC Bonneville
nutes from water on 1 acre SE, loaded, excellent conwith large garden. 2-3br, 2 dition, high miles. Day
bathrooms, sunroom, full 753-5341, night 767-9503.
drive-in basement, deck 1993 CHRYSLER LeBaron
with water garden, central convertible, excellent conh/a, wood stove & boat d i ti on , $8500 obo
house. CaN 502-435-4585. 759-2174 after 5pm.
BRICK ranch style 4br, 171
1993 MAZDA Miata, red,
bath. 2 acres, '/. mile West 5sp, 1 owner, adult driven,
Lynn Grove. Call 71,XXX miles. $9,500 obo
502-435-4128.
759-4480
BY Owner: 3br, 2 bath brick 1994 GRAND Prix SE,
home, deluxe interior, 106 58,XXX miles, loaded, V6
Williams, 3 blk to MSU, Don't want to sell, but must
$99,900. 767-0895.
Sharp' $8,700 759-2156
BY Owner: 5yr old 1,800 sq 1095 AQUA Corvette
ft 3br, 2 bath cozy country loaded. $24,900
charmer on 71 acre lot 5 759-2203
miles west of Murray in
Stella. Vaulted ceilings in 1995 CORSICA, V6, torch
Irving, dining, kitchen, mas- red 474-2789
ter bedroom/ bath. Oak par1995 WHITE Chevy Monte
quet entry with neutral carCarlo, $10,500 Call
peting throughout. Central
759-9404 after 5pm
gas hie. Large front & back
porches_ Almond ap- 1996 COUGAR, great car,
pliances; refrigerator, every option Full leather
range, dishwasher, dis- V-8 25,XXX miles
posal, w/d. Call after 5pm $14,300 obo 492-6138
(502)753-4105. Owner
relocating
BY owner- 3BR brick on 1.5
acre shady lot in view of SW
Elementary. Immediate
possession, reduced to
sell. 489-2756.

NO a

Used
Tnicks

bone

1985 NISSAN pickup
$900 759-2039

Toy!o

,cv.i,jekT

CliTROLAr

Swell

el.

1989 DODGE PU
tonred- Cummins diesel good
condition 489-2533
1 991 FORD 4X4 F150 Lar
iat 1 owner, 77 XXX miles,
ac pis pib, tilt cruise etc
$8500 435-4656

AV
Seust 'Mit • 71:1•21111

• 71:141111

•

4v:A

4991 FORD F-150, extended cab $5,000
489-2989

3 Br.. 2 Bath, large family room, fireplace w/gas
logs, new carpet, paint and wallpaper throughout
home. Beautiful, heated 20x40 inground pool with
pool house, new gas pool heater. Covered patio
and extensive decking. Beautifully landscaped
yard -- fenced backyard. Split bedroom floor plan.
$139,000.

ts09)95 CHEVY, a/c, tilt,
cruise 41,XXX miles. Excellent condition $11,500
753-4445.

Immediate Possession 901-536-3969

ACCIITECH
DESIGNS & DRAFTING
GLEN MATH
Di Ir',NrER

113111p0,1 Utillly
Vehicles

414 So. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

2 STORY brick house, approx. 3600 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 2'A bathrooms, formal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen, utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space.
House has 2 heating & air
units. City utilities, electric
& gas. Great extras such as
10ft ceilings, doors, transits, Oct. Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see.

is Mao sip 21118
'as,

Ansi Raab

1hr us, OM•Immo

COWINe.u.
BAN KeR
Woods & Associates

1993 TOWN & Country extended van leather all options dual air 77 XXX
miles excellent condition
$11,400 or trade See at S
4th & Elm St 753-0697
days 759 1639 nights

NEW 1998
CAVALIER 2 DR

...1AV
"
4ft

SOUTHERN BEAUTYTwo story with 4 bedrooms,
271 baths, study, sunroom,
fireplace, front porch, deck,
wooded lot in Campbell Estates, $181,900 759-1830/
762-3808.

Vane

Custom Home Plans
Site Plans
Drafting
\LL loR \N AIM if\
['hone

N

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800) 874-0256.
IS

9

JIM'S DRYWALL
Hanging, Finishing & Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES
Phone
(502)436-5393 or

436-5955
960''

LAWN TREATMENTS
• Pres lawn Analysis
• Spray Truck Capelibty

• Iicsesscl & Insurod

• Litany Owned & ()pentad

753-5726
MALEY LAWN & LANDSCAPE SVC.
808 Coldwater Rd.
Across front Super America."

1111€0e
Tucker Lawn Care
Service
Mowing. Trimming, Edging,
Clippings Removal & Mulching

Free Estimates
Ph. 502-759-9609

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOIA WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

510

Services
Offered
3-0 DOZING, backhoe,
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969,
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning. Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment. Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262..
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing,
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
.4* su
'
4611 Ar

*-14mb Brothers
Tree Service

502-430-574.4
1.-800-548-5202
Fret El11/1111041
24 Hy Service
Hoe@ Tneeenuti
Tree Sproyme
Tra A Clomp
aseimiel

Tree rnAnalui
('4.aluep Sen.,
hall taws
4p.44,1Howsu
(Nero, s,

,
CARPORTS t0(
trucks Special
motor home boats e
and etc Excelier
•-•
non, high quality
value Roy Hill 43-,

CHIM Crum
Sweep chimney clearir-g
service. 10% senior -_,•rs
counts 435-4006
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages dec.i
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experienoe
753-5592

ELECTRICIAN- Flap
ELECTRIC New construc
eon, rewiring mobile home
hookups, electrical mainte
nance and repair Call any
time Murray, 762-0001
cell,* 519-1592
FENCING- Midway Fence
Company Chain link, wood
& vinyl at reasonable
prices 759-1519
GARDEN tilling, besnhog•
ging, small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade Ger
ald Carroll 492-6159
GUTTERS. Quality Seam
less Aluminum gutters, gutter maintenance, gutter
supplies, variety of colors
Licensed affordable
prices West KY Seamless
Gutters, 753-0278
HARDWOOD FLOOR in
stallation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a corrections professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
protection & save taxpayADAM'S HOME IM- ers money Compare the
PROVEMENTS. qualifications & hire PHIL
Remodeling/ Repairs In- HAZLE to be your new
side & Out No Job Too kind of Jailer Paid for by
Small 759-9906
Phil Hazle
AFFORDABLE all around JEFF'S LANDSCAPING
hauling, junk clean-up, Lawn installation & renova
cleaning out sheds, tree tion Landscape mainte
work. 436-2867
nance Top soil, mulch, pea
AFFORDABLE, quality, gravel hauled Weekly
building you'll be proud of' mowing. edging & trim
Residential construction, ming 753-7039
remodeling, roofing, vinyl LAMB Brother Home Im
siding, porches, decks, provements. remodeling
fencing, concrete & ma- additions, roofing, siding
sonry. And home repairs free estimates 436-2269
Free estimates. 753-8007,
LAMB Brothers Moving
Elite Building
Contractors cross cower',
or local Licensed & r
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
Luke Lamo
foundations, slabs, sidew- sured
alks, driveways, buildings, 502-436-5950
remodeling, repairs, AGC LAWN Care- Mowing
certified 489-2214
mulching, landscaping
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Reasonable, responsible
niture repair & custom dependable Call Ten,
Joe. 753-4679
woodworking. 753-8056.
ABSOLUTELY Honest &
Reliable Lawn Care 10yrs
experience in Murray. Call
David at 753-6986

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 6-5848

LAWN Maintenance Inc
Mowing, mulching, trim
ming & removal, total yard
care Free estimates
759-9577'
LAWN mower ATV repair
& service Free pick up 8.
delivered 435 4460
LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659

Service- small
BAC'1
lobs driveways, box blade
ronertilling, snow removal
753 0834 or 759-9835

LAWN mowing at reason
able rates Dependable
service North of Murray
preferably Free estimates
753-3993

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated , concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
or
5 0 2 436 2007
502 436 5264

LAWN mowing Guaran
teed work Free estimates
435 4423

Vans

1978 C-30 CHEVY van I
ton with 350 & extended
1400 DIUGUID. 2br log
cargo Very reliable
home wiarge lot for deve- DUPLEX near campus $1,000 Call 759-1663,
lopment. $53,900. Not for $29.500 Reduced for quick leave message
rent. 502-927-8493.
sale 898-8564 after 7pm
1986 NISSAN Stanza wa1YR old 5br, 2'4 bath, 2car No Realtors Please
gon, $1400 759-2039
garage, over 3100sq ft FOR Sale or Trade' 2 story
under roof. City utilities on log home, 3800 sq ft, 13 1991 FORD Aerostar van,
wooded lot in Sherwood acres fenced with pond, p/w, p4, maroon, very good
Forest. Lots of extras, be
30'X60' shop, 120'X50' condition, $5,500
low appraised value; barn, 24'X36' barn. 18'X36' 527-1897
$151,500 Call 753-6098
barn, 24*X40' equipment 1991 MAZDA 7 passenger
shed. Phone 75.17687
van, all extras, very dean,
2700 SO FT brick & vinyl
!ozally owned $6,800
REDUCED- 4br, 371 bath, terms 759-1922
home 3br, 3 bath, CH&A
Detached 2 car garage & 6 other large rooms, deck,
shop Cathedral ceding in gazebo/ hot tub, extensive 1994 CHEVROLET Lu ,
landscaping, 2 fireplaces, mina, 7 passenger, all
LR with large fireplace
many upgrades, new roof/ power, cd player, extra
Great country location
Convienent to Murray & oxt paint, 3 lots $202,000 sharp, $8200 Call
753 4882
Mayfield 4354318
753 8809

CARPET INSTALL A PON
INC. By qualifieJ
We install carpe,
hardwood & ,. floors Residentia
mercial 759-1591

CONSTRUCTION
1995 DODGE SLT Dually, REPAIR- Free estimates
Cummins Turbo diesel, Remodeling fencing deck
automatic, all power, run- mg roofing & electrical
ning boards factory 489-2832
chrome wheel covers.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
single cab, towing pack- decks, fencing, pole
barns
age, white, 70xxx miles
sheds, carports Also repair
Garage kept, maintenance & rebuild Excellent work
record, $17.500 Good con- manship Affordable rates
dition Call 474-8704 after 753-7860
5pm Serious inquiries only
CUSTOM bulldozing arid
please
backhoe work, septic sys
1997 CHEVY extended tems, 354-8161 after 4prn
cab, 3dr, 4X4, 15.XXX Horace Sholar
miles_ 435-4362.
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
18FT, 1976 camper trailer, cleaning, acid cleaning
real good condition For available David Borders
more information call Insured, Completely Mc
bile Phone 502-759-4734
753-6259
Cellular 502-853-1108
1989 JAYCO 29ft,sleeps 6,
D&D ROOFING-- Call us
designer series, $7,600
May be seen at 1606 Miller. for all of your roofing needs
436-2613
753-0932 or 753-5898,

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

•

CARPET cleaned r.
Techs Any room _.;„,
300st only $30.00 Vue.i.
Carpet& Upholste-,
irig 753-6300

BOB S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed f-ree
estimates 753 1134
492 8584
BONE ELECTRIC- Corn
mercial & Residential 7
days per week 24hr
emergency service Kim
(Kemp) Bone Johnny
Bone, (502)435-4007
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal Mulch At
fordable Prices Free Est;
mates 759 5353
—

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic overdrive
transmissions ASE Cert
fled in automatic & manua
drive transmissions
7530152
MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-5668
MORRIS Mobile Ho ne
Movers local & Out 01
State Moving Licensee it
Insured 767 9630
MULCrl delivered Murray
436 5560
—

•
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Germany, Britian
bid for Rolls-Royce

6.10
Service,
Mersa

ICOS

'rod

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

lied
Tree Service
Affordable

leave Massage
ryas Istimatas and
Ina.
Lie.

,/i UMRING repairs
.e.,y 436 5255

ADAMS
LAWN CARE

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters vanety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

Prices
759-5353
I

CALL TODAY

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roof
ing, additions vinyl siding
decks remodeling Call
753-2592

fast

z Roofing Tear offs,
.
ig shingle and
AJt A tools,and repairs
22yrs
502 437-4559
•

' PH'S LAWN
('t,11{- Reliable. exper- WOOD VCR- repairing
a Ferv toe Mowing,
VCR's, Microwaves Free
g etc Free esb- estimates Authorized
•
•!trit•t• 502 753-9095
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
/,',d AN I F() yards to mow
Free into Mon-Fri 1 5 30
i.able rates
753-0530

Mowing
Trimming
Call Billy at

489-2929
FREE QUOTE
WE clean up leaves and
mow lawns Call for eat,mate Cost Cutters
502 527 3454

Mike Jump, president of the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge /23,
presented Calloway County High School class officers with a donation for Project Graduation. Pictured are Jason Eaves, Kelly Travis,
Jason Pittman, Jump, Whitney Price and Jeff Nix.

FREE Fionweitieri Sharpe'
puppy. 15wks old. 3 shots.
759-3510 ask for Elizabeth

HOROSCOPES
''NCOUELINEBIGAR

•

• BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
'16, 1998:
••appens behind the scenes
.r You manifest ideas and
p • successfully,especially if you
:`()11 them through sleep, meor other intuitive processes.
1, a lot can always happen,you

protected and will land
feet You are likely to meet
• .• special who opens a new
•al path for you. Healing plays
icant role in your life. If you
a relationship might have
nous tone to it If attached,
• •,•tionship flourishes because

••

vate time you take together.
understands you.
••tIrs Show the Kind of Day
aye, 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
. ••ge, 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
March 21-April 19)
I.:4(e a deep breath,feel sure of
-If and go for what you have
t), inking about. Intuition and
merge, to lead you in the
•,(
direction. Make time for a
•,, discussion; both of you need
'1,_hteri each other. Tonight:
• I' .':t begins with you.
'1
liS ( April 20-May 20)
• .-* -** A friendship makes a con• •
• hit, difference. Make time for
(ig New acquaintances made
ill be very important to you.
Pm and haw; go for what you
Vou are capable of accomti" nearly impossible. To. • (.
Where your friends are.
eMay 21-June 20)
.(iu are in the limelight, and
•
•ef you know how much your
H. ;hip means. Ask for that pay
new title or extra vacation
,v,,,, while you wear the office
partner eyes what happens
• ( ovaluates opinions. Tonight:
air bows.
I
• Eit +June 21-July 22)
** * 4-* Seek to uncover more inYou don't have all you
make a decision, but you will
•4, offer that comes from afar
S for you Take a risk, and
•or horizons. Sign up for a
workshop. Let your mind
Tonight: CalI a friend.
I #
11 ly 23-Aug. 22)
* Endless conversations, exo and even pleading eventuf1 A partner expresses his
side. You have reason tc,
4, Write down your agreeit.•
• "(pie there can be a change
t ,ntract with a meal. Toni0 ' ;11 like a Cheshire catI:II Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
V
- •
Everyone clamors for your

.4.

r'

opinions and presence; you are in
demand Relish the moment, enjoy
increased populanty and go along
with another's agenda. If single, a
new friend could become much more.
Accept life's bounty. You deserve it!
Tonight: Midweek hoopla!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** What you whiz through now
could turn out to be amazing. Take
on a new project. Others come to you
for advice. Take time to do something special for yourself. Check out
a new gym or special store that interests you. It is time to indulge
yourself'. Tonight: Get a massage.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
-k**** Good news comes through
your own ingenuity. Your magnetism makes you an unbeatable force.
A loved one delights you with his
decision and attitude. Take a break
as soon as you can, to celebrate.
Tonight: The party goes on.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Good news comes to the home
front. You have waited a long time
for positive changes. Extend yourself to a family member. He shows
his caring in a way that is unique.
Right now,positive real-estate decisions and happy family interactions
are key. Tonight: Order in.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be impulsive, and reach
out for others. You can make a big
difference. Tie up loose ends, bring a
friend back into the fold and get the
support you need.Socializing is key
to work and personal life. Take as
much time as you need for that meeting. Tonight: A favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** The wild card strikes your
checkbook. Your finances take an
extreme swing. Be careful with a
windfall. Wait for the check. Listen
to a trusted adviser before making
investments. Your self-confidence is
heightened; ask for what you want
Tonight: Celebrate.

PISCES 'Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You wake up knowing that
this is a special day. Pull out your
wish list, and start tackling it. You
are open to finding new ways to get
the best results. Creativity and magnetism surge. You pull rabbits out of
your hat. Tonight: Just ask.
BORN TODAY
Actor Leonard Nimoy(1931),singer
Diana Ross (1944), journalist Bob
Woodward (1943)

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

"MARCH SPECIALS" id
r

Mike Jump, president of the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 123,
presented Murray High School class officers with a donation for Project Graduation. Pictured are Brad Simmons, Jump and Kisen Nathu.

FTC: Laser companies
conspired to fix prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — l'he
Federal Trade Commission is accusing the only two companies in
the nation that supply lasers for a
popular new eye surgery to correct nearsightedness of conspiring
to fix the prices of their
equipment.
The administrative complaint
filed Tuesday says Summit Tech
nology Inc. of Waltham, Mass.,
and VISX Inc. of Santa Clara,
Calif., used patents they hold on
the laser technology to create a
monopoly that cost consumers an
estimated $30 million last year in
higher prices.
The FTC also alleges that
VISX committed fraud to win a
patent for its technology.
Both companies denied the allegations in statements issued
Tuesday.
Summit said it would "vigorously contest" the antitrust complaint and noted that the FTC did
not accuse it of any patent
violations.
VISX said it has "wmpeted
strenuously with Summit, and
charges different prices for
equipment and procedures."
The next step is a hearing before an FTC administrative law
judge.
The FTC estimates that
200,000 of the corrective eye

suigeries were performed last
year, up from 70,000 in 1996.
The agency maintains that rather
than competing, the two companies set up a partnership, Pillar
Point, that doctors pay each time
they need a laser for surgery,
with proceeds divided between
Summit and VISX.
"The way they set the price
was each company would propose a number and the higher of
the two numbers would be the
price," Willard K. Tom, deputy
director of the FTC bureau of
competition told The Washington
Post.
He said the $250 charge for
each laser use is more than twice
what it should cost. The agency
said the total cost to patients for
each surgery is $1,500 or more.
In San Francisco, the American
Academy of Ophthalmology
issued a statement supporting the
FTC inquiry.
"As strong advocates of appropriate, affordable eye care, the
academy applauds any actions
that further that end," the statement said. -The academy also
recognizes that research and innovation lead to better patient
care. ... Our greatest and most
abiding concern in the area of refractive surgery continues to be
patient safety."

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing
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Celebration Home
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,Special Model to
Celebrate 1 Million
rao
Homes Built by
-4
:Fleetwood

1998 Chevrolet Cavalier
Stock 49802t

28 x 56
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3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
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Includes:
A. C

'
Wall to Wall Ca'pet
•Cetling Far.
•Maylag Stove
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Judge storms off bench
during Brawley trial
That also was the view of a
grand jury that exonerated Pagones in 1988.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. (AP)
The boiling point came toward
— A shouting match prompted
end of the day when Sharpthe
the judge to storm off the bench
attorney, Michael Hardy,
ton's
during the Tawana Brawley defatold state Supreme Court Justice
mation case.
S. Barrett Hickman he had sevThe outburst, in front of the
follow-up questions for
eral
hithe
by
even
jury, was wild
Young.
strionic standards of the 10-yearHickman acted annoyed, sayold case and combative fouring he wished to finish with the
month trial.
witness. Hardy replied that the
"Just when you think you've
was threatening him. The
judge
reached the lowest point, it gets
confrontation escalated into delower," plaintiff Steven Pagones
fense lawyers loudly berating
said after Tuesday's incident.
Hickman for his "unwarranted,
He is suing the Rev. Al Sharpunnecessary outburst."
ton, C. Vernon Mason and Alton
Hickman banged his gavel and
Maddox, who were advisers in
yelled "Stop it! Stop it!" to no
1987 to the then 15-year-old Miss
effect. Then he walked out with
Brawley after she. claimed that a
the jury, saying "See you in the
group of white men abducted her,
morning."
raped her and smeared her with
Outside court, Mason's lawyer,
feces.
Stephen Jackson, said he was upPagones, a prosecutor at the
set that Hickman's clerk had
time, claims the three defamed
asked him for a note from his
him by saying he was one of the
wife confirming that back probattackers. He is seeking $395
lems kept him from court Monmillion.
day. Other sick people during the
Tensions rose in court Tuesday
when Tommy Young, the first Atrial had not been asked to propolice officer to interview Miss *Aide 'notes, he said.
"If that doesn't suggest racBrawley after the alleged attack,
ism, if that doesn't suggest bias, I
testified that he eventually condon't know what does," Jackson
:luded the black teen-ager made
said.
up her tale of rape and abduction.
By MICHAEL HILL
Associated Press Writer
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Pike County woman
admits to poisoning
FO
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Pike County woman has pleaded
guilty to murder in connection
with her husband's poisoning
death.
A sentencing hearing for Elissa
Rose Damron, 31, is scheduled
for April 30 in Pike Circuit
Court.
In an unscheduled court appearance Monday, Damron admitted that she poisoned Danny
K. Damron, 41, with antifreeze.
Damron, of Robinson Creek,
died Jan. 12, 1997 at the University of Kentucky Medical Center
in Lexington. Officials said he

probably drank more than a haltcup of antifreeze during a twoweek period. As little as two
ounces can be fatal, experts say.
I think the plea was consistent
with what I perceived the evidence to be and any possible defenses, looking at the case as a
whole," defense attorney Steve
Owens said.
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There was no agreement with
prosecutors before the plea,
Owens said.
"She just decided to enter that
plea and we went upstairs and did
it," he said.
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Your Choice:
'4 Bedroom. 2 Bath
or 5 Bedroom, 3 Bath
'On Display

1300 Hillwood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(Located inside Hill Electric)

$ 1954 **

irp Includes:
„
Ad Carpet
'Refrigerator - 19 Cu Ft

•Ceiling Fan Living
Room

Specializing In Dean and General Tires

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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Owner, Ronnie Melvin
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KEITH BAKER HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 N.• Paris
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(901)6440012
1-800-533-3568

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
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Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs'

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car & truck corn an ."
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Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax Service

C
.

28 x 80

$45,900

posts with Ford Motor Co. and
the British carmaker Rover,
where he was managing director
and then a director before BMW
bought the company in 1994.
"The main objective, first of
all, is to keep Rolls-Royce British," Richards said. "And secondly, to preserve the jobs in
Crewe and keep Rolls-Royces
produced in Britain. It's the last
great auto company we have. It's
our crown jewels, really."
News of Volkswagen's bid
pushed Vickers share prices
higher as traders speculated that
VW and BMW might get locked
into a bidding war. Investors had
previously worried that BMW
would be the only serious bidder,
allowing it to try snapping up
Rolls-Royce on the cheap.
Vickers shares rose 3.8 percent
to $3.86 in late morning dealings
on the London Stock Exchange.
Analysts have suggested RollsRoyce could fetch $660 million.
Vickers announced last year that
it would sell the company to concentrate on other aspects of its
business, such as building engines and military hardware.
Both Volkswagen and the
Rolls-Royce Acquisition Committee said they had made their
bids Tuesday. Vickers did not immediately return phone calls about the bidding.

.—11-— -L.,
,

•

Prtce

LONDON (AP) — The race to
buy Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
heated up today, with competing
bids from German auto giant
Volkswagen and a group of British enthusiasts who want to prevent the company from falling
under foreign control.
Volkswagen Chairman Ferdinand Piech said his company had
made an offer for Rolls-Royce
but would not disclose how
much. Piech cited a confidentiality agreement with Vickers PLC,
corporate parent of Rolls-Royce.
Rival German carmaker BMW,
long viewed as the favorite to get
Rolls-Royce, will submit its own
bid "when the time is right,"
spokesman Uwe Mahla said.
Most analysts view the bid
made by a group of wealthy
Rolls-Royce lovers in England as
a long shot. The Rolls-Royce Acquisition Consortium also would
not say how much it has offered
for the luxury carmaker, based in
Crewe, England.
"In the old days, when people
asked you the horsepower of your
Rolls-Royce, you said it was
adequate," said John Richards,
the group's chairman. "If you
ask about the bid, I would simply
say it's adequate."
The offer is headed by businessman Kevin Morley, whose
automotive background includes
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MURRAY LEDGER el TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

SUPPORT OUR FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Ten years ago
Murray High School Speech
Team finished eighth in the Junior State Speech Tournament
held at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. A total of 63
teams participated in the
tournament.
Teresa Harper, registered dietitian at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, spoke at a meeting of
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club. She was introduced
by Anna Mae Thurman, program
chairman.
M.C. Garrott writes about Paul
Shahan who is retiring from the
faculty of the Music Department
at Murray State University after
30 years in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Twenty years ago
Dr. Alberta Chapman, professor of business education at Murray State University, is serving as
a consultant to review applications for fellowships under the
Educational Professional Development at Washington, D.C.
Ricky Cunningham of Calloway County High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America,
was winner of the impromptu
speaking on swine at the annual
FFA Federation Day Contest at
Murray State University.
The Chancel Choir of First United Methodist Church presented
the musical, "The Seven Last
Words of Christ," on March 23.
Soloists were Irma Collins, Tim
Haskett and Larne Clark.
Thirty years ago
Murray University School and
Paducah- Tilghman High School
shared top honors as co champions of the Regional
Speech Festival at Murray State
University.
Leon Penick, Alvin York, Gerald Owen, Mayo Mansfield and
Roy Brown are speakers at the
Bible Institute at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. The Rev.
Grover W. Page is church pastor.
Bobbie Garrison, Betty Dixon,
Martha Ails, Margaret Morton,
Mary Smith, Verona Grogan,

DAILY COMICS
BLONDLE

CATHY
A FEW YEARS AfrO, WOMEN
WORE POWERFUL, AUTHORtTAMA BUSINESS SUITS ON
THE OUTSIDE AND EXUDED
FEMININITY FROA1

[

THIS 4EAR WE'RE WEARING -)
CLOTHES ON
THE OUTSIDE, AND EXUDING
POWER ANO AUTHORITY
FROM WITHIN.

SOFT, FEMINLNE

WW- MUST UJOMEN ALUMS rSUBDUED
AITIRE,
BE EXUDING ONE THING
4E-r
WHILE WE'RE WEARING SOMETHING ELSE?? ON CAN'T WE EXUDING
JUST GET DRESSED LIKE MEN PASSION!
DO?? WHY MUST EVERYTHING- WITH US INVOLUE
M EXTRA ACTIVITY ??!!

Glenda Hill, Ona Birdsong,
Peggy Tobey, Ann Grogan and
Doris Scarbrough had the top 10
averages in Dillar or Dollar
Bowling League for the week.
Forty years ago
Carolyn Parker, eighth grade
student at Kirksey School, won
the Calloway County Spelling
Bee. Randy Patterson of New
Concord School won second.
Third place went to Barbara
Steele of Faxon School.
Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. C.J.
McDevitt, and James Thurmond
are officers of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross.
Mrs. Mary Pace is executive
secretary.
Dr. B.J. Tillman spoke about
"Hypnotism" and demonstrated
his remarks by hypnotizing two
college students at a meeting of
the Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club.,
Fifty years ago
The Murray City Council
awarded a contract to Chicago
Bridge & Iron Co. for a 1,200,00
gallon capacity stand pipe at a
cost of $69,500. A tentative contract to W.L. Hailey Co. for improvements to the sewage treatment plant was let at a cost of
$251,000. The city water department will, in addition to the
above contracts, spend an estimated $118,000 on reinforcing
water mains and improvements to
the water pumping station.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Colson,
March 15, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Cook, March 17.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WE HFID A SMALL fi*E- C-EFTION FOR MOM'S
FRIENDS IN VANCOUVER,
BUT WEVE PLAWEID A
11 1
MEMORIAL SERVICE ,
THE SOMMER,WHEN
THE WHOLE
FAMILy CAN
CoME

THEN PERHAPS PAD CAN
DECADE WHAT HE'S
GcirTo DO
HOPE
HE COMES TD
LIVE WITH

THEV sicty DNE SHOULDN'T
E-PWESDRDP
•

BUT NokA.) ANDTHEN
I'M GLAD I Do!
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I'LL LURE THAT FLY CLOSER
BY PUTTING ON THIS MASK

PEANUTS
ASK YOUR 006 IF NE
WANTS TO 60 OVER TO
Ti-IE PARK AND PLAY,.
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DEAR ABBY

W. v.oung-adult

.lau,tfiter 'Ellen dated for several
.•ar, before meeting "Tom," to
hom she is engaged Before she
tellin !ii t' with him. Ellen cut short
,t•eral relationships because the
men wanted to have sex, and she
was saying herself for marriage
Tom And Ellen's wedding is in
two month,,. and we just received a
letter from her informing us that
she is pregnant! In her letter, she
said she would understand if we
wanted to disown her.
I called her immediately and told
her that we love her, we know she
loves Tom, and everything will be
all right. Although I know she
heard me. she still seemed upset
Abby. I have never shared this
with my daughter. but her father
and I made love before we were
married. He has been the only man
in my life, and I never felt hypocritical teaching Ellen to wilt for sex
until after marriage Now that I see
how bad she's feeling. I'm wondering if it would make her feel better
to know I understand more than
she might .guess Should I tell her?
WANTS TO HELP
DEAR WANTS: Since your
husband is half the equation,
ask him if the "secret" should
be revealed to your daughter.
I'm not at all certain it would
make your daughter feel better
to hear that she had been held
to a standard that you didn't
meet. In fact, she might resent
it and feel she had been misled.
Before reaching a decision,
read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing this
letter for all of those well-meaning
people who subscribe to the notion.
"What he or she doesn't know, won't

CONTRACT BRIDGE
Southdealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
4K2
K
•J 8 5
4K 10 9 8 5 4 2
EAST
WEST
J 654
+ 107
A Q 76 5
glo 10 9 8 3 2
•9
•Q 9 6
•A J 7
4Q 6 3
SOUTH
# A Q 98 3
,J4
• A K 10 7 4 3
4—
▪
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
24
1•
Pass
Pass
3•
2+
Pass
Pass
4•
Pass
3+
5•
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
There are times when a 6-5 distribution can be described in just
three bids. Whenever the six-card
suit is lower in rank than the fivecatd suit, there is a standard procedure by which the 6-5 shape can
be identified.
In the bidding shown, South's
three spade bid is the key to his 65 distribution. When South first
mentions his spades at the twolevel, North has every right to assume South has only a four-card
suit.
But when South next bids three
spades, this assumption becomes
invalid. It would not make sense
for South to rebid a four-card suit
that has not been supported.There-

ACROSS
1 Stimulate
5 Melt
9 DDE
opponent
12 Cry of pain
13 City of
Norway
14 Southwest
Indian
15 Woodwind
player
17 Mournful
(Fr )
19 Okinawan
seaport
21 Fact
22 Zippiest
26 Neon symbol
27 Carnivorous
mammal
28 -Bali —"
30 — de plume
33 NBC series
34 — Twenties
37 Behold,
38 Nev time
40 Greek letter
41 Kingdom
43 Former
spouse
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 25, the 84th day of 1998. There are
281 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 25, 1965, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led 25,000
marchers to the state capitol in Montgomery, Ala., to protest the denial of voting rights to blacks.
On this date:
In 1634, Maryland was founded by English colonists sent by the
second Lord Baltimore.
In 1865, during the Civil War, Confederate forces captured Fort
Stedman in Virginia.
In 1894, Jacob S. Coxey began leading an "army" of unemployed
from Massillon, Ohio, to Washington, D.C., to demand help from the
federal government.
In 1911, 146 immigrant workers were killed when fire broke out at
the Triangle Shirtwaist Co. in New York City.
In 1913, the home of vaudeville, the Palace Theatre, opened in New
York City.
In 1918, French composer Claude Debussy died in Paris.
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in Centralia, Ill., killed 111 people.
In 1957, the Treaty of Rome established the European Economic
Community.
In 1990, 87 people, most of them Honduran and Dominican immigrants, were killed when fire raced through an illegal social club in
New York City.
In 1992, Soviet cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev, who'd spent 10 months
aboard the orbiting Mir space station, thereby missing the upheaval in
his homeland, finally returned to Earth.
In 1996, the redesigned $100 bill went into circulation.
Ten years ago: In New York City's so-called "preppie murder
case," Robert E. Chambers Jr. pleaded guilty to first-degree manslaughter in the death of 18-year-old Jennifer Levin. Chambers received a sentence of five to 15 years in prison, which he's still
serving.
Five years ago: The Senate approved an outline of President Clinton's plan to spark the economy and trim the budget deficit by a vote
of 54-45.
One year ago: The Federal Reserve nudged interest rates higher for
the first time in two years, hoping to stifle any threat of rising inflation. Georgia Gov. Zell Miller signed into law a ban on a controversial form of late-term abortion. Former President George Bush, 73,
parachuted from a plane over the Arizona desert.
Today's Birthdays: Modeling agency founder Eileen Ford is 76.
Former astronaut Jim Lovell is 70. Movie reviewer Gene Shalit is 66.
Feminist author Gloria Steinem is 64. Singer-actor Hoyt Axton is 60.
Singer Anita Bryant is 58. Singer Aretha Franklin is 56. Actor Paul
Michael Glaser is 55. Singer Elton John is 51. Actress Bonnie Bedelia
is 50. Singer Nick Lowe is 49. Actress-comedian Mary Gross is 45.
Actor James McDaniel ("NYPD Blue") is 40. Actress Sarah Jessica
Parker is 33. Olympic bronze medal figure skater Debi Thomas is 31.
Thought for Today: "Believe those who are seeking the truth;
doubt those who find it." — Andre Gide, French author and critic
(1869-1951).

WEDNESDAY

fore, the three spade bid implies a
five-card suit.
Once this determination has
been made,it remains for North to
ask himself why South bid one
diamond initially rather than one
spade. South cannot have five diamonds and five spades, because in
that case, spades — the higherranking suit — would have been
named first.
Since South did bid a diamond,
North should conclude that South's
diamonds are longer than his
spades, and are therefore at least
six cards long.
Proper play produces 11 tricks
even though the diamonds and
spades break unfavorably. East
wins the heart lead and presumably returns a trump. Declarer
takes the ace and ruffs a heart in
dummy. This leaves dummy with
the lone jack of trumps.
South is threatened with a possible diamond loser as well as a
spade loser. If he leads a trump
and aoes not catch the queen, all
his hopes will then rest on losing
no spade tricks.
Instead of subjecting himself to
the whims offate, South leaves the
jack of trumps in dummy to serve
another purpose. The king and ace
of spades are cashed, and a low
spade is ruffed with the jack as
West discards a heart (it doesn't
help West to ruff with the queen).
Only a trump trick can now be
lost, since declarer's remaining
spades are good. In effect, the two
possible losers are telescoped into
one.

hun • •
Ancr U.:. ;A H'Jt'r )A,ts killed at tJirestaurant during a robbery
ai.ft
411' rn rniit her arid I were at his
attorney s otfue to -tart proceed
ings. and the .iuestion if -date of
marriage" CdMt. p Mom said
-Aug 2:1, 1925 and I said. "N”
Mom
it s1924
la!Tit:
and said - Hush \A,.
this, later "
I was 22
oHi
•••ti
learned I had escaped tl!eg
by just :I4 d.Ays' First
I

traved

•

then ho,ii,h

mom's large family. I wis tr,e
one who s.vis unaware ot
1,o ot
my birth ‘Vhen I Asked her.
Mum. why."she said -Because I lad
made me promise you would nes. au.
know of it in his Iffettrile
Apparently this proud man could
not bear the thought that I might
consider him imperfect It was easy
for Mom to go along with it because
she always tried to pridect me by
withholding unpleasantness
Abby, all this happened 50 years
ago, and I have long since fOrgiven
them. But I have not altogether fairgotten that I was deceived by those
I trusted most.
CAN'T FOR(;ET IN I..\
DEAR CAN'T FORGET: It is
for that specific reason that I
advise parents never to lie to
their children.
DEAR ABBY! In response II,
"Doesn't Look Handicapped." oh is
I
walking tall in the Midwest
too, have a handicapped placard I
had a car accident in 1990, bre.it
cancer in 1991 and a heart attack in
1992.
I look OK, and I'm not a whiner
I have a standard answer fur
anyone who tells me, "You dirrYtlook handicapped." I say, "You don't
look ignorant, either. It just goes to
prove you can't tell by looking!"
ST. PETERSBURG. FLA..
RETIREE
Good advice for everyone - teens 0(
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It." To order. send
a business-sized, self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for S:I.95
(S4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris.
005440447.(Postage is included.(

DR. GOTT

I

By Peter El. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there anv
health hazard from eating food that
has been cooked in a microwave
oven?
DEAR READER: None whatsoever
In fact, such food may actually he
more nutritious because the cooking
time is lessened.
For example. if you boil your vegetables !rather than steaming or
microwaving them). they will undergo
many minutes of preparation. This
prolonged exposure to heat may leach
out vital minerals and nutrients
Contrast this to microwaving, in
which food can be prepared in seconds or minutes. Moreover, because
microwaves contain no X-rays. they
do not cause any potential health hazards.
I like to microwave my vegetables
because the process is environmentally more responsible than standard
oven-cooking: My baked potatoes are
ready to eat after five minutes of
microwaving, compared to 45 minutes
in a customary oven. This uses less
ener*, — and it's fast.
When I was growing up. the presCROSSWORDS
sure cooker was the appliance of
choice: It cooked food in minutes. Now
45
the microwave is in. although I continGets
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Read the classifieds

AROUND THE WORLD

MARCH MADNESS

Troop-pullback talks continue

1998 Chevrolet 5-10 LS

JERUSALEM (AP) -- On the eve of a visit h I. S Mideast
eiio Dennis Ross, Israel is trying to reduce Washington's demand
for an Israeli troop withdrawal from 13 percent of the West Bank,
Israeli officials said today.
in the past. Israel has said it could hand 0%er no more than 9
percent of the land, but the Maariv daily said today that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was ready to withdraw from up to 11
percent, provided other Israeli demands were met.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's spokesman, Nahil Abourdeneh, said any Israeli redeployment "must he sizable and crediHe." hut refused to comment on Israel's purported new offer.
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Chief: Attacks pot work of IRA
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Recent car bomb and morout without the
UT attacks in Northern Ireland are being carried
authority of the outlawed Irish Republican Army the police chief
announced today.
Chief Constable Ronnie Flanagan said his assessment that the
IRA was not involved in the latest terrorist incidents was based on
his force's network of surveillance and spies.
His remarks came hours after mortar shells were fired at a British army base at Forkhill on Northern Ireland's border with the Irish Republic. The attack caused no injuries but heightened speculation of a split in the ranks of the IRA, which is supposed to be
observing an 8-month-old truce.

In regional competition for the 1998 Kentucky Scholastic Chess Championships, the Murray Elementary School chess teams placed first in the
primary division with three students winning Individual trophies Team
member* pictured are (back row left to right): Chess Volp (first place),
Jeremiah Harris, Alec's Nautley, Tony PfannerstIll, Alex Adams, Eric
Holzapfel, Will Pitman (fifth place), (front row left to right): Brian Blalock, Matthew Parker and Ian Boone (sixth place). Not pictured Is Clifford Cheng

Several high school students
from Calloway County have won
honors at the 78th annual Kentucky
High School Speech League State
Championships, held at Western
Kentucky University March 12-14.

Failed robber-murderer killed
POTOSI, Mo. (AP) — A onetime "drugged-out street punk"
who stabbed a man to death during a bungled robbery attempt 12
years ago was executed by injection early today.
Milton Griffin-El, 37, smiled as the doses were administered at
the Potosi Correctional Center. A few minutes earlier, he asked the
families of his victims and God to forgive him.
In Florida, a snipper who shot and killed a Jacksonville police
officer in 1981 died in the electric chair Tuesday.
Leo Jones, 47, kept his eyes focused on his religious adviser and
repeated a prayer in Arabic while being strapped to the chair and
readied for execution.
His execution was the second of four scheduled over nine days.
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Speakers net state titles
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

chel Murrell, certificate, broadcasting; and Austin Webb, certificate,
humorous interpretation.

GZ:l Oldsmobile.

The competition included more
than 800 students from 67 Kentucky
high schools.

Residency permits delayed
NEW YORK (AP) — The federal government has delayed issuing tens of thousands of residency permits because a new machine
designed to produce fraud-proof green cards is malfunctioning.
Immigration and Naturalization Service spokesmen say the
agency the bugs are inevitable as the agency begins using sophisticated technology to produce cards that contain digital fingerprints
and high quality photographs.

Bill defines Arlington eligibility
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill defining who is eligible for burial at Arlington National Cemetery — and ending waivers for those
who are not — has won unanimous House approval,
The legislation passed Tuesday on a 412-0 vote is an outgrowth
of press reports last year that the administration was granting burial
plots at Arlington as favors to political donors.
Under the bill, burial at Arlington would be limited to members
of the Armed Forces who die on active duty, military retirees, recipients of the Medal of Honor and other top awards, former prisoners of war and the president and former presidents.

Murray High School won the
sweepstakes award. Individual students winning included: Autumn
Alcoa, Blodwen Book Award, second in oratory and fourth in dramatic interpretation; Drew Thompson,
first, humorous interpretation; Mark
Stockton, second, storytelling and
third, humorous interpretation; Ellen Carpenter, third, oratory; Wesley Hart, fourth, humorous interpretation; Amanda Conley, certificates, oratory and dramatic
interpretation; Brandon Kellie, certificate, extemporaneous speaking;
Cassie Howie, certificate, prose;
Colin Wier, certificate, impromptu
speaking; Dana Parker, certificate,
prose; and Emily Noble, certificate,
dramatic interpretation.

* Personal Check Advance *
Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get The Cash You Need Today!
If you have an active checking account we will give you cash
for your check today and deposit in 14 days
or your next payday!

Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential

Social Security
Customers Welcome

Three teams also received awards
in duo interpretation: Carpenter/
Hughes, second; Hartabompson,
third; and Bright/Kellie, certificate.
Winners from Calloway County
High School included: Ashley
Lowe,certificate, broadcasting; Ra-

Olympica Plaza • Murray
753 1 020
(Neil to August Moon)
•Disoaunts apply to new customers only

WAREHOUSE SALE
We're clearing out all discontinued, floor samples and one-of-a-kinds to make room for newly arriving spring merchandise.

Listed Below Are A Few Of The Outstanding Buys You Will Find!

This Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only!
2 Glider Rockers by Best Chair Co Cherry finish.
Available with blue or burgundy cushions List 479 95
1-3 pc table group 2 rectangular end tables and 1
square cocktail table Black painted bases with cherry
tops List 649 95
Group of assorted end tables Cherry, iron & glass
painted finishes, & washed finishes Your choice
1 -Blue swivel rocker by Best Chair Co Floor sample
List 349 95
1 -Iron 8 wicker bakers rack by Fashion Bed Group
849 95

1_151

1 -Queen size cherry nce carved bed with matching
rails List 1099 95

Now
1/2 Ea.
Now
5268w

Now
1/2
Now
$3713w
Now
5598°3

1-Oueen Anne wing back chair by Best Chair Forest
green fabnc Floor sample List 379 95

Now
1/2

1 Wicker iS iron tables Chair group by Universal 4
wicker 8 iron side chairs 44' glass top table with a
wicker & iron base List 1499 95

Now
1/2
Now
1/2

1 3 pc Whitewashed bedroom suite by Florida
Dresser, mirror, full/queen headboard and 2-drawer
nighstand Discontinued List 1299 95

Now
1/2

1 Fullyqueen oak pediment headboard by Lea Floor
sample List 379 95

Now
1/2

F-roe Delivery

$3980"
1 Queen size sleeper by Lane Tuxedo style Multicolor fabric Innerspring mattress list 1099 95
1 Stepback cupboard by Southern Antique pine finish
Discontinued List 1299 95

Now
'588w
Now
548800
NOW

1798w

1-2 door cherry curio cabinet by Peters Revington
Halogen lighting Floor sample List 1299 95

Now
1/2

1 Hall tree by Pulaski Black painted finish with
mirrored back Discontinued List 799 95

Now
$347°3

1 4 pc washed bedroom suite by Universal Queen
size sleigh bed with rails triple dresser, mirror, chest 8
nighstand Floor sample List 3360 00

Now
s1398°c

Closeout Prices on
Jamison Bedding
Floor Samples &
Discontinued Sets

Now
1/2

1 -Queen Anne wingback chair by Fairfield Ma PIO
fabric List 599 95

Now
$280")

1 3 pc oak wall unit by Peters-Revington Includes
entertainment unit, two 2-door bookcases List 2599 95
1-3 pc table group by Riverside Two rectangular end
tables and 1 oval cocktail table List 899 95

FURNITURE

NOW

5169800
Now
1/2

Large Group of Accessories
& Decorative Pillows

1/2i 1/2
2 Lii-Z Boy leather recliners 1 burgundy and 1 hunt& r
green Discontinued List 999 95
1 Taupe all leather sofa by Viewpoint Leatherworio.
Floor sample List 1995 00

Now
1/2
Now
'788m

1 -Jamison Twin size electric bed with massager List
1099 95

Now
788'

1 42'single pedestal table with 4 chairs Natural finish
List 549 95

Now
$377°13

2 Ladies recliners by Best Chair Co 1 light blue and 1
celery List 499 95

Thurman's
208 Main St.

Now
548m

1-2 cushion sofa by Hickory Hill. White damask fabric
with matching hinged pillow. Floor sample List 999 95

Leather Recliners

1-7 pc oak table with 6 side chairs 1 12' leave List
1197 95

1/2 of 1/2

All items are
subject
to prior sale.

LANE ACTION

$78c* Ea.

All
Area Rugs

4 Lane Action Recliners Available in blue or mauve
Floor sample List 495 CO

1-Traditional style sofa by Hickory Hill. Tufted back. with
brown and beige fabric Floor sample List 999 95

753-4834

Now
1/2

Sorry !Jo Holds
or L.4yaways
Store Hours:
Mon- `at 9-5:30

